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Directory of Local Unions 
LOCAL UNION 
New York Cloak Operat 
Philadelphia Cloakmakers. 
New York Piece Tailors. 
Baltimore Cloakmakers 
New. Jersey Embroiderers-.. 
New York Embroiderers.. 
Boston Raincoat Makers — 
San Francisco Ladies' Garment Workers 2339 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
New York Cloak and Suit Tailors 113 E. JOlh St., New York City 
New York Amalgamated Ladies' Garment Cutlers 7 W. Slst St., New York City 
Esrownavjllc, -V. Y., Cloakmakers ',' 219 Sacknian St.. Brooklyn. N, Y. 
Boston Goak Pressers 230 Trcrnont St , Boston, Mas*. 
Montreal, Canada, Cloakmakers 
Toronto. Canada. Cloakmakers. 
Philadelphia Wui-tinakers... 
S t Louis, Mo., Ladies' Carmen 














































47.' Denver, Colo., Ladies' Tailors. 
121 E. 18th St* New York Gty 
N. 10th St.. Philadelphia. Pa. 
. . 9 W. Mst St.. New York Gty 
.2. So. High S t , Baltimore, Md. 
3B9 Summit Ave.. \V. Hoboken, N. J. 
2G 3rd Ave.. New York Gty 
.38 Causeway St., Boston, Mats. 
Prince Arthur, E. Montreal, Canada 
..194 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Canada 
40 N. 9th St.. Philadelphia, Pa, 
mal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Aves, 
. .35 E. Second St.. New York Gty 
Chicago Ooak and Suit Pressers .1815 W. Division St., Chicago, III 
Montreal, Canada. Cloak Cutters , .302 St, George St.. Montreal, Canada 
New York Waterproof Garment Workers.. 116 E. 10th St„ New York City 
Newark, N. J., Cloak and Suilmakers 103 Montgomery St., Newark, N. J, 
New Haven, Conn.. Ladies' Garment Workers 83 Hot lock St., New Haven, Conn. 
New York Skirtmakera . . .113 E, lOtli St.. New York Cily 
Boston Skirt and Dressmakers' Union ...724 Washington St., Boston, Mass 
New York Waist and Dressmakers .16 W. 21st S t . New York City 
Cleveland Ladies' Garment Workers.. . 112 Prospect Ave., Oeveland. Ohio 
Cleveland Skirt Maker* 112 Prospect Ave Cleveland, Ohio 
Seattle. Wash.. Ladies' Gannent Workers 2706 E. Union St . Seattle, Wash. 
Cleveland Cloak Finishers" Union 112 Prospect Ave:, Cleveland, Ohio 
Women's"Alteration and Special Order Tailors 80 E. joth St , New York City 
S t Louis, Mo.. Cloak Pressers 920 N. 17th St . St. Louis, Mo. 
Winnipeg Ladies' Garment W o r k e r s i . . . , . : . Labor Temple, Winnipeg, Man. 
Bridgeport Corset Workers 416 Warner Building, Bridgeport, Cotm. 
Bridgeport Corset Cutters . . .416 Warner Building, Bridgeport, Conn.' 
New York Pressers S2S Second Ave., New York Gty 
Cleveland Goak Pressers' Un ion . . . . . .'. 112 Prospect Ave., Oeveland. Ohio 
New York Ladies" Tailors 728 Lexinnton Ave„ New York Gty 
New Haven Corset Cutters . . . . . 627 Oak St , New Haven, Conn. 
New Haven Corset Workers 219 Putnam St , New Haven*. Conn. 
New York Wrapper and Kimono M a k e r s . . . . . . . . 79 E. 10th S t , New York Gty 
Cleveland Goak and Suit Cutters' Union 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Worcester White Goods and Waist Workers 10 Columbia St , Worcester, Mas*. 
Chicago, III., Goakmakers . . . . . 1815 W. Division St , Chicago, I I I . 
Syracuse. N. Y„ Dressmakers 124 Renwick PI., Syracuse, N. Y. 
petticoat Workers' Union. 79 E. 10th S t , New York Gty 
.1097 S. Washington St . Denver. Colo. 
AS. Italian Cloak, Suit and Skirt Makers" Union 231 F_ 14th St., New York City* 
49. Boston Waistntakcrs. .724 Washington St.. Boston, Mass. 
60. New York Cbild'ren Dressmakers. 79 E. 10th St , New York Gty 
•M. Montreal, Canada, Custom Udies ' Tailors 387 Gty Hall Ave., Montreal, Canada 
62. Los Angeles Ladies* Garment W o r k e r s — 238 Beaudry Ave, Los Angeles, Cal 
(CONTINUED ON INSIDE YIDDISH COVOt) 
ACHIEVEMENTS AND PRESENT STANDING OF OUR 
INTERNATIONAL 
Within a comparatively few years 
cur International.Union has achieved 
a notable success in organizing the 
workers in a number of the most im-
Turning from c 
waists and dresses i t will be seen that 
our International Union has, within t' 
last two years, achieved success in 
portant centers of industry, and wher- bringing into line the workers in sev-
cver organizations have been estab-
lished, improved conditions of wages, 
hours and general shop conditions heve 
followed as a result. There is noi a 
irade center of note in any part of the 
United States and Canada where the 
influence of our International has not 
jwnetrated. 
In the cloak industry We need only 
mention the cities that arc standing in 
era! centers which heretofore had been 
unorganized. In 1913 only the wai 
and dressmakers of New York form 
part of our organized army. In the 
last two months we have considerably 
strengthened the organized forces in 
the waist and dress industry of New 
York. We have established strong or-
ganizations and won better working 
conditions for the waistmakers of Phil-
the forefront of our organized army of adelphia and Boston, and we are fast 
workers, awake to their interest, organizing the waistmakers of Worce-
watchful, equipped and with a solid ex- ster, Mass., and those of Newark and 
pefiencc behind them. These in the other cities in New Jersey where 
order of importance are New York, strong movements for securing better 
Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, Balti- working conditions are in progress 
more; St. Louis, Cincinnati, Toronto, right now. ' 
Montreal, Toledo and Los Angeles. In New England our Interna 
1 work has been done in Cleve- Union has branched out in a field 
in the past had been untouched. We 
refer to the corset and similar workers 
in Connecticut and Massachusetts who 
have been organized and are working 
under greatly improved conditions. 
- During last month we have added to 
our achievements the organizing of the 
wrapper and kimono workers of New 
land, and we are convinced that as soon 
as our staff of organisers will, in the 
near future, again start an active cam-
paign in that city, great results will be 
achieved. The organized ranks in all 
of these cities are *t the beck and tall 
of our International at any time of 
emergency. 
-TDX LADIES' GARMENT WOMTO 
ISSUES CALL 
row FUNDS 
York and have secured for them fair 
union conditions of labor. 
Strikes are now in progress in the 
children's dress industry of New York 
and embroidery trade of New York and 
New Jersey. In the children's dress 
trade seventy-five shops have effected 
individual settlements with the union, 
resulting iri the return to work of some 
2.000 employees with gains in wages, 
reduction of hours and improved shop 
conditions. The embroidery trade is at 
th:s writing so completely tied up and 
the workers are displaying such 
strength and solidarity that success is 
certain. 
* • • 
iv -aNATioNAL To insure the success 
M~the strikes in the 
children's dress and em-
erabroidery industries and to prosecute 
with vigor the movements pending in 
the waist and children's dress trades in 
New Jersey, Worcester, Mass., and 
Chicago, funds arc urgently needed, 
and it behooves those of our members 
at work to finance their sisters and 
brothers still on strike and about to 
leave the shops. 
We feel that those who have re-
turned to work and our membership in 
general working under improved con-
ditions of wages and hours will gladly 
stretch out a help-hand to the workers 
who are fighting for Justice and ripht. 
At its meeting, held February 22, the 
General Executive Board of the Inter-
national decided to levy an assessment 
of 10; cents a week on the entire affili-
ated membership of the union. In this 
the board acted in pursuance of the 
power given it by section i. article 7, 
of the International constitution, which 
reads as follows: 
. The General Emeu tire Board shall have 
the power to dsclare a levy of ten e*nta 
Vtr member per week on all affiliated on-
io-is for a continuous period not exceeding 
fifteen (IE) weeks In any one 
assist In the support of an aRlUatod organ-
ization engaged in a protractod strike or 
lockout 
A duty rests on all the locals of the 
International to respond to this call 
for funds as speedily as possible. The 
union must not be hampered and vic-
tory must not be delayed by lack of 
resources. Wc call on all locals to 
forward the total amount of the as-
sessment without delay and help bring 
these strikes to a successful ter-
mination. 
* 
A MONTH OF 
STRUGGLES 
AND VICTOXIES 
Wc have already las' 
month indicated in thi: 
column that upon the 
employers refusing to make reasonable 
concessions strikes would be declared 
in several branches of industry. Know-
ing- the psychology of employers and 
their common rule to exact from their 
employees a large amount of labor 
for the smallest possible wage, our 
International Union has been prepar-
ing for months to secure an improve-
ment in the workers' condition-., pre-
ferably by negotiation in conference or 
by determined strikes as a last resort. 
In the waist and dress trade the 
association of'employers conceded a 
number of important points, while the 
Board of Arbitration in session for 
many days decided on points on which 
the parties had failed to agree. Ac-
cordingly the employees returned t<> 
work after a few days' absence from 
the shops. This was arranged to facili-
tate the plan of general organization 
mutually agreed on by the representa-
tives of the union and association. In 
the non-association waist shops, and in 
the trades respectively of children's 
dresses and embroidery, the employers 
were loth to grant concessions amica-
bly, and determined struggles have 
. 
• - • 
MAHCH, 1916 
been proceeding throughout last 
. month. 
In; Boston our International Union 
succeeded by negotiation and confer-
ence with the DressNand Waist Manu-
facturers' Association ofuhat city in 
securing substantial concessions for 
the workers. The locals benefiting by 
the arrangement arc the Cloak Press-
ers' Union Local 12, controlling the 
pressers in the waist shops; the Skirt-
makers' Union Local 24, controlling 
the skirttnakers engaged on dresses; 
the Waistmakers' Union Local 49 and 
;.the.Cutters' Union Local No. 73. 
and 
have 
EMPLOYERS , Extensive agitation 
ToV™w *n s i s t € n t . "WnkjP* 
, been going on for many 
months in the aforc-mentioned trades. 
Our International has spent money 
and energy to arouse the workers lo a 
consciousness of their semi-enslaved 
condition and has urged them to join 
hands for forcing improvements by 
amicable settlements with the employ-
era .concerned or by strikes. Great 
meetings were held, energies were con-
centrated and deep and thorough plans 
were laid for an enveloping movement 
to uplift some 60,000 mostly women 
workers', and lighten their burdens of 
toil. 
The employers knew that a storm 
was developing. Rumbling sounds 
were heard in the shops and they were 
warned by the union in positive, un-
mistakable terms. Warnings mostly 
took the form of invitation to confer 
and discuss conditions with a view to 
averting strikes. Where the employers 
have reliable bonafidc organizations, 
these businesslike warnings wereheed-
t-d. In the children's dress and cm 
broidery trades the employers were 
dilly-dallying or ignoring the warnings. 
i 
The union therefore had no alternative 
than to declare general strikes. 
At a time of great demand for la* 
bof these trades were practically para-
lyzed. After prolonged slack periods. 
an unusual wave of prosperity has 
struck them, but the employers had not 
the slightest intention of allowing 
their employees—mostly girls of ten-
der years—to benefit by the return of 
good times. Some of thera have been 
obstinately resisting the workers' de-
mands by beating them off with the 
aid of hired thugs. I t was even more 
regrettable .that our "protectors" and 
"guardians of law and order" should 
have ranged themselves on the side of 
unfair employers and that courts 
should be so devoid of sympathy to 
our women workers and this movement 
of real uplift as to impose fine* and 
imprison strikers and pickets, while 
letting off actual criminals with a mere 
reprimand. 
But in spite of these and other ob-
stacles the strikers have been display-
ing a spirit of determination rare in 
the annuls of the labor movement, and 
have won substantial increases of 





CMILORSN-S Before the children's 
DRESSMAKERS
 d r e s s m a k „ s w „ e ^ 
out on strike, the asso-
ciation of employers 
claiming to represent an important 
section of the trade, had been invited 
to confer with representatives of the 
union with a view to a possible agree-
ment being reached. Several confer-
ences* were held but they proved bar-
ren of results. 
Until 1913 no semblance of organ-
ization had existed in this industry. 
At least 10,000 workers, a large num-
ber of whom arc young girls in their 
$ -
3mm$m 





teens, • are employed at children's 
dresses, and owing to their youth and 
inexperience they • have proved the 
easiest and most unresisting human 
material whose labor could be exploit-
ed at leisure, without protest from 
themselves. What danger this unor-
ganized mass proved to our more or 
less organized trades will be clear 
upon considering how nearly related 
they arc to each other. 
Women's wear industries, and par-
ticularly dresses of all kinds, require 
almost similar work. They all include 
operating at the sewing machine, cut-
ting and needle work in which only 
experts can discover a border line. 
Needle workers in one trade, however 
cheap the line of goods, can with a 
little practice qualify for work at other 
trades and gradually become expert at 
garments requiring a higher skill and 
neater finish. In a tinie of need, man-
ufacturers of high-class dresses can 
utilize the labor of'makers of children's 
dresses, considering that it is not un-
usual for employers in time of scarcity 
of labor to break in men and women 
of little or no experience at all. 
In his report of investigations in the 
waist and dress industry, conducted by 
its Wage Scale Board two years ago, 
Dr. N- I. Stone, its chief statistician, 
stated that "5,000 girls leave the in-
dustry annually to get married." Those 
who take their places arc, most likely, 
recruited, in the main, from the lower 
grade trades. It is easier for girls ac-
customed to certain operations on 
women's garments to find work at 
higher grade garments than-it is for 
absolute newcomers. 
Now consider the danger to an or-
ganized trade such as the waist and 
dressvtrade, when it is confronted by 
the prospect of every year dealing with 
5,000 new workers who know nothing 
s:iM 
' • 
of organization or the necessity for'it. 
In strict union shops the problem 
would be easier of solution. Under the 
protocol arrangement of 1913, with the 
preference provision ignored by many 
employers, and the rise of the menace 
of outside contracting and sub-manu-
facturing, the union could by no means 
absorb the 5,000 new workers knocking 
at the doors of the industry every year. 
The approximate number of workers 
thus displaced was not even known un-
til Dr. Stone reported of it. 
* » * 
SHORT-LIVED But the leaders of 
SETTLEMENT 
IN 1SU 
union suspected the pres-
ence of this danger, and 
for years prior to 1913 had laid plan* 
to overcome it by organizing the chil-
dren's dressmakers, kimono workers 
and white goods workers. Towards 
the end of 1912 our International 
launched an extensive campaign to 
bring these workers in line, and strikes 
on a large scale were conducted. The 
field was practically new and untilled 
and great obstacles lay in the way. The 
success of the waist makers, white 
goods workers and wrapper and ki-
mono workers, early in 1913, moved 
the more influential of the childrcn's-
dress employers to make concessions 
to the workers and conclude a collect-
ive agreement with the union after a 
strike of short duration. An agree-
ment with their contractors was also 
signed. The moderation of the union's 
position was shown by its accepting an 
increase of 50c a week in wages to all 
workers earning less than $11.00, and 
a second increase of 50 cents six 
months subsequently. The employers 
declared their faith in the Union and 
a machinery for adjusting grievances 
was instituted. 
The arrangement, however, broke 




:n the manufacturers themselves 
iled to fulfill their written promise 
the second increase of 50 cents a 
,'eek. This showed that they had en-
tered half-heartedly into the arrange-
ment with the union to maintain peace 
in the industry- Thus, as yet in An-
.gust, 1913, it had been apparent that a 
general strike would sooner or later 
become inevitable. Bad seasons, con-
sequent upon the war in Europe, in-
•rfcrcd with the organizing pl/ns of 
le International, but a constantly 
watchful eye has been kept on the sit-
uation all the time. 




* » * 
In 1913 the strike of 
the children's dressmakers 
was begun and carried 
through in a somewhat 
perfunctory manner without much 
:cvinns preparation., It was called in 
the middle of the season, and the work-
ers manifested impatience and fear lest 
the season should pass and the chances 
of victory diminish. They were not 
called upon to make much sacrifice. 
Perhaps this was why they pnly slight-
ly valued their union. 
The situation now is altogether dif-
ferent. An extensive campaign of 
"gitation and organization preceded 
the strike. The workers are now much 
better organized than in 1913. True. . . 
they have been called on to make 
'greater sacrifices, but this will endear 
. the union to them. They will learn to 
watch over their interests in an or-
ganized and confiding manner. 
The heroic struggle of last month, 
their picketing the shops in extremely 
inclement weather, suffering frequent 
assaults by hired thugs; persecuted and 
arrested by the police instead of being 
protected by them; fined and impris-
oned by courts instead of their elemen-
tary rights of peaceful picketing recog-
nized as legal 
dressmakers have suffered. They are 
bound to emerge from their ordeal 
strengthened in a double sense. They 
will have won improved conditions and 
they will have been morally fortified 
and imbued with courage to insist on 
their rights. 
The more.stubborn children's dress 
employers will have gained nothing by 
their short-sighted policy of defying 
the union. This definace will, in tbc 
long run, prove far more costly to 
them than the moderate concessions 
asked for by the workers, as employ -
ers in other industries have found to 
t h e i r cos t in r eady cash a n d loss of 
trade. Individual settlements have 
been proceeding apace and there will 
be no let-off in the determined efforts 
of the union until the strike has ended 
victoriously for the workers. 
Vice-President Samuel Lcfkovit?. 
frequently guided and advised by Presi-
dent Schlesinger and Secretary Baroff, 
has been directing the strike. Towards 
the end of last month there were so 
many applications for individual settle-
ments as to render a speedy and com-





» » » 
For more than three 
weeks a keen struggle 
has been in progress in 
the "shiffli" embroidery 
trade both in New York and New Jer-
sey. At this writing the demand for 
manufactured goods is so urgent that 
only one alternative is left to the em-
ployers—they must settle With the 
union and accede to the very reason-
able conditions asked for by the 
workers. 
Considering that this kind of em-
broidery is manufactured entirely by 
expensive and complicated machinery 
requiring alert and high-skilled labor, 
" 
• 
the desired improvements in wages 
and shop conditions are very moder-
ate. Thus the.cmployers are asked to 
concede 
THK LADIES' GARMKKT WORKER 
of wealth for the manufactur 
has within a comparatively short time 
introduced the newest labor-saving 
machinery which, while enormously 
A working week ot fifty-two hours In- increasing the output, has been at the 
stead of firty-sevon In New York and fifty- same time taxing the energies of the 
eight in New Jersey; minimum wages for
 w o r i c e r s t 0 a n alarming extent. Yet. 
week workers ranging from *7 to $33 for, „,_„,.. t _ „ - ,*„- J;I„ aii™ 
the various parts of the work, requiring w a * « h a v e S t C a d , , y f a l ! e n-
various skill or deftness, and a reasonable Employers have been in the habit of 
increase in piece prices amounting ta all making no difference in the rate of pay 
to workers of higher skill and speed. cases to an advance of from 10 to 15 per 
cent; In the event of discharge without 
cause the discharged employee shall bo Such rates have been fixed by the ar-
reImtated and paid for lost time; equal 
distribution of work In the dull season: no 
charge for machines or any .tools Incidental 
to tho work; no sub-contracting of any 
kind; sanitary and safe conditions in tho 
shops; no work shall be done for any firm 
whose employees are on strike; Ave legal 
holidays; restriction of overtime to six 
hours a week and certain months in the 
year, when It shall be paid for to week 
workers at the rate of time and a half, 
and to piece workers at 20 cents per hour 
additional; a representative ot the union 
shall have access to the shops to consult 
with members and Investigate sanitary 




These very reasonable 
demands indicate that the 
strike could • have been 
bUrary rule of the employer with little 
or no regard to the wishes of the 
workers, while helpers, shuttle boys 
and girls, for instance, have been re-
ceiving scant consideration. 
From the character of the occupation 
it is easy to understand that the work-
ers engaged therein arc drawn from 
an intelligent element. They have thus 
quickly seen in organization the only 
way to protect their interests. 
The employers have resorted to vari-
ous expedients to get "the employee;; 
back to work. They have employed 
hired thugs, they have caused numer-
ous arrests of strikers and pickets, 
they have stimulated hostility to the 
workers in the local press, they have 
averted had the employers cherished
 a p p c a l c d t 0 t h e i r n a t i o n a i a n d r a c i a i 
the least desire to ameliorate the con-
 n r e j u d i c e S i „ h a v e v i s i t c d s t r i k e r s 
dn.ons-of their employees. The union
 fll t h e i r h o m c 5 ; b u t a „ l h e s e dj_ 
held out its ol.ve branch and invited
 a U s a n d s u b t c r f h a v c b e e n o f n o 
the employers to discuss proposed im-
 a v a i , T h c w o r f c e r s h a v c s t o o d fim 
provements in conference; but the em-
ployers seemed reluctant to relinquish A collective settlement has been 
advantage and domination over the Pr°P°*ed to the Lace and Embroidery 
workers, gained at a time when they Manufacturers' Association, but tnc 
were not sufficiently organized to in- a s s o c , a t , o n h a v , n e r c f u s c d t h e o f f e r ' 
sist on just and fair conditions of cm- t h e u n , o n h a s d c c , d e d t h a t t h e v m u s l 
ployment. No other means was thus * c t t l c individually. Towards the end 
left to the International than to come o f , a s l m o n t h a l a r S e "umber of em-
tp the aid of local Nos. 5 and 6, by P'oy*™ settled with the union grant-
helping to organize the workers and 'm« the desired concessions, 
calling a strike. Brother Weiss, the general organ-
Thc industry is known to be a source izer, Brother M. Friedman, the chair-
MARCH, 1916 
man of Local No. 6", and the Strike 
Committee both in New York and New 
Jersey have been receiving every ad-
vice and active support from President 
Schlesingcr and Secretary Baroff, 
while First Vice-President J. F. Pierce 
THE VICTORY OF THE WAIST AND DRESSMAKERS 
has been in charge of the strike in 
New Jersey. Both locals Nos. 5 and 
6 arc conducting the fight with vigor 
and determination, and the result must 
be a strongly organized union and 




A victory of .Locals 
Nos. 10 and 25 was a 
foregone conclusion long 
before the spectacular strike of 
Wednesday, February 9. Plans had 
been laid months in advance with ac-
curate precision. The leaders and 
rank and file had come in frequent 
contact, and both had care(ully con-
sidered the demands subsequently 
presented to the Dress and Waist 
Manufacturers' Association in confer-
ence. 
Every detail had been arranged be-
forehand by the local executives and 
Boards of Directors. The unions had 
lined considerable experience in past 
strikes. Their business'relations with 
the association, conducted with signal 
success for three years by Br. Pola-
koff, the manager of that department, 
and his very efficient staff, notably Brs. 
J. Zimmerman and Chas. Jacobson. has 
taught the officers to act Svith fore-
sight and deliberation: 
In the Independent Department Bro. 
Baroff, now General Secretary of the 
International; Bro. Seidman. who has 
recently succeeded him, and a band of 
experienced and faithful organizers 
and business agents had done all in 
their power, under the direction of the 
local Executive Board and in frequent 
consultation with President Schlesin-
gcr of the International, to prepare the 
workers for the master-stroke that 
called forth the admiration of an ever-
growing sympathetic public. An 
tivc committee of the Cutters' Union, 
headed by Brothers J. P. Cohen, Isi-
dore Epstein, Elmer Rosenberg and! 
others too numerous to mention, co-
operated with the officers of Local 
25 from first to last. 
The walk-out of the waist and dress-
makers last month was a triumph for 
effective organization. Nothing like it 
has been seen since the historic cloak 
strike'of 1910. It was a demonstra-
tion of the power of unity. If the em-
ployers had any doubt on'the subject 
of maintaining peaceful relations with 
the workers the spectacular demon-
stration of February 9 must have satis-
fied them as (o the wisdom of their 
course. 
Incidentally this effective organiza-
tion is a lesson for the workers in 
our and other industries. It shows 
what success may be achieved by vol-
untary discipline, steadfastness and 
loyalty to union principle evinced by 
the waist and dressmakers of New-
York. We congratulate Locals Nos. 25 
and 10 and their officers and advisers 
on this demonstration of unity and 
t>ower and on the great victory for 
our International Union. 
'• * • * 
BOARD OF xhi5 demonstration in 
= £ £ » * * th7««— * 
REQUESTS P " c c n t o f w o m e n an«i 
girls of many tongues. 
hues and races, impressed New York 
« ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ? mm 
' 
THE LADIES' GABMEST WORKER 
while the Board of Arbitration under 
the protocol of 1913 was in session 
hearing pro and con argument of 
counsel on both sides. Mr. Julius 
Henry Cohen, attorney for the asso-
ciation, was eager to show that the 
desired concessions would be "a tre-
mendous burden on the industry." But 
Mr. Morris Hillquil, counsel for the 
union, succeeded in making out a good 
case for the workers, and the Board 
of Arbitration steered a middle course 
between the two contestants. I t did 
not grant all the union -had asked, but 
it decided in favor of improvements 
that constitute a distinct gain to the 
workers. 
Some anxiety was caused by the 
resignation of Mr. Louis D. Brandeis, 
who was the chairman of the Board 
from the time it had been constituted 
in 1913. He presided at several meet-
ings and succeeded in adjusting more 
or less serious differences between 
both parties, by whom he was much 
honored and respected for his tact and 
impartiality. Naturally his resigna-
tion at a time of impatient expectation 
caused momentary distraction. But 
the difficulty was speedily solved by 
the ready acceptance of Judge Julian 
W. Mack rjf Chicago to serve in the 
place of Mr. Braudeis and help smooth 
out the differences in the industry. 
Both parties must be grateful to Judge 
Mack for this good service rendered 
without compensation upon the advent 
of what is expected to be a record 
season. yVith Judge Mack on the 
Board of Arbitration were Mr. Hamil-
ton Holt representing the association, 
and Mr. Robert Brucre representing 
the Union. » , » 
The revised, protocol, 
when the task ; of the 
Board of Arbitration 




more comprehensive document than 
the protocol it supersedes. It will em-
body many new provisions designed to 
protect the workers' interests better 
than before. Some points have been 
considerably strengthened, notably the 
provision prescribing preference of 
union workers. We understand that 
the request of the union for the pre-
ferential clause being changed to read 
"union members shall be preferred in 
the hiring, employing and retaining 
and in the distribution of work" has 
been conceded in conference. Further-
more, at the request of the association 
the following paragraph was added to 
the clause: 
That in nil cam In which a worker Is 
discovered not to be a union member, or 
to have ceased to be a union member, no-
tice thereof ihall be given to the employer, 
and If, of tor the expiration of ten days from 
such notice such worker has not become 
union member, that In that event the prlvl 
lege enjoyod by him under the preferential 
union clause shall be withdrawn from oira 
by the manufacturer. 
The preferential clause was fu 
amplified by the addition that the un 
must be an open union and that work-
ers must be admitted at a reasonabl 
initiation fee to preclude the danger of 
creating a sort of trade union mo-
nopoly. 
These amplifications are of consid-
erable importance to the union. They 
dispose of a controversy that has 
raging all the time, and will te 
strengthen the good faith and mutual 
relations of both parties. 
* * * 
GAINS IN T h e Board of Arbitrati 
split the difference in t 
demand of the union (of 
reduction of two hours a week, fixing 
forty-nine hours as the working week. 
It granted the operators a minimum 
base rate of 35 cents an hour where i 










local. It decided that piece workers 
shall get at the rate of 35 cents an 
hour extra for overtime—an improve-
ment which sets a precedent in wage 
movements. Heretofore it had never 
occurred to any union to demand extra 
overtime pay for piece workers. Bro. 
S. Polafcoff deserves credit for origin-
ating the idea. 
The cutters were awarded a sub-
stantial increase in wages; both full-
fledged mechanics and the various 
grades of apprentices benefit by the 
award of the Board of Arbitration. 
Piece workers, other than operators, 
get a flat increase of ten per cent, 
>me week workers get an increase 
>f $1 and $1.50 a week, while pressers 
ire to have a minimum base rate of 
IS cents and ironers 35 cents an hour 
on piece work, which is now to be the 
prevailing system instead of week 
work as heretofore. Pending the 
langc from week work to piecework 
ihosc working on dresses are to re-
ceive $23 a week instead of $20, while 
ironers, men and women, similarly get 
increases. 
Other concessions in regard to the 
methods and organs for the enforce-, 
went of the agreement render the re-
vised protocol a greatly improved in-
strument* for securing justice to the 
workers. 
This is a clean victory for the essen-
tial qualities that go hand in hand with 
sound organization, unity and har-
mony, and it cannot be too often re-
in the end they must recoil on the 
heads "of their promoters. 
* * * 
WORKERS NOW
 T h c collective sett k-
v 1 , ™ ment with the assoc 
tion houses, and all the 
improvements agreed on in conference 
or awarded by the Board of Arbitra-
tion, are likewise being enforced in 
thc non-association houses. Every in-
dividual employer who settled with the 
union last month was required to sign 
an agreement. embodying essentially 
the same conditions of wages, hours, 
overtime, e t c ; while the shop organ-
ization takes thc form of strict unio 
control. The employer is required 
employ only union workers in 
standing of the Locals No, 10, Cutte 
Union; No. 25, Waist and Dressmak-
ers' Union and No. 58, Buttonhole 
Malecrs' Union. 
Not the least part of thc victory 
gained is the augmented power of the 
Union implied in the considerably in-
creased membership and the extended 
control over the workers in the shops. 
The revised preference provision in-
sures full employment to the members 
of the various locals. 
Thus the officers have done their 
part ; they have bent every energy and 
every mental and physical power to-
ward bringing about this good result. 
Now it behooves the workers in the 
shops to do their part. They must not 
for one moment relax their watchful-
ness or suspend their loyalty to the 
organization They must continue 
pcated that it is in a sense also a gain that mutual faith and trust in the uffi-
fur the employers who preferred con- cers which 'th<ey have displayed so 
ciliation and arbitration methods to the conspicuously throughout the strike. 
costly methods of fightitjg the union "Eternal vigilance is the price of lib-
witfi the aid of paid gangsters. The erty." Every victory, when won, must 
experience of thc waist and dress in- be vigilantly maintained, awl it can 
'Instry .shows that anti-social and in- ..nly be maintained in joint effort of 









AN ACHIEVEMENT In point of improve-
FOR OUR ments gained, the vic-
INTERNATIONAL
 tiiry qf t h e Wrapper 
and Kimono Makers' Union, Local No. 
411 is on a par with the victory of 
Local No. 25 and constitutes an 
achievement for our International 
Union. 
Kimono and housedress employers 
have chosen to take a leaf from the 
book of the waist and dress industry. 
These industries have this much in 
common: they both employ 80 to 90 
per cent of women workers and both 
arc season industries. 
Peaceful relations with the union 
will profit the employers much more 
than the workers. Like the waist 
manufacturers the kimono and house-
dress manufacturers have been through 
the mill of strikes and have counted 
the cost. They know that it pays bet-
ter to be at peace. 
Local 41 has been in the field almost 
as long as Local No. J5 ; yet the work-
ers of the waist industry have advanced 
much quicker. This is due. no doubl, 
to the fact that the industry, manufac-
turing to a large extent a higher grade 
of garments, requires higher skill in 
their manipulation, and the workers 
have been better paid. The waist in-
dustry is probably treble in extent and 
has thus attracted a larger percentage 
of active and intelligent workers who 
have.devoted much time and attention 
to the upbuilding of Local 25. ' 
The strike of the waist and dress-
makers, by n-asOn of its extent arid 
efficient Organization, has put* in the 
shade all the other strikes conducted 
by our International last month. Yet 
the strike of the kimono workers man-
aged to attract sufficient attention for 
Mayor Mitchel to become interested 
in its settlement. The strike could have 
been altogether averted, but the manu-
facturers probably under-estimated the 
strength of the union. The rapid Suc-
cess of the waistmakers, however, left 
no doubt in their minds as to the ulti-
mate outcome, and so Mr. Ginsberg, 
the president of the Housedress, Wrap-
per and Kimono Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, requested Mayor Mitchel "to 
appoint a committee to negotiate the 
differences." Mayor Mitchel offered 
the services of the Council of Concili 
tion in the cloak and suit industry f< 
this purpose. The council's servic 
were promptly accepted by the, Union, 
but when the two parties came togeth-
er in conference they quickly found a 
way- of adjusting the dispute without 
giving the council much trouble. 
The gravity of the situation lay in 
the great need of improving the lot of 
the workers. It was an indisputable 
point in the entire discussion. For the 
manufacturers there was no way out, 
and after due bargaining they made 
concessions that sound like the con-
cessions in the waist and dress indus-
try. The strike lasted a comparatively 
short time and the concessions' 
wages, hours and general shop con 
tions are fur superior to those gained 
in 1913 after a strike of five weeks. 
» « « 
HOW THE The collective agrec-
mi AGREEMENT ment of 19*3 was 
FELL INTO DISUSE fashioned on the pro-
tocol in the waist and dress industry, 
but the preference provision of thai 
agreement, upon which practically the 





ga:n and maintenance of working con-
ilitions rested, was evaded by the em-
ployers. Matters were complicated by 
discrimination and discharge of ac-
tive union workers. Some employers 
moved their plants to Jersey to escape 
ihc'control of the union. The absence 
of good faith on the part of the rep-
resentatives of the association made 
the entire contract a son of "scrap of 
paper" of no practical value.* Event-
ually it fell into total disuse and shop 
conditions degenerated into their pre-
vious state. 
In the meantime slack seasons and 
the war crisis supervened, and there 
was nothing left to the union but to 
hide its time. 
During the hard times the Interna-
tional Union kept up Local No. 41 by 
rendering generous moral and financial 
support, while a group of loyal souls 
were always on-the spot, never aban-
doning hope for one moment. Inter-
national organizers were stationed 
with Locals Nos. 41 and 50 ever since 
the fall of 1914. By dint of patient 
plodding, the Genera! Office succeeded 
inbreathing new life into the dry bones 
of the kimono workers. 
Some six or seven months ago the 
trade crisis seemed to be over. Gen-
eral prosperity heralded new good 
times coming. Clearly this was the 
right time for thorough preparation, 
and ..the International Union promptly 
' set to work launching a vigorous 
agitation and organizing movement. 
Gradually Local No. 41 became numer-
ically strong enough with the aid of 
• the International to strike a blow for 
wage and other improvements at the 
next favorable opportunity, which in 
the judgment of the General Office oc-
curred last month. The G. E. B. had 
fully considered the matter and at its 
meeting in St. Louis had sanctioned the 
strike. 
NATURE OF An analysis ol 
THE VICTORY cessions made in confer-
ence shows them to be comparatively 
fair. As already referred to in pass-
ing, some of the gains are similar to 
those in the waist and dress industry. 
The working week is to consist of 
forty-nine hours Overtime is limited 
to four hours a week, or one hour a 
tiny on the first four days of the week; 
an exception is made in the case of the 
cutters, who may work two and a half 
hours ctvertime a day. Double pay for 
overtime is to be the rule for week 
workers, while piece workers are to be 
paid 35 cents an hour extra for over-
time. There is to be no contracting 
or sub-contracting, and manufacturers 
assume responsibility for maintaining 
equal conditions in the shops of their 
contractors within a radius of twenty-
fivc miles out of New York. There is 
to be ho discrimination and discharge 
for union activity, and equal distribu-
tion of work in slack seasons is pro-
vided for. 
Piece workers arc to get an average 
increase of 15 per cent. Increase in 
wages for week workers range from 
Si.oo to $2.00 a week; the minimum 
wage for cutters is set at $32 a week, 
while cutters' apprentices are to re-
ceive an increase of $3.00 every year 
until they become full-fledged mechan-
ics- The workers who remained work-
ing during the strike are to join the 
union before being allowed to re-enter, 
the shops. This is in accord with the 
preference provision which is to be the 
same as defined in the revised protocol 
of the waist and dress industry, cited 
in a previous article. The machinery 
for adjustment of grievances is like-
wise copied from that instrument. The 
Council of Conciliation in the cloak and 
suit industry is to be the Board of Ar-
bitration * in the kimono and house-
dress industry. 
\ -. v 
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Of tlie officers and members who 
have worked hard to bring about this 
result, and who are still devoting much 
time and attention to organize the 
workers of the independent shops and 
effect settlements with their employ-
ers, are President Schlesinger and Vice 
President Saul Metz for the Interna-
tional; Alexander Block for the Cut-
ters* Union, Local No. 10; Bro. Chat-
koff, Miss Anna Gewirtzman and Sarah 
Sapnier of Local No. 41. 
Wc congratulate all concerned on the 
splendid victory for the union. We 
trust that the workers will profit by 
past experience and hold in precious 
esteem the organization by whose 
power and prestige they won these 
substantial improvements: It is only 
by the power of the union and the 
workers' faithful adhesion thereto that 
the fruit of the victory can be main-
tained. 
* * * 
A TRIBUTE No less than 60,000 
io THE people were involved 
ACTIVE WORKERS j n t h e strikes conduct-
ed by our International last month. In 
Strikes of this magnitude a tremendous 
amount of energy and trained experi-
ence is necessary in calling the work-
ers out of the shops, organizing the 
picketingt taking charge of the strik-
ers in the various halls; helping the 
. arrested, with bail and in other way?; 
• giving advice and information to work-
ers and employers; parleying with in-
dividual employers; arrangipg settle-
ments and sending the workers back tO 
work. ' 
Aside from the extra clerical and 
other work entailed on the permanent 
staffs,,the task of dealing, with this 
mass of humanity and trying to satisfy 
everybody seems at first blush well-
nigh impossible. At such times a large 
force of active and intelligent men and 
women is required to cope perfectly 
satisfactorily with a tangled situation 
of this kind and carry out all the de-
tails calmly and without a hitch. 
Usually the heavy burden falls on a 
comparatively small group of people 
who are called upon to do many things 
at once. Almost all of these are ter-
ribly overworked, and before long 
break down in the attempt of doing 
single-handed the work that usually 
requires more than one to carry out 
efficiently. The wonder is not that 
some slight confusion occurs, but that 
ultimately order is evolved and mat-
ters resume their normal state. 
Only those who have been among tl 
active workers in an extensive strike 
can at all realize the mental and phy-
sical strain imposed on these organ-
izers and assistant organizers in the 
stress of the struggle. The experience 
gained by. officers in handling thou-
sands of men and women, and by the 
rank and file in discipline, affords a 
practical education in industrial dem-
ocracy. These strikes are better or-
ganized and more scientifically con-
ducted each time they
 # unavoidably 
occur, and it is to the credit of the 
leaders and organizers in the ladies' 
garment industry that they are 
brought to a finish with the least 
possible sacrifice of health, life and 
limb- • 
If only the police were not so solicit-
ous for the employers; if only the. pro-
fessional strike-breakers were not 
the scene to do their dirty work, thes 
strikes would be no more than peace-
ful demonstrations. In a large meas-
ure the success of a strike depends 
on the active workers and the variou-
committees. 
. . . 
One of the active workers who col-
lapsed suddenly while addressing strik-
' 
' 
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ing children's dressmakers at Arlington 
Mall, was Bro. Max Stern, a member 
and for many years a business agent of 
the Cutters' Union, Local No. 10. Bro. 
Stern was the chairman of the Picketing 
Committee, and died on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 5, from the bursting of a blood-
vessel in his brain. In the history of 
these strikes Max Stern's name will be 
recorded as one.of iboscwho died 
while on active duty for the Union. 
We here join in honoring his memory 
and condoling with the bereaved 
family. 
* • » 
• 
WHOLESALE Those wlio were arrested 
ARUESTS and fined, particularly the 




 ally served in the very front 
of the* battle lines. They thought not 
of self but of their disloyal fellow 
workers who remained* at work and 
thus proved uhtruc to their own and 
the common cause. This noble band of 
pickets braved «very danger. They de-
lied the hired sluggers, arrests and in-
fills of the police. AH these obstacles 
and the prospect of suffering pain and 
humiliation did not deter them from 
pursuing the course of duty devolved 
on them. They suffered even more, 
thinking of the defection of those be-
nighted workers who preferred to side 
i<. it'i the employers in order to break 
the^strike, The strikers braved all 
hazards Of arrest and indignity in order 
to get a chance of peacefully persuad-
ing their recalcitrant sisters and broth-
ers to join them. In most cases* they 
have succeeded. 
Thanks to their sclf'Sacrificing ef-
forts the children's dressmakers and 
embroidery workers have been winning 
, victories daily—manufacturers weary-
ing of the fight and settling individual-
l y . The wholesale arrests, at the rate 
uf twenty to thirty a day, rather sti-
\ 
inulated the strikers to persist in the 
struggle. This is in accord with the 
finer qualities of human nature. The 
fiercer the persecution, the greater 
and more determined the resistan 
All praise to this noble band of strik-
ers and pickets in the fighting army 
of waist and dressmakers, children's 
and misses' dressmakers, wrapper and 
kimono workers and embroidery 
workers. 
Among some of the officers who 
thus suffered, to mention only a few, 
arc: H. Greenbcrg, manager of Local 
No. 50; Esther Tauber. the local sec-
retary, and Morris Goldowsky, the 
chairman of the Picketing Committee 
of the children's dressmakers. 
SERVICE RENDERED I t IS bvc.i 
uv MANY active women and 
WOMEN AND MEN
 m c n w i t h i n Q l K 
ranks were called on by the cxigenci 
of the situation to perform extremely 
arduous duties, extending long hours 
at a stretch, that our union has wel-
comed and is gratified for the volun-
tary aid of disinterested sympathizers 
with our cause. Of the organizations 
who have taken an active interest are 
the American Federation of Labor, 
assisting the embroidery strikes m 
New Jersey; the Central Federated 
Union of New York, espousing the 
the cause of the harassed strikers; the 
Socialist Party and the Women's 
Trade Union League, some of whose 
members and officers were doing good 
work, addressing meetings of strikers 
and helping the pickets, 
It would be impossible to mention 
everyone by name; But those who 
made themselves prominent in' ad-
dressing meetings and rendering good 
service were Mother Jones, Jacob 
Pankcri, Dr. Max Goldfarb, Miss Me-
linda Scott, the president and Miss 
• 
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Florence Wise, the treasurer of the 
Women's Trade Union League; Mrs. 
Milholland Boissevain, Miss Margaret 
Hinchey, Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont, Mrs. 
' Sargent Cram, Mrs. Laura Elliot, Miss 
Helen Marat and many others. As to 
the members of our own unions ren-
dering service to the point of the 
break down—their names are legion. 
WORKERS The meaning of these 
CLAIMING great struggles is clear and 
RIGHTFUL unmistakable. The workers, 
****** who are admittedly the 
mainstay of industry, are claiming a 
moderate share in the wave of pros-
perity felt in the various branches of 
trade under our jurisdiction. 
For several prolonged slack seasons 
the workers have been fleeced and ex-
ploited. Employers have been grow-
ing and branching off. Some of them 
have opened new plants in addition to 
existing ones: others have been ex-
tending and piling up wealth. If the 
slack seasons have somewhat dimin-
ished their profits, they have astutely 
replenished themselves from the fruits 
of labor. The war gave them more 
than one pretext for cutting down 
wages, and they have ruthlessly pur-
sued this policy hf every trade alluded 
to. 
Slack seasons do not reduce them to 
the point of starvation as they do 
many workers. To them it surely is 
not a question of how to meet the rent 
or the long overdue grocer's bill. It is 
unfortunate $hat a part of the public 
cannot bring itself to realize the pre-
carious position a prolonged slack sea-
son means to seasonal workers. Bui 
now that industrial prosperity has 
come to these trades, the workers 
claim some slight share, and who will 
be so callous and heartless as to say 
that they are not justified in their 
moderate demands? 
Industrial prosperity to employers 
means, beyond a doubt, a fifty per cent 
aggregate increase; in short, it means 
comparative riches, while the workers' 
10 per cent or 15 per cent increase 
means, perhaps, a scanty meal where 
formerly it could not be had. The best 
season cannot restore to the workers 
the loss of wages incurred in a pro-
longed slack season. This is particu-
larly true in such poorly paid trades 
as children's dressmakers and kimon 
and housedress workers. 
It is public knowledge that in the 
latter trades girls have been receiv-
ing a wage as low as $4,00 a week. 
The Syrian girls abounding in this 
trade, employed by their own compa-
triots, have to pay forusc of the ma-
chine and other accessories out of 
miscrable'pittancc. 
» » * 
POLICE The union comes 
PARTIALITY the aid of these girl 
TO EMPLOYERS mandingfor them better 
Conditions. To this the employers re-
ply with beating up of pickets and 
assaulting strikers by hired thugs, 
while the police back up the employ-
ers and their hirelings by annoyance, 
arrests and court _fincs. I t is mon-
strous to contemplate these facts. 
Where is the equality before the 
law? If employers are justified 
grinding down the faces of the p 
because profits from trade and indus 
try are held legitimate, then the work 
ers are even more justified in claim 
ing a larger share of the fruit of thei 
toil. Frequently no attention is par 
to their claims without strikes and 
peaceful picketing of the shops, and 
strikes and picketing are unquestion-
able legal rights. 
The .interference of the police is 
M M M M 
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POLITICALLY 
AS WELL AS 
INDUSTRIALLY 
plain interference with these rights. 
By thit interference they oponly side 
with the employers, and the equality 
before the law of employers and em-
ployees becomes a misnomer. Em-
ployers thus receiving the active as-
sistance of the police clearly have the 
advantage in the industrial dispute 
for which they are primarily respon-
sible. - It enables them to prolong the 
strike or starve the workers into sub-
mission. It engenders bitterness and 
stiffens the workers' resistance. It 
feeds the flames of hate and class an-
tagonism. It cannot be otherwise, 
since it practically abolishes equality 
before the law. 
* *N * 
WORKERS MUST The assumption is 
ORGANIZE that the police are act-
ing in the interests of 
law and order. This, 
especially in the present 
strikes, is an assumption unverified by 
facts. Our people are the most orderly 
in every strike, provided they arc not 
provoked by professional sluggers and 
hostile policemen. The waist and 
dressmakers in their spectacular walk-
out of (he shops on Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 9, have shown an order and de-
corum that hiight be copied with ad-
vantage by people in higher stations 
of life. "No trouble occurred except 
where the police in their mistaken zeal 
for law and order interfered by mak-
ing arrests. 
No trouble would occur on the picket 
lines if the police were to allow the 
strikers to pursue their peaceful pick-
eting. The city might justly interfere 
in preventing hired thuggery, profes-
sional ruffianism and the atrocious and 
bloody deeds directly traceable to this 
scum of humanity., In the present 
state of affairs the police seem tre-
mendously devoted to the employers' 
interests, for they are showii 
partiality to there. 
Let the workers make a note 
these occurrences, and in future, when 
called upon to vote for State and co -
administrations, they must likewise 
show their partiality for candidates of 
their own class pledged to legal pro-
hibition of this barbarous mode of in-
dustrial warfare permitted to the em-
ployer in the name of law and order. 
The time is not far distant when 
national. State and city governments 
will recognize that the foundations of 
industrial prosperity are the woi 
p
"gRg«I in the industries; consequent-
ly their interests must be studied and 
their rights protected. Unfortunately 
governments cannot as yet realize this 
truth and will not realize it until the 
workers have sense enough to orj 
ize industrially and politically. 
* * * 
MOVEMENT The present m» 
MARKS A ment marks a great 
GREAT ADVANCE „ „ „
 u p o n l h c m < ) v c . 
ments of. 1913. The unions involved 
are bound to secure a firmer control 
of the shops. A far larger number of 
workers have now been drawn into 
the nelwork of the organization than 
in 1913. Local No. 25 alone has added 
12,000 to Hs membership. With this 
better control firmly established the 
improvements won will not be lost 
again as after the strikes of three 
years ago. Our people cannot faH to 
profit by the experience of the past. 
Leaden of the union realize the causes 
of the weakening that then set in and 
will endeavor, as fax. as is humanly 
jrossible, to steer clear of thorns in 
their path. The union seed that has 
been planted in the course of these 
three years has had time to germinate 
and take root. A deeper conviction in 
union principles prevails! It is a 
i 
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movement not only of numbers but 
also of hearts and minds, and the out-
look for the future is most hopeful. 
Let our locals who have been suc-
cessful in gaining a numerous mem-
bership immediately take steps to 
bring the new recruits under the in-
fluence of sound union principles. Let 
the atmosphere of practical unity and 
solidarity pervade the entire member-
ship; in short, let a system of union 
education, combined with a salutary 
self-interest in the trade, be devised 
and brought within reach of every 
member, new and old, and the success 
of these locals will be assured. 
A Strenuous Period in the Life of Our 
International 
lly AB. IlAItOFP 
• • 
Our International Union la going through 
one or tho moat strenuous periods In lis 
history. Of course, the trado union move-
ment Is a movement of incessant struggles. 
We are even accustomed to think that 
UQIODS proceeding By quiet, uneventful 
methods, without strikes and bitter strug-
gles, are not revolutionary In character, 
and pretentious people assert that such 
unions have no reason for existence. 
Oar Union, however, Is aggressive. Its 
surroundings impel It in that direction. 
We are engaged in continual shop and 
general strikes—strikes mostly forced on 
us by ctrcuiustancos The present stren-
uous period is, of course, exceptional, but 
It Is a good Illustration of the peculiar 
character of our Industries, 
Some eight months ago our International 
started an energetic movement to organize 
the workers in the following trades and 
cities: waist and dressmakers of Philadel-
phia and Boston: children's dressmakers 
and wrapper and kimono makers of New 
York; waist, dress ar.d whltegoods workers 
of Newark, N. J.; embroidery workers of 
New York and New Jersey respectively 
and walstmakers of Worcester, Mass. In 
addition to these, the Waist and Dress-
makers' Union, Local 26, of Now York, 
embarked on a movement for the revision 
of the protocol, signed with the Dress and 
Waist Manufacturers' Association In 1913, 
and for organising the entire trade. 
This organising campaign, aiming to 
strengthen the unions concerned, has been 
(u progress for eight months. The trades 
Involved are^season trades. A trade re-
vival has set In early last month, sod as 
we havo succeeded In bringing the workers 
In lino and Imbuing them with new life 
and hope of Improvement In their working 
conditions, the campaign of agitation and 
organisation was bound to culminate at 
one and the same time, and the calling of 
general strikes last month became Inevit-
able. Thin has entailed on our office stren-
uous efforts to an extent and of a character 
almost superhuman. But let us proceed 
to detail. 
In last month's lssuo of this Journal l 
dwelt on the victory won by the waist and 
dressmakers of Philadelphia.. This trade, 
which was a blot on the book of oar In-
ternational for years, has now been en-
tered thereon with golden letters of tri-
umph. Not only the cloakmokors of Phila-
delphia have built up and fortified their 
union, but likewise the waist, silk-suit and 
children's dressmakers have established a 
strong union of more than 6,000 young, 
energetic and loyal members In good 
standing. 
Upon vlsltlna Philadelphia, one feeU 
surrounded by a new atmosphere. The 
Waist. Silk-Suit and Children's Dresamak-
ora' Union and the new union spirit ani-
mating the workers of this industry are 
the talk of the locality. Local 16 has now 
Its own weU-Qxod office at 40 North Ninth 
Street, occupying the entire house, which 
Is used' as a resort for the mombort, who 
come there with their shop complaints or 
for the purpose of meeting friends .and 
comrades. 
1M me express the hope that our work-
-
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ers at Philadelphia will know how to ap-
preciate their Ylctory. Thsy must In time 
of iraotiuillty establish their organisation 
on Arm frouod and render the union a 
haven of hope for the membership. 
• • . 
Our International baa held several con-
ferences with the Children'* Drew Manu-
facturer*' Association or New York, trying 
to adjust differences and secure Improve* 
menu for tbo workers, but without result*, 
and a general strike waa declared on Mon-
day, January 81. 
The workers of this industry, who were 
subjected to the worst Imaginable condi-
tions of labor, have responded to the call 
of the union and some 6,000 workers have 
vacated the shops, in Now York and Brook-
lyn. -The only district'where tbo workers 
remained Impervious to the feeling of sol-
idarity was Harlem, In a few shops owned 
by the members or the association. 
Is a bitter struggle. Tho manufac-
who for years have ruled supreme 
.•hops, grinding profit out of their 
employees—these apparently ;>lous souls 
cannot stomach the Idea of their employees 
working less hours, being allowed to 
breathe more freely and eke out an addi-
tional few cents. They have, It seems, de-
cided to starve out the children's dress-
makers, mostly youthful and delicate girls, 
with the aid of strong-arm guards. , 
The Btrlko has been In progress for four 
weeks, and the strikers are loldlng out 
with solid determination against the efforts 
of the employers to maintain open shops. 
Onr International will support the strik-
ers until the manufacturers will realise 
their error of supposing that they can 
starve the workers Into submission. 
A Mtltlmnnnt hits hi>»n offwtivl with enmn 
seventy-live manufacturers and over 2,000 
workers have returned to work under un-
ion conditions. Those who have been vic-
torious will come to the assistance of their 
sisters and brothers still on strike. The 
children's dressmakers must win this gen-
eral strlko, even If they should have to 
stay out for months. 
• • • 
A general strike has also been called by 
the Embroidery Workers, Locals S and 6 
of New York and New Jercey respectively. 
At the conferences previously hold with the 
association tho representatives of the In-
ternational Union wore told that the work-
era were not organized 
spoud to its call to come out on strike. 
The association thus Insinuated that the 
International wished to get an agreement 
out of them by false pretence", since ac-
cording to their belief, the union did not 
control the workers. However, the genera) 
response to the strike call was a cogent 
refutation of the employers' argument. The 
call for the strike, laaued on Friday, Feb-
ruary 4, produced a wonderr.il effect. All 
the workers of New York, Bronx, and 
Brooklyn, left the factories, except the 
workers of two shops in the Bronx, who 
Joined tho strike on Monday. Thus it waa 
demonstrated to the manufacturers that 
our International is a power to be reckoned 
with, for its order waa carried out im-
plicitly. 
Monday, February 7, the general strike 
was declared In the embroidery trade or 
New Jersey. Seventy-five per cent, of the 
workers responded to the first call, as the 
field there had been more difficult to pre-
pare. But alter a day or two the Industry 
In New Jersey waa likewise crippled. 
Tho employers In both Slates, who for 
years have been having a free hand with 
their employees and piling up wealth, can-
not bear the idea of conceding to the 
workers the right of a voice In the order-
ing of their labor. 
In New Jersey the employers have pro-
cured the aid of a venal press and circu-
late unrounded allegations concerning the 
leaders of the International. But In aptte 
or this they have not succeeded in break-
ing the ranks. Tho strikers Ignore all 
their direct and Indirect promises. 
Our International Is determined to lead 
the embroidery workers to victory. The 
atrlker* evlnne a splendid exempli* '•' 
working class solidarity, and wo must stand 
by them. We must not permit the em-
ployers to triumph over them. The unholy 
alliance of the employers with the police, 
the press and starvation to force the 
workers buck to the factories must not pre-
vail. Both, the embroidery workers and 
children's dressmakers possess enthusiasm, 
determination and faith In the cause and 
power of labor organised and united. Only 
starvatlon can destroy their hope snd con-
fidence. Bnt we shall prevent this by all 
the mesbs at our command. Our Inter-
national has Just decided to levy a general 
tax of 10 cents a wook on the entire mem-
f 
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Ijorshlp. This will provide ui with ample 
resources to lead the strikers to victory. 
Local 41 , Wrapper and Kimono Makers, 
ha re similarly been conducting a vigorous 
movement for effective organization and 
better conditions of labor, and on Mouday. 
February 7, these workers, too, were called 
out In general strike. This organization 
has been in the Held for many years and 
some of the worken are old t imers tn the 
union movement. The str ike was a re-
markable success In tying up the Industry, 
and was signalized by almost religious en-
thusiasm. Employers In this industry had 
had experience In strikes, and felt con-
vinced that stubborn resistance to the un-
ion would spell ruin to their business. So 
they hastened to reach a settlement. After 
two weeks the workers returned to the 
factories with a victory for the union. The 
Manufacturers' Association and a number 
of Independent houses conceded the work-
ers ' demands and signed agrcomenta. 
Local 41 may congratulate itself on this 
victory- The onion has a membership of 
thousands and the ee rke r s are permeated 
with renewed faith In the organisation. 
I trust that the Intelligent element work-
ing In the Industry will know how to ap-
preciate this victory and will bend every 
effort to place their local on a s t rong and 
permanent rooting. 
• • • 
Local 43, Wulst and WhtteKoods Work-
ers ' Union of Worcester, Mass., Is carrying 
on a persistent agitation to organise the 
trade. Only last yoir the union conducted 
a bit ter struggle with a large firm, but has 
now returned -to the fray with renewed 
energy. The local has been reorganised 
some six months ago, having separated 
from the Cloakmahers' Union, Local 75. 
it« members came to the conclusion thai 
they could, under separate management, 
display greater activity and achieve more 
success. For six months they have been 
holding shop and -mass meetings, and the 
local has attained to a membership of 3B0. 
• * • 
Until recently Newark was a neat for 
"free-lance" employers who operated with 
non-union girls anc women on a system 
of semi-slavery—>loug hoar* at a miserable 
pittance. Recently, however, Newark has 
been added to the list of organised cities. 
For the last three months a persistent 
• 
movement to organlio the working girls in 
the ladles' garment Industry has been in 
progress. Three shops have lately been 
organized and their owners signed agree-
ments with the union. Local 113 has now 
a membership of closo upon 600. We ex-
pect our entlro trado at Newark to be or-
ganized tn the near future. 
• • • 
The Walsl and Dressmakers' Union, Lo-
cal 25 of New York, called a genoral strike 
on Wednesday, February 9, at 2 o'clock 
p.m. 
The strike deserves particular attention. 
Let me briefly sketck Its progress and gen-
eral results. 
At the call of the union all the workers 
iu the trade responded, and at the specified 
time the streets In the factory district pre-
sented a str iking, nay, an Inspiring spec-
tacle. 
The sights and BCAHOS will never be for-
gotten. All the waivt and dreBB shops were 
emptied of their human contents and for 
more than an hour they marched In orderly 
procession, principally through Fifth and 
Fourth Avenues, filling the cross streets 
and other thoroughfares. Large masses or 
glrlB, Interspersed with men, marched 
down to Union Square. Here they passed 
the offices of the International Ladies' 
Garment Workers ' Union, saluting the offi-
cers who were watching their progress. 
I t was the most Impressive demonstra-
tion of organized power evor witnessed. 
What was It that brought this vast mass 
of workers out of the shops, midday, on a 
buBy Wednesday afternoon? It waa the 
noble idea of labor unity and solidarity. 
As to the girls, they were of varied na-
tionality and tongue; some very young, 
having the appearance of school children; 
others probably mothers of poor families. 
forced by dire circumstances to be bread-
winners In the daytime and housekeepers 
in the evenings. American, Jewish, Italian 
and even negro girls and women were 
marching side by side. Russian, Polish and 
some Chinese girls woro seen In the ranks 
of the marchers. All walking with proud, 
conscious gait, feeling that It was a batt le 
ror r ights, for bread and freedom. 
Only a while ago they were In the shops, 
nlltlug near the cold machines, hurrying 
one another in the work. Their entire 
Uvea were dominated In these factories 




denly the factories are emptied; the mi-
cbinea deserted, suggesting tombstones; 
(be •UilooBB of death pervades these work-
, shops which wero so recently brimming 
over with life and motion. In (he uiean-
tlnie their recent occupants are converging 
Into one, apparently Incessant, stream of 
humanity, all with beaming countenances 
and Joyous twinkles In their bright eyes, 
(heir hearti and paces beating In unison. 
Some are singing, and mingled together, 
ibis makes a strange music to the aar. It 
Is the music of the wage slave who burst 
Ms Industrial fetters and Is enjoying God's 
(ree air. 
It was a glorious demonstration of waist 
and dressmakers, and In one week their 
union waa Increased by 18,000. They have 
won a reduction of an. hour's, toll; their 
wages have been Increased; their protocol 
revised and improved; some 460 Individual 
employers have signed agreements with the 
union and the wages of these workers have 
been Increased from 30 per cent., and In 
some shops as much as 50 per cent. 
The Welstmakers' Union Is now one of 
the largest and best organised locals of 
oar International. 
True), not all the hopes have been realised. 
There Is still much room for Improvement 
In tho lives of the waistmakers. But let 
them think wnat It means to bring 30.Q00 
workers under one flog. These must be 
taught. They-must be enlightened and 
the ranks must be consolidated. 
United—you will be strong, Effectively 
united—you will be an unconquerable 
power. 
All those who had grudges should forget 
them. All forces must join hands and 
hearts and maintain the strength and 
prestige of your great and powerful union. 
Waistmakers—watch over your union 
Jealously! Do not exaggerate your strength 
and continue to be vigilant. 
• m • 
Local 49. Waist and Dressmakers of 
•toston, has revived and taken up its place 
beside the big locals of the International. 
Our organizers have been untiringly work-
ing there and have succeeded In bringing 
the workers in line. 
On Thursday. February 10, Local 42 
declared a general strike. The workers 
had waited impatiently for this call and 
walked out of the factories in response 
thereto.' The manufacturers knew their 
employees. They felL that they could 
stem the tide of organisation. They 
the determination of the workers to brini 
a radical change in their labor condition* 
and realized that resistance would hi 
their business. Consequently they thought 
H best to meet the representatives of the 
union and concede the workers' demands. 
The strike lasted eight days, and tba 
walstmskers of Boston may congratulate 
themselves upon their victory and sub-
stantial Improvements In working com 
(ions. They have gained a forty-Dine hi 
week; an Increase of 15 to 25 per cent, In 
wages; double pay for overtime; payment 
for legal holidays and employment of 
Ion workers only. 
I trust that the waistmakers of Boston 
will never ngaln neglect their union. It 
requires much effort to organize the work-
ers in any trade, and It Is not far abort of 
criminal for workers to neglect the onion 
after a strike has been carried through to 
success. 
The union is your mainstay and pro) 
lion,—therefore watch over It carefully. 
Attend the meetings and bend every effort 
to have yoar non-union fellow worki 
Join you. See to it tbat the union grows 
stronger and Is rendered an efficient guard-
ian of your rights. 
• • • 
At the recent sessions of the 
Executive Board In St. Louis the situation 
in the cloak trade of that city was eai 
fully gone into, and Bro. Flakier of Chi 
cago was assigned to the work of rest 
the local unions to life and vigor. 
After a few months energetic el 
Organizer FInkler. who was assisted by 
group of active. Intelligent members, Local 
78 has renewed Its strength. The workers 
should fall In line and build up a strong 
organization as speedily as possible. They 
simply owe It to themselves. It does not 
need milch argument to prove that they 
can exercise control over their labor In the 
shops, provided they will foster faith 
in the power of the union. 
The local having been placed on a flrm 
footing, Bro. Flakier has been sent to Cin-
cinnati Our people In S t Louis already 
seem able to complete the organising work 
begun by Bro. Flakier. 
' We call on tbe members of the Executive 
Boards of Local 78 and (he other locals 
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the tldo or unionism b m returned, lot them 
direct all their energies toward maintain-
ing unit? and harmony in the ranks. Only 
by tho agency of tho union can thoir Inter-
ests be safeguarded. 
Our Locals In Cincinnati lately have been 
on the downward-grade for more than ouo 
reason. First, because of abnormnl condi-
tions In the Industry; secondly, because of 
division in tho ranks. Bro. Flakier has 
u double task before htm: To straighten 
out the unnatural feud between the two 
factions and restore the erstwhile enthusi-
asm for the organisation, From a report 
at hand, it Is clear that Bro, Kinkier will 
succeed in his task. 
We call on tho Intelligent workers of 
Cincinnati to discard their personal griev-
ances. Tou have mora important work bo-
fore you. While you are Indulging in petty 
squabbles, your common enemy, the ex-
ploiter, is fleecing you both. Join hands, 
brothesr! Help Bro. Kinkier In his work. 
Let tho cloakmakers of Cincinnati not lag 
behind the organized workers of other 
cities. Get busy, brothers! Let your slo-
gan be: "A vigorous trade union movement 
In Cincinnati." You must have strong lo-
cals to protect your Interests and Improve 
your conditions. 
BRIDGEPORT CORSET WORKERS' GREAT BALL 
The first annual ball of onr Bridgeport 
Corset Workor*' Union, Local 33, took 
place In the Bridgeport Casino, the largest 
hall In tho town, and It was an Immense 
success. Local 33 comprises all the women 
corset workers of tho locality. 
Tho ball attracted general attention and 
was the talk of the town. Not less than 
5,000 people were present, and among the 
Bucsie of honor wore tho mayor and sev-
eral city officials. Tho success of the ball 
has raised the prestigo of the organltatlon, ' 
besides netting the local about 91,000 
profit, which la to be devoted to the crea-
tion of a sick fund. Well done, Local 33. 
Matters of Moment in the Cloak 
Several matters of much Interest are now 
absorbing almost solo attention In and 
around the various offices of the Cloak and 
Sklrtmakers ' locals. These are the ques-
tions of preference of the members of the 
union In the shops-of tho Manufacturers' 
Protective Association, the certification of 
contractors and the work to be carried out 
by the now Board of Control In the en-
forcement of standards. The certification 
of contractors Is included in the scope of 
the board's efforts. 
Early In the month tho Council of Con-
ciliation adjusted a dispute as to what was 
called "the Lefcourt case." This was a 
caso where the shop chairman and two 
members of the price committee were dis-
charged. The Trial Board ordered their 
relostatement^aod the employer having re-
fused to comply* with the decision tho 
employees eaused a stoppage as a protest. 
The council found for tho union, order-
ing, the reinstatement of the discharged 
members' but advlsod that they should 
during this season hold aloof from official 
position^ of this kind In the shop. 
' 
• 
Great surprise la occasioned by the re-
crudescence of questions which, I t is 
thought, bad been settled In 1910 and 
after. The . "preferential" arrangement 
and the assumption of responsibility by 
employers for their outside contractors 
were not held In doubt under tho life of 
the old protocol. .The association was 
pledged to their observance. Ono cannot 
recall any specific complaint or dispute 
over the provision In the protocol that 
"union men shall be preferrod." And 
since this provision was Incorporated Into 
the new agreement draftod by tho Council 
of Conciliation the union claims that It 
carries with i t the precedent and practice 
in vogue during the life of the 1910 pro-
tocol. 
Tho att i tude of the Manufacturers' Pro-
tective Association fa causing intense dis-
satisfaction in union circles. All fool that 
preference as defined by the union Is one 
of the cornerstones on which the collec-
tive arrangement resU. Remove that cor-





The matter f u brought before 
Council of Conciliation, but the council 
could not Bee Its way clear to accept tbe 
unlon'a view. Dr. Felix Adler, the chair-
man of the Council, at one of the sessions 
declared that the spirit of the preferential 
sbop implies the employment of union men. 
If argument had been preaonted when the 
agreement waa framod it would have re-
ceived conilderation, but that tbe clause 
already In the protocol could not receive 
tho unlon'a Interpretation. Tbe only al-
ternative for the union, as the agreement 
extends for two years, la for extension with 
the consent of both parties. 
At the following aoaaipn Dr. Adler re-
Iterated the previoua decision of the coun-
cil, after Attorney Morris HMqutt and 
President schlealnger or the International 
bad urged very strongly in favor of the 
union's construction. Dr. Adler said: 
It Is unfortunate that there Is such ut-
terly Inadequate language In the agree-
ment. But the agrooroont has been ac-
cepted by both parties and this body can-
not change It- We utterly repudiate the 
idea of preferential union shop as defined 
In the agreement, and ask therefore as a 
matter of falrnesa that both parties come 
logetber In an effort to change the word-
ing of tho protocol. The council tenders 
Its good offices to bring about some amic-
able settlement. 
Attorney Morris Hlllqult asked that the 
manufacturers, state their position whether 
they were willing to meet the union, and 
Dr. Adler warned the parties .that "there 
la peril in delay. The longer drawn out 
the discussion the mora perilous it be-
comes." 
City Chamberlain Henry Bruere sug-
gested a conference of both parties at the 
City Clnb to give the manufacturers' execu-
tive committee time to find out what their 
stand will be and Dr. Adler Insisted on a 
positive answer by Lhe Manufacturers* As-
sociation Intimating acceptance or rejec-
tion of the union's construction. Subse-
quently It was understood that the council 
would give a anal decision on this and 
other matters ou Wednesday, March 1. In 
well-informed circles it Is believed that the 
matter will be amicably arranged. 
On the question of back-pay to week 
workers, the council decided that where 
manufacturers have been proved to pay 
bolow the scale, they must make good the 
difference only for four months, even If 
the underpayment had been mora pro-
longed. 
MARCH, 
the SKUtTMAKUtS AGITATE FOR CLRTIFICA 
OF CONTRACTORS 
Skirts are now mostly made by outside 
contractors who fiercely compete with each 
other. Tbe result is a lowering of wages 
and a corresponding keen competition be-
tween the workers of inside and outside 
shops. 
It Is no new question. The ma 
been engaging the serious attention of 
active minds for some years. In the mean-
time the growth of small, outside, shifty 
and mostly Irresponsible shops bss In-
creased, and the problem has become very 
aCnte. And because skirts are made mostly 
outside, the sklrtmskers feel the pinch of 
the evil to a 'large extent. They bitterly 
complain that after a full week's work In 
the busy season. Including overtime and a 
few forbidden hours In addition, tbe sklrt-
.makers' wages do not exceed J H or $15 
and, aB the fact has been established, the 
season, at most, lasts only fl7e months In 
the year. 
No wonder, therefore, that the Skirt and 
Cloth-Dressmakers' Union, Local No. 23, 
Is strenuously agitating for the certifica-
tion of contractors by the new Board of 
Control. Tbe local insists that the manu-
facturer shall assume full responsibility 
for his garments made by outside con-
tractors. This will check the evil of gar-
ments being sent to outside shops when 
the inside workers ask a fair price for 
making them, 
The Joint Board of the Cloak and Skirt-
makers, of New York, baa taken np the 
question and will urge the necessity of 
certification of contractors on the attention 
of the Board of Control. 
REEFERMAKERS' LOCAL IT AND THE STRIKE 
OF THE CHILDREN'S DRESSMAKERS 
Brother J. Heller, Secretary of the local, 
writes aa follows: 
We may be proud of our members em-
ployed by tbe firm Stern, Helneman and 
Hertz. Thoy have shown their true per-: 
ceptlon of trade union principles. Their 
action deserves the admiration of all or-
ganised workers. We are particularly 
proud of them because the shops In which 
they work Is under our control. Here is 
tbe story In brief: 
The Arm Stern. Helneman and Herts Is 
one of the biggest concerns manufacturing 
infant's garments, and employs nearly 100 
22 
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people of various nationalities. Including 
R number of women workers. Tho work-
o n of the Infant's woar department fs well 
organized and union- conditions have been 
maintained there evor since. Mr. Stern, a 
member of the firm, also has an Interest 
In a children's dress shop located In the 
same building, and ho was the president 
of the Children's Dress Manufacturers' As-
sociation a t tho time the strike of tho chil-
dren 's dressmakers was declared. 
At the call of the International tho reef-
ermakers of this firm walked out In sym-
pathy with their sisters and brothers of 
the Children's Dressmakers' Union. 
They were out for three days and 
brought about the resignation of Mr. Stern 
from the office and membership of tho 
association. This did no good to the asso-
ciated manufacturers but ra ther helped the 
strikers. We also culled out the employees 
from the firm acting as sub-manufacturer 
for the Stern and Helneman concern. Hav-
ing secured a victory they returned to 
. work, conscious of having served tho cause 
of labor. '' 
In the name of our union we thank them 
for their loyalty, courage and sacrifice. 
• • • 
WHITE GOODS WORKERS* UNION. LOCAL O 
During t he Industrial upheaval in thr 
ladles' garment industry of New York last 
month, the Whltogoods Workers ' Union, 
Local No. 6 2, avallod Itself of tho oppor-
tunity to organise the workers of Its non-
aBsoclatlon shops. The union Is .In peac<> 
with the association houses with whom It 
had renewed Its collective, agreement last 
year, but some of the Independent shop" 
managed to elude the control of t he union. 
The trade is exceptionally busy just now 
and the workers have responded to the'catl 
of the union In a number of shops and. 
with the aid of the union, have succeeded 
in Improving* their conditions. 
Toward the end of last month the union 
was busy effecting settlements with these 
individual employers and uplifting th<-
workers, particularly the apprentices, who 
have not been receiving the established 
minimum scale. Noedtosa to say, that In 
the unionized shops the working conditions 
have been brought up to the union level. 
• 
mm 
Cloak Tailors' and Finishers' 
P u t of Annua) for : 
. l*v N, M. M1NK0FF, 
Our oldest members will agree that the 
past year was a year of surprises, unprece-
dented in the annals of o'ur union. 
The question of Improving the Intoler-
able conditions of our members came to 
(he surface In 1914. Five years had 
passed since the historic general strike of 
rti'i. The cost of living; had risen con-
siderably, while our members' earnings 
had diminished. True, the finishers were 
not the only section of the general mem-
bership that suffered, but the sufferings of 
others were poor comfort. The conditions 
of the finishers are such, even now, as 
render them the poorest workers In the 
k Industry. 
One of the worst evils affecting the fin-
er most Is the competition between in-
e and outside workers. When- two 
members of the same organltatlon make 
two of Uie Mine line of garments for two 
different prices because they happen to 
work In two different shops, the conditions 
of trade arc plainly abnormal and un-
healthy. Naturally, we sought a way of 
coping with this unhealthy condition. 
Several meetings of the Executive Board 
were thrown open to the membership for 
a wide discussion of trade problems. Two 
propositions were submitted: <1> a joint 
price commission, consisting of representa-
tives of the union and association to de-
termine prices In the shop* with a view to 
checking the competition, and (2) week 
work. Altnougli a price commission would 
make no radical change In the present sys-
tem of settling prices, the members were 
Inclined to this reform tn preference to 
week work. 
, THE SPRING SEASON 
. The slRck season at the beginning of the 
year was much longer than usual. Usually 
'hare Is some work In January; this time. 
however, slackness prevailed until Febru-
ary 16, and when the season finally began 
Ihe question of "price commission or week 
work" nub partly forgotten. The demand 
for labor was so great that there were not 
"lough finishers to go around. Convinc-
ing statements had been made that many 
firm* had offered, sums of $5.00 and 110.00 
for eitrr finisher brought to the shop; yet 
tbe actual result In dollars and cents of 
this evident prosperity was sad to con-
template. Our finishers realised Its one-
WC AGITATE FOR A MINIMUM STANDARD 
FOR PIECE WORK 
Again the members realised that some-
thing must be done to ameliorate condi-
tions. The seasons evidently tend to be-
come shorter, and there Is a correspond-
ing decrease In the workers' earnings. The 
problem presented Itself in a more urgent 
and grave form than ever before, and 
solution of "a price commission or wi 
work" forced Itself again to the front. 
new proposition was now added—a stand-
ard scale of wages. The advocates of this 
Idea claimed that In order to abolish shop 
competition and Insure to the finishers a 
more or less decent livelihood, a standard 
rate of wages, enforclble In the outside as 
well as in the Inside shops, must be intro-
duced- The pro-position aroused much in-
terest and enthusiasm at every meeting. 
Two important shop coqferencet, con til ting 
of two delegates from every shop, were 
held on April I and 3. At these confer-
ences Br. J, Halperln. our manager, sub-
mitted the proposition, which was received 
with warm approval. On April 24 a mem-
bers' meeting was held at Cooper Union. 
but tbe hall proved too small and overflow 
meetings were arranged In neighboring 
halls. A resolution was unanimously 
adopted Indorsing the demand for a mini-
mum standard of $0 cents an hour for 
finishers. The Yiddish press, particularly 
the "New Post" and "Daily Forward," 
aided our campaign, and finally this and 
other Important proposlUong were embod> 
led In the demands presented to tbe cloak 
manufacturers,; 
Shortly after this the manufacturers' ab-
rogated the protocol while the Board of 
Arbitration was considering our demands. 
Titus the hoard ceased to exist before 
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was merged in the goneral problem con-
fronting the entire union. 
.vboiit the same time eight of our officers 
and mombers were indicted on a charge of 
murder, and ten others. Including our 
manager. J. Halperln, on minor charges. 
This doublo attack stirred our union to Its 
depths, and the months of June, July and 
August witnessed strenuous activity. Fro-
test meetings, preparations for the defence 
of our indicted brothers, and organising 
work with a- view to a possible general 
strike threw Into tho shade all purely local 
questions. The entire organisation was 
mobilizing Its forces for Industrial war. 
Subsequent events following each other 
In rapid succession are still fresh In tho 
mind. Mayor Mitchell's appointment of 
the Council or Conciliation, Its success In 
averting a strike, and Its findings embodied 
In a new agreement, the manufacturers' 
hesitation, the determination of the mem-
bership, as shown by a record vote, to 
come out on general strike falling the em-
ployers' acceptance of tho council's award, 
are too well known to be repeated. 
The manufacturers finally signed tho new 
agreement 
Two montbB later the conspiracy against 
our eight officer* and members collapsed 
and the accused «cre_acquitted. 
OUR TUBERCULOSIS RELIEF FUND 
The stress and strain of those times had 
somewhat slackened our local office work, 
but as soon as the clouds dispersed wo con-
centrated our energy thereon onco more. 
Our local bajj introduced a Tuberculosis 
Relief .Fund on September 16, 1914. We 
referred In our last report to the difficulties 
attending the completion of tho scheme. 
It was not easy to convince our members 
of the necessity of coming to the aiiniRtanco 
of our tuberculous members in an organ-
ised manner. This proletarian disease Is 
now recognized as drawing Its largest 
number of victims from' the shops. Al-
ready three locals of our international In 
Now York have Introduced a tuberculosis 
benefit. 
On January 1, 1946. the Relief Fund 
waa a full year In operation. During tho 
year the management committee of the 
fund reported twonty-two cases of mem-
bers, certified by our doctor as suffering 
from tuberculosa, who applied for relief. 
Not nil of them, however, were entitled to 
the benefit. Still, we did our levol best for 
them. If an applicant was not entitled to 
the benefit of so many weeks in the coun-
try, the committee used Its Influence to 
have him placed In an Institution. Those, 
however, who were In compliance with the 
regulations received every cent to which 
they were entltlod. The committee, In 
overy case, regards this benefit aa an In-
surance. The total sum paid In relief of 
such cases up to January 1, 1916. amount-
ed to $1,212.58, excluslvo of doctor's fees, 
cost of examination, medicine and travel-
ing. Of the twenty-two applicants, five 
were not entitled to any benefit, and &""> 
received port benefit. Nineteen were mar-
ried, with children In their families, and 
three single. In one case the patient had 
nine children. Throe of the applicants 
were women. 
• - • " • • 
Our sick members are maintained In one 
of tho finest places In Liberty, N. T-, and 
are undor the care of a prominent doctor 
who examines them once and. If necessary, 
twice a week. There are three alternative 
benefit;: (1) maintenance of from ten to 
eighteen weeks In the country; (2) f J00 
In cash In a case where the country can be 
of little help and the applicant desires to 
withdraw from membership; (3) $125 In 
cash for members who wish to leave for 
Colorado or California. To he entitled to 
either of theso benefits members are re-
quired to pay $1.00 a year In addition to 
their weekly dues. A certain percentage 
Is set aside for relief, payable to distressed 
members who have no claim on any other 
organisation or institution. We are not 
aware* of any organisation paying similar 
benefits for $1.00 a year, but we are satis-
fled with the good results accomplished,'as 
our aim Is not to realise a surplus but to 
benefit suffering members. 
As to relief, we distributed a total of 
$487 to seventy-three members, besides a 
considerable sum from the general fund, ss 
shown elsewhere. The total disbursements 
In connection with this fund smounted <•> 
$2,164.91. 
The result of last year's work Justify ut. 
in urging upon our members tho necessity 
of an Increase In the dues for this fund 
to enable us to pay general sick benefit 
Our committee often feels exceedingly em-
barrassed at tho restrictions placed on IW 






sumption an effort Is made to u v e him. 
bat whan he la afflicted with some othor 
malady, however a larming, nothing can he 
done* for him under tho rules. This shows 
tha t our entire beneficiary arrangement IK 
half-baked. Our organization rouit aim 
at caring for every sick member until be 
la restored to hea l th . One additional dol-
lar a ; e a r would enable ua to pay possibly 
ten weeks' sick benefit. Let our member* 
ponder this question and try to bring It 
Into living reality. 
ALTERATION TAILORS 
tho 13,000 mombors of 
local consisted a year ago, some 3,000 
were piece tailors and sample makers, and 
a small number , wore alteration tailors. 
The piece tatlorn had formed a separate 
local in July, 1914, while the alteration 
tailors, employed mostly In the large de-
par tment atores, claimed that their work-
ing conditions would improve under sep-
ara te management, Our local Executive 
Board acceded to thei r claim, and on Sep-
tember 1, 1916, officially consented to a 
separate charter being issued to the Altera* 
Hon Tailors ' Union, now known as Local 
No. 30 of tho International . Their separa-
tion has left no tangible gap In our ranks. 
We wish them hear ty success In thei r ef-
forts to organise thei r trade. 
MEMBERSHIP 
The membership of an organization Is a 
fair Indicator of Its vigor and success. I t 
would be Interesting to know how the 
stirring events of the- past year affected our 
union numerically. 
Our membership la not constant because 
the t rade Is subject to seasonal fluctua-
tions. The alack period In the year it 
longer than the busy period, and this com-
pels many finishers to seek other employ-
ment. Daring the busy season, on the 
other hand, workers from other t rades 
flock'to our shops. Then , again, a third of 
onr membership consists of women work-
ers. Owing to tho uncertain seasons i t is 
natural that the mnlo membership should 
be anxious to leave the t r ade ; as to the 
women workers, there can be no two opin-
ions. Hence many of our members stay 
In our union only temporarily, sod this 
account! for our numerical fluctuations. 
The state of the membership depends on 
the sta(o or the busy seasons. Here i w 
(he figures for the years : 
Number of mem 
Ing duea In ad 
and In a r rears up 
13 weoks 
Members In a 
13 to ze wwfcs . . 
Members In a r rears from 
to G2 weeks 
. 9.19J 
;urcs show tha t our local had 
year .9,713 members, an increase of 
321 members as compared with 1914, al-
though In 1915 we admitted 330 members 
leas than In 1914. The figures a re 1,304 
for 1916 and 1,634 for 1914. The above 
figures also show tha t the number of mem-
bers In good standing Increased by alxty-
two per cent. On the whole, we have a 
solid membership loyal to the anion and 
t rue to obligations. 
We are, however, by no means satisfied 
with the aforesaid figures. T h e number of 
cloak finishers, exclusive of those working 
at skir ts and dresses, l i abore 13,000; so 
that there Is an evident shortage of 3,000 
members which might be accounted Tor In 
the following manner: A number of mem-
bers hold their anion cards but a re unable 
to pay. dues. Then some 2,600 members in 
arrears for a year and a half dues are 
gradually paying off their debt. In 1914, 
for instance, the number of these members 
was 3.607, and about 1.000 of them have 
gradually become In good standing, Bui 
our office does not include In the roll of 
membership any one whose arrears of dues 
exceed one year. Such members a re sus-
pended, and upon desiring to be reinstated 
must appear before the Membership Com-
mittee. As already Indicated, many of 
these 3,000 momebrs have become delin-
quent through unemployment On finding 
work they will gradually retflro and be In 
good standing. 
During last year we admitted 1,304 new 
members and reinstated 214 suspended 
members; altogether 1.418. Of the 1,204 
'new members (798 men and 408 women) 
1,089 paid Initiation fees; 73 were admit-
ted on transfer cards rrom other locals, 
and 44 on transfer cards from abroad. 
1,004 were of the Jewish race, 199 Italians, 
and one Russian. 
.. A« tp those who left the local, sc top* 
• 
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Directory of Local Unions [Continued] 
LOCAL UHIO!» O m n A w r w 
68. Philadelphia. Pa- Cloak Cotters 525 Mifflin St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
14. Chicago Raincoat Makers U4S Blue Island Ave.. Chicago, III. 
66. Boston Cloakmakers 31 H, Russell St., Boston, Mass. 
51. New York Waist Buttonhole Makers IM Forsyth Si.. New York City 
t». Chicago Waist Makers . . 1815 W. Division St., Chicago, l i t 
50. Chicago White Goods ami Kimono Workers 1451 N. Rockwell St., Chicago, 111. 
6L Montreal, Canada, Cloak and Skirt Pressors—37 Prince Anliur It., Montreal, Canada 
15. New York White Goods Workers , 35 E, Second St., New York City 
13. Cincinnali Cloakmakers. 122 W. 5th St , Cincinnati, Ohio 
64. New York Btutonhoie Makers 67 W. 21st St , New York City 
15. Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 45 Graham Ave.. Brooklyn, N\ Y. 
16. New York Botmaz Embroiderers 26 3rd Ave., New York City 
67. Toledo Cloakmake»: 01!) E, YVWIruff'Aw, Toledo, Ohio 
68. Philadelphia Cloak Finishers. 39 N. 10th St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
76. Toronto Skirt .and Dresuoafeen 4S3 SMkviUt St . Toronio, Canada 
71. Chicago Ladies' Tailors , I l i S Blue (Hand Ave., Chicago, III. 
18. Boston Amalgamated Cutters g Lovcrimj St., Boston, Mass. 
75. •. AVorcrMcr . M a s s . , Cloakiti.-ikers 15 Qiiumlita ST, Worcester. Mas* 
78/ St'^Louis Ooak Operators >. ..Fraternal Bfdgy. 11th and Franklin Aves. 
80. Bridgeport Ladies' Tailors 67 Olive St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
51. Chicago Cloak-anil Suit Cutters • .909 X. Homan Ave, Chicago, III. 
83. Toronto. Canada, Cutter*,. .• 101 Duooas St , Toronto, Canada 
15. Cincinnati' Sklrtinakcrs — 2897 VV. 6ili St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
60. Buffalo Garment Workers . . . . 73 William SL. Buffalo, N. Y. 
81. Toronto/Canada, Cloak Preiser* ; i Nassau St . Toronto, Canada 
88. Cincinnati Skirt Preiser* <17 David S t , Cincinnati, Ohio 
If. Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors ! 211 Amity S t , Homestead, Pa. 
108. Montreal. Canada, Raincoat Makers 20 St. Cecilc St.. Montreal, Canada 
106. S t Louis Ladies' Tailors.. . . ' . Fraternal Bldg., lifh and Franklin Aves. 
106. Stockton, Cal. Ladies' Tailors 607 E. Miner Ave, Stockton. CaL 
106. Ladies' Neckwear Cutters 890 Park Ave.. Brooklyn. N; Y. 
111. Cleveland Raincoat Makers 112 Prospect Ave. Clevvsand. Ohio 
111. Montreal, Canada, Ladies' Waist Makers. 147 Colonial Ave.. Montreal, Canada 
113. Newark Waist and While Good* Wn-Wr*.
 f11S Mntket S t , Newark, * t } . 
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Earned ahocs are frequently made m Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what it* name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS* UNION 
UNI0T$fe»M?J 
Bdory 
JOHN F. TOBIN, rrm*. 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mats. 
CHAS. L. BAINE, S#c*y.fr««. 
«•"• • ' - - • - - - - - • - ' • ' • • • ' - • • • *• ' - - • - -
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* * * 
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D'J njimrwpii p>p «r jyaifn .iinnBDTy 
*Bi5BDpy »3"* |ya"t PK lya^voMiB oaypya 
D"» *n .jyvoDyoKTB iv tnv |mB»ya OVD 
K pmy: PR yoDBb. yDYpavriBji* ytyn 
,DI»HO yovpaBaiR jnprjiB IBC inBcya 
B3pn«j >n oaBioyn iyo urn inyt jyo jyp 
.myuB H iv pj"H IP3"T OTno ytyn 
-anys PK ,iynoDna>R Tjn»5p-|y»nD n 
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oiyomB H p.R ^Bmn»K*-w5n * p * 
I1K P^B* pB iyD*'31B IPftm D*1P3B^"K PK 
03PD 46 *w TP3'3im o»; iy3ynyB tytnB^ 
i W D*: JIK Diyomi o p t iBE i n ; w B 
11 1 9 1 6 , n y o 
8 V1K fWjHJH 0$8C DD«? ywiyilt;-
"ipc T 1 itfn<D saJim j p w w m i ; w»ij» 
PK P*K pH »08» ^0 8 iWHD IX 0yO3'>E 
I D IVC;PD »m y*B DJ»03 .o"v iw^yiiyi 
pK mm >i iy3>K V» iyaanoca* im |jn 
nsm-.evsav PH DiyottDiyD pnvn passe 
ey t« ,iyi3iKii i"P D*J PH oy .-u»w pK 
Tin J3MTHJJ1K ^VD'38 D**V 818 PH DCiy.1 
o"v lyvnp 8 p« cyii ja&fctm:-ynsm 
13KOWY •iyT#K;_D3yYl«VH»H # 8 Oiyil 
• .ftoiip iyi»ii oiyr. 
pH a>oyno jyiiyi jpa^r ys^yn n i u 
D*C iP^VDBn^ c i n jy3yp P^IDD IJJDMII 8 
•aw woo" ; PH M»PP jn»Mwam MJjni 
PR Diyp»383i8 n tyo"3i8 oir uwnoe* 
pc- una am PM oyo'D8P wjnjpBnj/u h 
pK yooBya ' i DMU 3;nnsBiy W .*)BOBP 
IVplp iy»T Tin W l W Diy30yD- JTlVOpB 
lyDBo yo'ru H D>O sjnn'iys jrtupnip pK 
V^W « OBH iifTvw pK TVJVD Druvno JIB 
-:IK you 8 »u IBE tm c*i — noiyii iyo 
-iyc PD yp*n PH DIB Tin p8 osmyo 
- n 8 v m lyocyK-yj y*yiDDii3'K *yo*Kii 
. o»o iimni cp^ioo H .IDIK iyE»0BiP8o 
•PBIB pK OVP3B318 m w 3 *"5B i>i8* \v\w 
W*»p»ii n nisi tvo pK .trinity; lytro 
lyay; n o o n ; * lyiiiK PH Diyi»3WiB PH 
Vi p u n * op»ieo h 08" ,iBDin DHJHP 
-yrcjysy^ iyi* iyEB8 yoDiJ»o »i 0*0 
•inna 
18 $M oonyj ..DKU ,"y*$8» *1 O>; prn 
ID** * | 0*; jyil ; DyD83 H 180 PIBOt? >n«-
-p»noD y5yj8'Dyc8"iB n PD o»aiK »»» 
D'3 tyiiya DP'noo ym umftru . lysns 
oy .oyxBiors^yi j»3*5iy*ic n\ inao 
P«IOD 8 PD rfwoiy iy i is .V' onyocnyc 
»i PH my*?3o*c yj'oyno n pe 3* t3»»n 
.cyo^ovP Wjnymyc 
.TWPfco'D ya'Dyno » IH PD "WJ»»K 
;n:yo>8n iy3i80t?yj aa^s^a T^ K "iP55ini 
- i s PK biyp»iDD D j m i r n ^ u o tt jnm 8 
8 ,]VIBD open .13 nmy: PK ,5sn i8oaa^ 
:yjt»3 8 .irtRv* 5y^ D IVD ,PK lysoyc 
4 0 58P8^ lirav DiyosP *»in lie oaycn^K 
•*» u n pc |»eiyrt> iy i imiya i^ »» r m w 
a m nar lyaivocya. I*K iy .yo^DBp oyp 
• exK^iy: on^ K "3 &*n oy .IBIISJID jyoo 
iy i ,?8P8t38iE Dy;y.pc Diy§8? |y3"?j 
:•;( Mlffr ^yi |1C t«9"K^*D:MP 118 $»Miijr 
•*3i8 H8 nK83 n p't o-yii nooWK oir 
.'100113*8 8380'P iyi 18C IBC'Ifi . 
.
 L i 
-o'o yivop8 PK yoosya *i po wo^w 
oyi pK 03*5"oy3 I>T paipi ys^yn .iyiy?j 
ya^yn PK ,iyx3yiyD3«p »n PK PK P'no: 
1 8 iv n>o pK o"y ^o 8 3« OVK 18a jya'i 
ojynjyeyii'K n PH lyo^ais n IJh'PJKj 
-yi» i w r .Dyo83 n O'o jy^oyc pK lyByr 
royc .^80 . iyiro"« PH *WJMI£P oayri 
PH^3 iyi38opy^8 ; ^ y38B»»3iyo3*H i n jv 
-(38B»D .13 ; 10 ,PB> .IB'JP DiyDKP H ]1C 
-BKD V"iyO pK pBWYllM 8338 Op'C ,»!KF 
.41 ,PH5 po TB«: 
8 iy38-1 0811 *1 y?8 IV1'!»lD8ia TO 
T O .itfw iyi i8c ayu ovanyp oyi PK ?»D 
PD iyvo*B8iB jy^yr. iyo^3iB n m \vzv 
PK o-'HsysasaiyD i n p« urmtwiy iv"t 
Tin 5"W , !8V8P3B: I8 p iv"0 IPD^BH 
-iKiiys "i iy38*"> cPoaynB im D38o I,TK 
ii3 PH •iyJ8>«>i38P*oo"3i8 yiyoys m . 
-"318 *1 PH 18*31* iy i I» D3BD IJfl T""! 
-^BH38 "t lyayp in'K ix -B'wneya SI»D 
jy»t t i n pc Dane * i ' « 
* * # 
II TBI 
-31K c8i*. OP"IDO n 
OBH f>y38t5,"Jii'03*K iyi 
-Be jytwy^ iycnyio*nB 
60 *» lya^yir o'j lyoiswonB lyasn ,o»; 
ysma y3*yt8 PH .^yo^aiB iwr*» 
PK y*ruw ^y'0 myt Tt oinBC 0P"ior 
JIB iyo"3i8 *i *jm»*D»rw pn ajnnBSiv 
-8BCW ."oyp'B H tnn*383i8 -lysyf? *• 
•jyE^yn .D$8n *i pK Diyp»ioo n « H IVD 
T»3 -.OOIIBP n PK 5>y3 D»D yoToone *" 
,iyo"3i8 iy myy pn IB'VBOIBDJ'K IV: 
y^ynMins'H o'o irrtpyo IIK B#U8»nw 
i n iv P'liv iyo«3i8 H lyp'f pH oyc«: 
.0"31K 
JJDBO 818 o*o inyaoiK pu yawjnK ' i 
iny» |y5yot?3yiy'ifiW i»»io pn iwwy= 
-3yo3iH iyi iBi B oyD3 OMK twwi .op3"i« 
-3'K ".yi^oy.io 5y*o jy38n PD *yo .O"P3-' 
pn lyc^y.i ix lyiiD pn iyayo vow^v-
H .o>*3iB iyoiyo38^i*'B . inyiic iyi*' 
i r 
— m m 
;|3*B 1* D"X *i iffoipy: T ? V B W "'R IB" 
•"nyiW'R '1 PR ,|W:m»1»3"ll(D )U*D3*e 
3"3i8 *W" *v IITOUW "p>>a Tt DB*I ftOye 
:•* t"ii3y5B*3 .i~nn~jtfnv pR IPTD^B — 
•on D'D <3i3y3 PIBDP unynys 41 5BPB5 
K irW'B W .^ P3»B"'n5D3,M nyi J1D -tf'n 
"3 h»33133HW CD"318 IHVOP3 *1«D "IBCBP 
B'l* pH ^"BiMJlSM WDM /urscpju i n 
-m yt'T t*K O'ER 58iy3ye'n po ::u"D "iyi 
.DB3BO Itfovp^ jytyippa D"njwy5 
» * * 
ii3«noV3 ]va jyn H D«II 
aw? ,!PD3my3 DTVO"3TB w m * 
TW> |»ri» *'f TB >|K) i y : i K n p 3 W3* 
:'K wrDD"3"»B '1 -I'D" 3'oyoo'jD^yn 
TP»E »n inyo DO ,D"oiyi)M ; rirwDir 49 
•1 3«0 8 V-I31DP « ">P"8 "W'l 8 iyi31DC 
own yertK»»w IK ; w i pR iyo 4 yotny 
•vs iy3yo ya5yii .BIPDBP n *IBB DSBOPS 
--B" ; 3«D B c»trjm* iyn;iop 2W iyo"3 
-ip«B nws D^rw^y: B$ITB«*I lys-ip w a n s 
v Djyo 35 Biorpy .-lyo-'nBPW PB B*-D 
-pF *"1 pH 33'DPBnD3Bp-31D |"P I *T"31DB» 
-IPB n jyonyj cruniPDpyDHBts pB ,nys 
-•to )ID ;31D5BH:B H IBB D«P3^tn*«wu 
jm ^ysyr n pn iy33H3ny3-oo"3*i8 ys 
25 no nop B »IMB iyiBDP8nt33BP my»t 
j¥P")'onpBH p»p ;p"i«* i\3 DVIR 5"D 
"WW yivopB lyaya "DypmsPUD^^ -un* 
H pH b"3*18 110 J3l5"BlY V3*»53 ; B"5> 
.D3BPD Py5D 
K o*j*«wi pR IPoipya iyD»3iB Q;BP 
IBi*. ; nn'3P l'B twywpB 15 pc anysyn 
'&*'• B pc ssnysyn B |yaipp3 w a i B 
**c pi* DIQ-3*0 ijn ;TBM B -IR^BI 2 P3 
3V08P pB 1B11 B IB^Ip 22 t'R DiyBBP 
* IPDWM nny> i in v w IBJ IV3"T o«r. 
••mp -y-ty* o-o "tRM » "WJ5BT 3 |)B anysyn 
; msttto »5W y3>^ 3yDB^ BD jjnyii "i t'3 
!ro"ai» (ys^ays jy3*n B«II Tyo»3nB *i 
•D»VIB*3V mint tyno p»nDD ors nypa 
I'K T* tmnypivoiK "f'Mn^ip jyo nm*»K 
:n D^D 33B P^3"R pM PR Dip •>•»»»» <t 
"in oiyii iy3^yn ,D3yiyDyi»4iy3yn op3ia 
"8DI(IB lyDiHMiyi Djn pn |yo»y3 ^j^nyo 
"> .*iDDn3*K Dim PB »0"u nyn pn ^BP 
:»T onjm ccawso iyo3^r IBO »W»iWB 
1«3 
lyawr: ^»^;» iy3* ,iy«riM T?»iOW 
-3BP jny»i .m^mnvB n »3*>iu« »g 
pc oy*Djrx38P n IW Bjto3 i»«^p* cy»Djnt 
OVR P " I » D i n ^TjniPBpyBUBi: oB"n »n 
TmpC n PB .D»t jrr»p r3«» B oTjm-,»' 
y3'*oy3^8 PB iy*i3iDP ,nn»3r i»n y 
jnyoiu *y*B DTI»B ty3"T iP38,vn3tf 
,1913 pK IW1H1W3 ovn jipap n dpi 1 
1918 PC D3yB^3B 
UMB »v5jn«o tyiiP3 tm 1913 P* "w^f 
Tyi pB 58PBDB1B DPI oipnpMnn c#T 
*5W »1 ,nODVl3»B DD»'« iye*'=i8 u 
•yn DP3'.B cm oin'cyaonn DU |M«n DTI: 
TPK3B3 IPT lys^yii »j'iK ,D3jnycjna \v: 
:y33U3»^y3-DD"3^8 ynpoya n pB ^«D3« 
B iy3»iny338 V* own JB-J .iy;3Bny3 jy3"i 
"pt-nBPDD»"; PB iBB^O'enpon. px imc 
"BH OyCB3 y33B^ .D^B1^!* JW*DP* WW 
-V*D*VIB VI BIB , 'nnsm ^BJ OBIOP3 jys 
pc TyojnonyB H .^ Bn03BP irsi* PB lysBc 
PB o*yi3Bnyj Bo i33Bn IBB^'B'BBB** "»J^  
•383 am D3Bcy: DB-T DB~« PR ."HD^PB TU, 
B ;<1B 1P*BB» f'yp'OP B IBB 0PBHD3BP 
-'3BOB yy3B3 n o*n yinw .noiyn nw 
"18 *i l'B |yo"a"«J ix oiynyjciB "P^VBJ 
iv iyp3iiy3 ariB iy3"T SP3B,VH3BP CD"3 
/UBOPW iP3mpnnB ly^i 
,D3BPD PV?>D tPDipyasB p»sm 5*nrun 
sy PB ,nortft> "an sy^iv o»tnp ly i PB 
•DMB — ^8t P'B lV3'*3y3 IB'a^.TTl IBB 
j>"V nya'BB3,3 B «IMR lye* 
-IPB3'B n DB-" IPD'^X yoayJc n PB 
•8*18= c c 41 ^8PB^ tPD^ BnysBMB 5p38' 
T3 yB113 B pB ,y*%DE» y^ y'S3B3»D pn yi 
^8PB^ PR lyttMsnya T ' tyaB" niw?? y 
-3313DBn H |y3P3p3CnR 0'3 pR fitfft V2 
~m ^y3B*py3iyc3*R in PB D W J B 3 - I B *•» 
50 PR 41 IJtfBPB* *f D'O (WRWPW »y3 
Jm»3jwn nin' .1914 pe DDaiyn Dpi »JM 
0"3^B inynr PB i?np3 D^D oyn D»BBB 
n PR lysyJ ay"3 B jp»B*3W3'nB T ^ y 
.*iyD"3nB w«o*P H PB ny3"3 yaypno 
on*-»p iin D8* P'-ftV tyo83Be 7*6 b"o. 
y3"bptfB IB .ip-jsMiienyB -youya T»TO PR 
.jyo'-v yiyoys BSBtpsaa OBII ^DnyBORiB 
1 
IB 1 9 1 6 ,J*TJ)D 
-iip nyo"3"i* n wi \V2*r> I»T .noon 
iw $"D imyojna 8 IPiV~«c '•¥ oayn inys 
DP^TOD in« !D"3i« t»"t PB oano iyi 
TW 1ya3ny-.BE yny»l IVttm |yoyp'B JIK 
in* ,]ya8n TpO»3T* "l iw .av-Hpa'K &EB 
ilM I»P»TDD W D31H O^VVIW 8 *>VD»Miy 
•lirapp'B 
"ip$BB -ijn pB VI 1VP»W"-W or* 
n pD t33»i cip tppj'owa — mt?a oo^n 
IVD* V3B3 V> "»J»^»^ b'Dljn /iyD"3*18 
-pa IP^:8n pK DpD«2 n PB t>"t *un «IMK 
iw"i y n PK on* is i iw- ia QJH iw 
DVDI*: n ;yn .rytya IIB jya-iK H PK ?•** 
n n& PK "*£*• njn po oxwya pnyn 
DVI PK "WPIK-DP Tip »i jyiyn .DDIIBP 
|W"t "i iwSjm n«D ,«TBD8P |y*yn»Dnj»K 
18*1 IPJ»P *>1 .T501S110J81VC DB'imV3'R 
n pnyaainoMK pK »"TDD njn lyrvsnyB 
pK tnyo'anyB prum - w a i K »*i .nyD"3"iB 
y-iyn pK aEBcya oy .nJBOBnpnm ip"! 
-yn n IY Jn'Dyr'yaya 8 pK DBn 8 lymyn 
- |jm ,p»? myi38 pn ey lyp .lyos^p pipa 
t$ft lV3*n v n pK on* IB .B'sana -«n 
?o£Brya3B CDPBIB tr-om *rt»ya Dm -*B 
* * * 
- ^ * V ! t« ,W8: tPQ
 T l no ipo 
.::i3-nw PK rptps n 3« =1J 'W ****** 
CP""U5D pa'DX'K *1 pK <r»e*:»Fy »fl 
~»8 mytaiK . i t o n e'3 DBMmya'K o*n l»n 
p* aairnif npoia pn v ? jyo^mpD ipo^a" 
twyny:c>iK D*a pnyii «t 3'iK * " T » D ijny 
» '*ij"n PK *iy>pto y5y38»DyBsie n pc 
WM1 H p& IJn*cn8DDM"»8 D8"t .'MP*BB 
JVO9 cyn "w«o»o /lyBPC 1 pa -Diyp"D 
•vn po 5ra«"»3 8 lymiya tavn .lKnaye 
~8^ P "jnysyn or 'noto n -3;»Ti8 W M n 
••T pK "? PD lysyo DD8K»5yiy3 nyi pK jyo 
b»3 58WY p'p bKn oy - lya^ ^y'E oifi jyr 
P180C Mt« PK D8" ,"*^KB ^ l'2 .DVD8B 
V»,»8n .UUTIK pK rytys n»c wwftys 
-"K iyi'DDiriB jyouya PK oc»Dy3)"i8 
.lyeoyo ya'3 
IBB 0TD8B 0*3 DODjtfC p'P D5«ll Dy 
,Doyp'B n.po u*ny) ijnyii can ww n 
jnyajw coyp'B ifl iyT«5 5«t "V'5BB n jyn 
-Dimt? »1 urn .0"318 ^y3,5^y,•« ty^i b'a 
»Tyc**« PK iy?n8viv38 i>ya nyi* DJV-
D8T TB -liny'nya w piBOBy PK oy "?i8i;c 
"'no .riysnjm H inn^Taya b'3 jyp p^aie 
•*D n v i jya'cyj oy nys^yn pu y38^ yanp 
"'--yBDKTB *T IB .DY'K np38 .•tyO"31B IS' 
tua lyDDsyo n PK ivnoya p«c 8 ovn -c 
-ya iy»n nyo'uiB *1 jmyiBB ,DT»IO yi*-; 
t8^visn 'IIB l«l ]yp iy\i PK .5*i jyuajn 
o»j iyj>n ui i8 ,|ya8r iv nuom (HK I^ K 
? jyaanyiBB jnp»t pK iMNnmys 
DD"p D y^nits^ pyDUBQ iBB oyara yo» 
inys oawipB 50 DayDD3»3yii ,^yB»«v i.-s 
TH./uranyM w n p I*K ,t»«n oy .o'Br£ 
•vwn Dayv8"»B 15 -un^.K) B iy38 -inw 
»»a DD»H / iyD'^8 n IBE nn*av PK a n 
cy w« oiijT ,t3"x>n8c nyaiBP 8 *M "inyc 
.jyiiya o*a ta^x^n^c p*p Ti#a tyn'-tB ?•* 
nyc D>3 iyD"3iB *i jyp I8PD Tpooya -<p-
w?c ya38* B pKnny*JnyD "i cifii jya'D-i 
ysryiB PM oiynairys ,noK VH DIP .D»V 
Tnnrn5'tst> MI ovnu yD n^wyys-Dsy^ L" 
.oyovrrtMn PK ya^o'P PK cyo 
838^'P "W1 PK IB ,b:iKllP3 D15 PK Dy 
•iT8 o5a8Yya itfn>%a IPO DKR ,*»O> .T*IC 
pK iyo'»3i8 oy .TBi' B 18^8" 4 MI rani 
"83 iBB TQ/f-T'e ye"Tc ^D 8 n"io iyp-
TJ^I^D wyi J3»5»n»5 yaya^ K mp"i ,CPD 
IBB .pi^ ips^ay^p nyu po ly^mjyys lytic 
-ya yiynaB PK PBTBB ^ T po yvnv* Bin 
•jyaBt ;y: 
* * » 
TJgh"B »IM DOlp 18*31' H I .J .SB •--
-y3 "1 IBB Diy-!BB PK 9&WJH *>»• ='*r 
-03p »iMiyn .jya3ia3ny3 y^ yD "J*1^ '" 
yr»iynyo ;IK n\n"ti O'D oycBS *i nnyc 
. D8" coyp'B PK ciyp'noD n HMK ( 0 B B » 
-aaya yaya:nya jr»«i pE iya;Bay3 \mvv-
HIM is 1*3 BE5yn VV>BB n PK .oiyor 
PK ipajia'-p^ya b'3 o»mjn yoSiBVP: 
DiypMioD n HMK «i8^3V i^ ya pK .lypeyB 
•yii T^imMc mra PK oy .DOIIBP *% "« 
.iypj'>iiY3B3 iwapBB n*i :F: 
IB . s ' t t n i nyayoi3y338 i n I»K IKII 
? yyiya cyi IBB T"^3 jypn yon« pn ya—. 
n typm IV tasyi 8 ivavn oycBa H 3'IK 
^iy ryiya CBT DSH -iBBnyi .lyo^ais yo'"« 
-3*K pK V«1b pD O^ BB-IB lySBo'. « t 'KV' 
II lajyrrv 
•w 
^yc ^w>'v3i« »inin3cy iiK ^so-ann 
>->ya i»a*n CBH yocsya n iiwnw 
r P^23'"13 1^ : IPltfW JW»*1 1PDDIH8 pE 
•yoinwo n ,nyawD THCK px /lpvnyaye 
,wnr0*a D'TIBO p* ,60 ?BP»? in J'" 
•i PB IIO'OW oyp'B i n iff iBoiytPo ran 
.inyp"DDjm (TVI^PD 
VV.'DPB 1 iv p;tn 8 an$w ]y;"t TO 
•s'D pK iy3B*vBi'3B3-i» nyias lie jyrayc 
;yE**nj« vVivne |y3«n ya*yn /un'reve 
•in iyo?8nya tyaBn M>jm ; b"a"w nm PB 
-•t IITDWUW ,e$«a I>H Diyp»TOO IV EJh 
«i ovotyy; c^Bitjo p« ooyp'B n IBB 
oayo'iv iy. pc in3*03Wti n .op'noD 
-'03^8'VBC Tin J1E pK "tf>5 JB'JV TWB3 
•yao'iK cnnaiitfa. v\ iyavn **tmw ivv 
.osya^v 
pM ppayfi 3^p"K»n.jn3«nD myuiR 
o«nyo >y*fi ovcniB-Vaifft s w t f t p 
ac'iR aai?oBnyE y-y* »»a [yaN f in jw 
nB?eB pDCon»« 'fb'B i m w ; jyc 
/ w a n s - mayp"-.oo H pc \vo 
* « * 
y>8 yt"i iyo*nya c«H ?jri:"3->« n 
;« ,)yo*nya »i .ivtsvyp- •)»'>» >mr*e 
un «pin . w a n s n V m c W*=W 
8 lyimtfB -DnyOC %TODWM 3TY3K3 '" 
o«n oipi "onyecipB "in pR p*n ?>p 
•"itv yanycnyc n p* »y?>E nwinpaa* 
.noDnj'K. lytaiR JIB jya 
••n oaspa pyre ya'a*** JIB *in?nyfi pR 
-Btfsepy PR ovwicnyD -n»o»a"w n iv: 
-)y&\lP3*n DTnitswwmBs -tnBiiys DTP 
"Vi ivavn^pasvs .jyocyrya nyvt oiycma 
y-.jnw ;yo?B n iv jyp'-nBE y»a oaysy 
•iinipiya -iya"-i pK D'nayao'iR yi uuyn 
-tfnya c«tioy mm W*PO py?o n a m 
-'nyfi T' »i man .jyo'Eififi W"T OTM 
nbitfjp '- .t5"3n» pa D3nE i n pB oaua 
\-n* D v^n^ n yayr^cnyB jysyay; n? o«n 
iw Jin*3e» DiyD»3*i« n pc wsmrw-
In'jf oy^ yAiyaau P'QPBO. ytn lya^n "T 
.C-.'>ID viyraiH pB my* |'K niaorn 
n pK OM3-T»«W PB DO l»T^ "I 
onywroay wi "= .iyD"3-« »i m Da»i»D 
¥** JPQ oonva w». : wfriB n o*a iy3*t 
vvi pc yni(OD'n mn 
n y i iyo*3 D'HMOD DWM3 am', Dp l^OC 
I'K D»" 1 HE W 8 c^« ijnyii oan^o 
TD .i«'3i» ljn T8B anaycioyp |y:n 
o'o imn'DMo'E pK jyp;'n;K J*l i 
•' 
lyiij^ya iyj*'i 
XDinorya r* rn'oonn 
pK ^ . " o n enjnanya 
-»B n rn iyaKD y^a T ^ ' D W !W*n .ir 
jy3»n "T .lycEoyp n pc i w H yoenjn 
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T33Jt V* OlfH 5»DJ!-¥P W .nBlpIl 3'3PUIHPt 
• ' ; • • / - . 
; 
; 
arcrow* iro» r» rwrnnwi 
;^ .>:^ . . ; . ; . , . . -^^^^.^ . ; ; . - ; - . . ; , - .5^^ 
.-.*-'« -3K p i 
IX 3313P11P3 R IPCUPSD'IK ^1K PI*' 
03»DP3 PK IP^PU .5BPKDR1B DPI |JTP1 
DDPII pR DB»jjp
 :?"l o*o 1913 pK jyiBiiya 
'BD'JB PPIUDtP 8 Din»DP33« BK.1 pK ,J'DDB 
. I«TD |pv:83 DPI in'P3B3iB ix ]B'v 
DI»IB Pip'i IPTPMHIB iv I«'VBD'38 n 
1P33B3P33* PR CUpJP *1 JPPIBBBnyD pK 
m p m ,IITCW3KO Das ytm opoa 
1P13 1P1 pR ,D-I""1D JBPB |W*'T D1»1D 
pM 1P33BBP33W ? l BBH W D DPT pt 
pDwajnpacMK y^s-'i pK m «.« .iBnapc 
« lyCBC IV 1P3315P3 »31K PK IJPTODHJ'K 
JP33in33"1B PK PTJV 11H "WD D3PO'03PD 
n'pn iwnyn n pK ]pa3i3pc«n pK ipap? 
Din»DV3 V5T0BJ B»?B bp D«n ,nPD»31B 
-DJB'XBP3BJ-IB '1 PB 3313H3jnPE Tjn' W 
,D»V ya^ pT H PK p'K pK 0PD3 D3**BePP 
I'K l»3"l Pa^P" .DP»1DD ^B1P3Pl?n pK 
i n po otiw ivi iynDcn3'K yc»-i*K P$B 
. -B'n ,1K»3P K 1BD IB'X8D';B iy3"T3>BCTp 
po w n r o pR wrww IPDIIP3 onay3 ipa 
-TPD Dip DBT DBN '1V3K" IB'C WW»5 *1 
1P3'K |K DP03 D'D C*DK 1P131K IPDIBl*' 
, - .D»a-i« »3^WPD 
-11D3 inpj VDK* 
* " • * , * . 
DiybiM o ^ « ^ OB3«D TPDVV? p n pK 
b n iwjni t»av*ie»P3 TK 38n "ippi'Bir 
-*rp3iyD3*K iyi3iK pK ^ n [pay? 
n rs now PK oy .o^v-oniDP K 
PR T*1 ^»0 y^B-PK 3313yiiy3 W3P t ' 
D3n?/iw3iif pw iKuyt |p3«t i»o .yDtoyp 
O'D !» jynys ya^yii C3&J& IB ^ i r o n DIX 
*^a JHB .Dp"TOD IHB J*DV 0*'31B iy,l» 
-s'V^Bnn o n D»3 iPSB-io
 (yc»opp w o 
P33BO iy3"D DV1K1 pK 1PDPB1B3 mP3 
T p3?ytB tB iyc3yo y3i?p wwnjn-m'B 
.jjn»DD»:py «n Dipi nDijm D»J tva-^ r D3B*; 
f » 11C3 33UW3 TPt3?K PK ,DJB'y3 1H 
,:p"1DD >y33'C—,Dp'»TDD pK 11DBP D"D 
.Dp'noo $B"iyjy»n ,CP-IDD opnosn 
y^;BBTf3iyo34K n *n 33B5 r3B3 pip ipa* 
yi-JoyiiDty jnjnw BIB oay^yssnn D«H 
.D"X 
*3*K 'T DBH P1«l lyOBSBC 03B D11B 
-ya yB«:ip3p IK lyomyosiK 5y3Bt?y3iyQ 
n PK 1PD"aiB *V jn'P3B31B « 3313yi* 
•^yiB '^D : »IPDC? naya^Bo H po ci"-io 
Do»n iBDDBa ,DT»p»nsDim PK DD»II B'D 
Diyp^cent mi5»(«3 ,Diyp»orm PK 
PD DIPPED B"3B0»P PK 1P8B1 ,P"HT WJto 
-1^11 C113-D"mi PK Dni ,DD"M ,P1B» 1»3 
PD DiypV«tf »1jn»lp3DJ» .P1B13 pe oiyp 
biPP"G D3"ll llK-^n^STI 1»3 pK pllp V3 
DD"^ H BBH On fin' .DDBD .lyDDWll pK 
P3 PC 26 <<*?& Pf^V DW»DWm pK :u 
» 1916 
" n W H f iv D'woyno P3'iP3P? K BW» 
'P3 PK DV'K tl3 ^K^"0-iyD»31B *1 1*1 
ys^im /WIPE- »-n t p r r w i K iv ptuti 
, l « w i v i D*D DD3tra*-u» OJ"DPS tya«n 
,DTV301TO 600 yn*3"3 D^ HpV 118 ^WP«^  
OE31P1V 1V3t3 1JH pK 183 Dim. P1BU.PK 
.trpp3K3i$ T ' I D IPVSBS aw iv2»n 
» * * 
58PB? I8UV D-|yp»DDp-|T pK DD'Ml 1 
-o»0 p.noo ?Biy3pB-n K ipnnv; o*n 25 
-3*3 TTIIK " i iv /"iisnayn iyo9 Din , w i 
.3KD'" 
•w ipi D^KIV P»IDD i y i y i ijiam D$ 
MI 'iris nis ( T W $ ^p'c iv^ecas D*$H 
-1PD TT H*fc$jm ,0P3"TE>V3 t'K V»^ B 1V"1 
.n ip |jn£*n 
Vt |V3B.i I ^ J V i m pc- i n DPI HMK 
pK \\K . r n o jiD W S I B p*« jytmyja* 
t « 1P0W n ivaKn D»V iffDjnKmm i n 
P3"K D^DfVnSD DP'IODH TPD"31« Dpi 
.-ivtfo yoD3^iyn p* voDinpc n pc 
pK *J*li1V TM IPD*3 ^y?3"» P3"^P Ml 
H |M«n MT8 .1PDB11 IPD"13 .IVDMi: DpT 
IVMID / U # T * D P33V n — D W D W M I 
"5»W 1VD83 >T pD |V3'1VP3 T l — npspD pK 
i v ?pt pn a»Tyc iv mie pc IVEM* y2 
D^Toenywyo i»D»rw K p« IPDIPPJCI: 
V3'DID JW^IJDB' D»D -.-umpo'ww I*" 
.D^ljn H pK OVE'IBD " t IP3WH DHD 
-ntort M»5DM K ,iriB3Tyi3iKii K 
4* 'V8"»DC 
o'ipBO'ya DP D«n ocsnp « TBE DKII 
,IVWD pK ppne ,iya»»yiK i jyp io J*D»TI 
lytaSiye IVVKUK *MIV ^KIID'O lyo'e K PK. 
pt D3SD n ipiiyi PK DP ?nyBpc * i 
W S I B pc D»P3nW n . O V D ^ B T ^ D 
i n"n« 
PK IPDPIP3 TPD"3n« H IW'M DEHp OH 
PK |ya»r»D PD5BP n jyaps / l y i y r n 
PK JP3P? iy« l .nOBtf »T ^U pO QWVi 
-KT» .pn*iiP3 ocnynya onsopyc n pK 
p« . i i n w s lycsicpa o-iip iv3>*t- IPD'C 
,3ny> lynpDB* onKOppD «1 PK — »*^ti^a 
D«n D '^PD'lD K ,ni3VD '11 'ItBJWIWD n 
y3'ny3«P 338^  D'3 oc iy n D« DBBSySDllS 
11 ntK - T I Hfi*v Tpowarnf H .ontfDppc 
D»D |ynp3 -«T J '5BHD jniynpnD'wiK IK 
-•IK lH3P3in2TB^E D'D .ipDsnps y3>JnyiE 
-laso *T -3JnyDO"3y3 nyiyu^jn opr: 
PD^yn ,nDDH3'K -jyipn pK onynifoppc 
!pl iFSBn ,3jnn«Diy DBny3 p » jysip 
lya^'nuE'py |K iinn'Divat* IK ,DJ"VIP3»K 
,DP3?'3 P1P'M n»D P3'K11 K D3'»0 P'nDD 
•IPiiopD iv D>"Ky3iv y i jy2«n "» pK 
P"1DD iyT oip'npa own D"V IP:KH " iw 
oinypys pnw ^ i ivavn iPD'»3tK y>H p« 
-lfDpyD13KD H .D>'3"IB 11" IV VH3PM 
DPD83 Dp13yfiPl3*K ^0 K pK I'DDK Dlpn 
lyjsnyiKD 'o^yD^aiK H ipayspsass |ya«n 
.03PD'13B |K D3,'DP3 pK 
'31K11 « D3V3"V1PE DV'K D«H 41 *8P«$ 
VIO^K D^nyv |«»3V *T ,av*t iyiBaTy-
1^»T iPa^r- iyD"aiB n .otpaoyo 13PPIC 
inpD D'D D"318 1VT IV Dini'PP3P»11V 
-1»*31' 1PT31K pK pQ'l5j 
nyo"2-iK yD3p3'>PD3'K n >8 .iwr T K 
I V 3 K MI IPDMI ]p5yn nDonJ'K i i n pc 
-np3 Tt DVM< iy?yn pK 3i»M lytyn lyvKu-
.pf»31' 1)h.»I lPS^DyDTPD IPC 
• * • 
IK'31' oni: D'*nii pK DD" \ I 43 5<KpKf> 
yinyay> K IK DIH'D ,.ODKD ,iyDoiKM pK 
H .n>«1D DVT imM'3K3"l* 1KB 3313PMP:. 
imp irovy^ o n p DK.1 ya^yii ,i«»3i* 
IVDMIJ K " 3 P^TDD IWDI5S K Din'cy:3« 
iy"3 D'D IUD13P3 DV*K ^M DK" .KDl'E 
PK f"»P«* Wl -D"31« 11H IV y t jwy 
•vi ipj'M nn^* iVDvy^ .D5K D»3KD 6 Deny 
,76 58PK* pD !»vnD 8 iyilV3 iyD"318 P' 
mpT38 pK ip/BDpiB^P PD i3?npoi?y: 
!V38n Dipp '^Q-DD'Mi H iy3« .lyo^aiB 
»^8P8^  K iy33B "^lVD IV i'DMJ 1KB |y31DPJ 
myDim K iinn*o3K jyipp iv OIK ^n n»c 1 
vDvy? >~, n8D .D^pa'Dyno yiyD'Ha PK f I 
-DD8D PK IPi3*D»D-B8SP imy" !Pa83BD 6 \ 
\}\v o?>npv ^8P8? "JVM pK jycnya ]V33»D*: I 
^nyaoyo 350 ope: ! 
* * * 
MPT 338? D'3 183 V2 JP11P3 I»K ^1813 
oay^ys jy3«n Diyiie^ipyDi38D i» " ODP; j 
018?yj lyatp " t .T*1P3B"IE PK D83 Ml [ 
V33B* iy^p,c'TyD«3n8 m»«t iviw$pr - I 
PK y>nay .oyciTMi w j j y j p IKE HHSIOE* 
i n v iK iyi8HV3 D>yD»y3 p"«u i "« [:. 
p 1KB . W 3 1 8 yD1M*3831» I'E- S«5D'5 * I 
-vat lyoiBi tnyii IVDKIKD " n yovp^ | 
- | 
in* IP3B71 MTie*n w pK e»na *>P3 n 
•:njmpJ IVP iva ys^pti ,vom» n o«i TP--; 
•nsnpn im»" T^PO-JBD PK .lycip y$ 
a o^nwrivc iPD"pir5BE PK. iP3tf D PTPT 
.?P3«S?P3TPD3'B TPT pE DTPVPB n i»; 
tf'EB DTK **3 |yMli»P3 0*3 "1 PK K^T 
;IK 5 o*vptf* .mppvijii nwmaoi / 
•pi JPtlOT 0B"l .OT1 r ; pic pn»> 
.p<»TDO 5BTy3yEtT B IPEniVO'1-m ivMimw 
iPof>B"p33B iv;"t oif'i ,i»vjmyc;»P n '*; 
-#0c» *1 ;ic TyoyrDTKE *- D'D IPTBUP: 
TPT tic TpfiposruiE *• "*E PK .DJBP"K*C 
jyD"T.»D'n« TpD"2TB *l PD CpJ^ K n pt IPTBV.PS DTJ#p"Uf ?P3BC"3Tpt:3»K 
rw"i P*B .OTPP»-OO n pc urn*) >T 
IT none cyc^s n yaftro .jyaaopTBcnBE 
.OPITPTJ'K "0 -opyr-. *w , D W " * H » n 
.OTTB33'K "J pc IPTPI*. 
xy n i r w c he >p3«rp3TPD3*K *i 
K PK DP ,3y»l Q1Y DTPpVlfW 'Tjn»r»3 
JIB ftpjwa K — P^TDD njn83nyi3iKii 
-DC. "i no IPE — DPD,TBT,>BD-TPD"3TB 
nyr 00 TIP IPs ,!lic5yr, *'t tic IPC ,jyv 
n .IPVEBW-TD iitftjt oyotp *q it* \rn& 
-«5KB n o?o EU^-'KTPE v * ipa** cyo*: 
JIB .Tpuin Din o*e> .PDPTB Tin O'o ,"Y 
,TyD"3TB n lys'^io iy *M |P"TD y^» 
pK pnw .yaystfw. p« D;*3"KTPE o>3 
.OHBDWE 
yryn I P W E n» ?p3Bt?P3TPm,K ~n 
|IK D W P B I I *njn»ipaop n — DP"TDC 
•'"'WW v iv — D w r c n y n \yvA*VQ 
.•up i»3 
.Dioieninew iy3«oivD DTPP^TOD *i 
2'Tyo"3TB DPT p* jya'tfj .D i^uPDiffcMuy 
73 iy»i iP3PT3 mp TP33in i u W .esse 
TO -!»nJi .Jin .D"njyo«5OT>» ,33nyoD»3. 
!yn»nyt "i |jmo TO .tyvop *y\ pme 
•3'H »n e«n pyvjf'iyryn I « B .brni o*c 
tf* ipopjm « irov5BT3 ?p;*B?y3TyD-
Bin ,iijn K DJyo io D'D onysoyo nr>'K 
"ie n»o -iPD y^n i> hj -tfyj juy> lycitff IY 
! ami ciY Dipp^noo n I P W D jy: 
* * * *" 
.otyp"o »:«-•? |IK -ij.B*i ,41 5»PK^ 
ssiBtw jnnysyJ « mfi*Dy)3*t T W JWtfr-
nyn ^»w pK ^oi> K IBD msyny: 
•wnye iyo7 oyn IBDSIJO t»M nooni'H 
4t»-M5B 5ru»3y»n M pK un*iiy3 lyfinya 
if: Cf|r-; nyo^ K raw K P » T n o -nn 
TOPll PD^B TP0"3TB 1 IPCniX l^t )P3»D 
?"IOD njn .iyui3pwa''tifw« iw iyj»i 
:(K a?w>p inB3i^3iwi K o«npa t>vn 
•VSD'W Tt DB.1 |1K ntSDinj'K *1 JP&BP3W 
— manJnri IPB«T» i m o*p oaps^v 
1P3*1^ 3 "1 IB -TV Wu# CP- J'.E tpOPTOTPE 
•Ttsonj'H ipiy" !*H ^ PcaiB *• TB ,O*3 
IPJ^ BC 1P>»« "< 1* i1* oi ' i^w** IWV 
*1 .IPP"IOD :v 03B'^' m y n 11c i n CPI 
iP3«n cnpnisroPPEUBS n i » -.poyTDiyc 
Vr, ty3»c*y3iyo3'B ^ t»t ^ I I^PTP IBE3* 
lP3"i "T 5»'H ,o;yon3B JB ;yD»^33"TB *M 
P D*J 1P3IP 1«0 IB -1P3M 
*1P0"3TB *~ 
-pjpen n iPEnV3D*n*t o«n ppaV 
DTiniCtSpPEUBO *1 )¥V\\V2 pK P"1D 
np3m ^-tD3BP e*n P^3«t?y3TyD3«« H ?B 
tn"iD oyi pE nyo"3' 
iyi i'K ."M»n3PB iPtM Dpi .3*0" 
jm .pl i r ' io l'H iPiBiiy; onp^pny P'n 
TB n t^t «|113» 1P1 tP^yJ t'M 1B31P131 
.oniwppc n PK lyD 
fctttflfU ,P^pn3 .DP3K13 fTV V3 pK 
onippyc y^B iruiDc pa^op PK IP 
pD pOflWD^K D'C ,;P-1BUP; DBBODP 
lP3«n P3?pn ,DP3m3 n I*B TPBPE? « 
. - • - - - ;* lyDB^yuif 3BI33BO -
jyaij" P"iiT w p t DTpnicT3ppci3Be n 
-IPOJ'K n TB iP3^viP3'K mypys wtfB i*i 
npn» w « nnwi J33BO K PK 5y3»i?y; 
-ijn»ii»3 ortBByso'w 
ijn PK -iBnayt IPO7 nm 3BD;«C 
TTB 'Tjn'ip30y H .P* P"Tt3D B^*iy3 
V*Jj .imBiiya DTP^PTP n v i r n w 
(U*C D1PED3PP3IP3B" i n jponp CP1 
nPT -1PB»3"18 n PC t53ptn» 3*V3P»t pK 
K T^Pl lp l I'K *TTlt?n VJ t^ B D3P0P^ P 
V1K PK 3PD P3^DP ^B3 1P3K ."IPT 
ttfpsnpp: nooro»K n »rpwn vs PK 
np'MSnrn w n *n w u p . w n -]in»"yj 
qpva 1"T Iff3"t «5P« .DiPlltPDPPEWBr 
tyawn " i o w ?yini(* PUB^ n PK IPT 
,Tpo-anB PiP'n »•!: .ljun P"*ID « D»"P3 
•"3TB n IB P38iy3 OPT ]P»B^V D*3 !P3yp 
rm K'lVSVt IV tU'D3y*lp3 1MB !P3"I TPO 
.yvBTi Tp»t v w 
u i 9 i e ,fnj»to 
-»»W pK lyeoinp ytnyD'kenv h !WJ"i3 
pB D0»3 DD"p3'3"K OUT jyaytoiK ,DJVO 
- Ip T*D D8H D3'Ttf3 OJH pB .TyD"3T8 »T 
Tltfpj'B ijnna i« ,|Wi IV PK iyD5tfmy jys 
j58BTy O'D VSKSEMK pn immwTn oyn 
-yos'K TyDy3'D3»o *l "PIK ivijn«D T»» 
-II»TP P?8 lymBiwixpyiiB ivD'»a-t« mart 
own VPH .minis n lyara MM pn Din 
ITPIVDITB V *w evaT* yryj'DS'ii ^ye K 
JIK — w w t ro tcm K o p w u -iw 
~\Vti -C»3 Ty»K
 #1W'13DMK Ty»K PK D«T 
TJ£P3'O mnna oe>w ! i n n s v ' D30"K 
T*8*P n |P5«I J)"3TB TtfJ'D3<ll |W| PK 
•nyr i n (POTST DO ' B W W D po cnpp"o 
IV .DTyDC 1PTP138 110 TyD'UTS 18D i»c 
$pn $W 8D08O DIP iTTfU D"3T« TyT 
! 8 » 3 1 » 1> * i b y a * T y 3 y 5 K 
! ' o p j * o r * D 1 ' K J 3 1 » y 11 y 3 
-<tn>3 iv D^BPB* ypn«D(p m»n DPS T?VK 
ljnyoy3iKD PK jyojnyDj'K yry'K iw 
jug* iy"n 
D;nv2»D_cycntsp n JID ft$3 i j n 
iy i pK DBH n«ii3yB lyoll oyr ammo 
PK »nn "iyDDjn3 Tin .B^DKP roperi'ia 
->o Din po 55«a Tin lyjioyaavoe .OTBDS;' 
-ryt»'K TJJUIK po 5«P8* Ty'DT8BerTT3 oy 
PK pn*. oonyj Dtfii ,33 5BPB* ,£y38cyj 
l » Ty»"3T8 lyoyoTip jyinD y^« v i 
-*ns K jyiyu PK T3y3K Tin .DT8BK>nn3 
Tin pK DETT K D38Dy3 Dip pK 35«DTy TyD 
T3yiyiu« limy: t w » Dy .DTBOP T W W 
n imriiY pK .Tysuys 5,000 m Tyaoyii DO 
pc Tiryo Tin \v3\tjn v» .t»Bn Dopa-jinny 
.yosws DT^Dt? n |io y5y>B pK DT«DC 
oyoTip n PD Wjp iyiyn pfi .rfBCW TyT 
ct'UDyrB Din v w -Bttwntt pip un io t t s 
T n D«a cyT TyD'iK .18^81*38^ Tjn pB 
-K-tf DW«T TK$KT1000 D1T8 D38Cy3 58Ptf^  
D W y s iyp38Tp, K T8C onyi Dtfll ,D»B 
1V3"K jyD8^ tPB3 tup 5»P«5 Tin D»« T38C 
.l801>Tin pK.tlWB. 
vr pmv lysy^B'iH inyi w iminw oJyor 
D»3T8 ye«3Tyjy iyD8i*D y3«>ay 183 
|10 1**n Tin D'D PK ,Ty?"383T8 TyiiiK pc 
t'K .DTyaoyo yD3ya»5yb3»n yon3 y;*'5p c 
oyr pK jysy? Tyo K iyn8i\y3 D38T3y33»iK 
-«l nyp\»epiij>I> ^y'D'Ml^J3D H .58P8> 
D3^ia TWM tyayn . i n ^ u u D3n80Tm iyj 
•ya tytmys TV^P » I I»K oy ,p^8 V> « 
OT8T jyp *TDD1T3'K P^ 8>P «1 18 ,1^8" 
TJT DTyp'^Dp^ip n iy" pnyii DT^#TD38P • 
•38^3 PB D"P3'D3^1 H IfiyDCTyo T13 ]V$ 
Aipiv TyT pK jyj 
Iin8iw3 o^yocy) DVH PK ?8P8^ i n 
p« Ty5p3»B Tinna -Iin83 lyooyB K VW 
^83 D'K *^.DD pB fyT^W Dp*l?y3 OV'K 
-.DO n 18 ,Tysn ?*K oy 5»u ,'oy3'D3'c 
"^ TjjnHB jyjyn Dnysoyo y3'Dyno TP'D'K^ 
ya«Ta*K *1 iyrp383T8 PD D"3T8 n iy; 
,T»TO DPT pB TyD»3-H 
Tin po DTysoyo n «I>IH iyTin8D VD 
"38 »1 PK 78 ^8P8^ PD T1H83 )V0iPytPV 
iy«i iy3»5y>383TyB w DO D58P8> J " ^ 
•y338 B8»i it>3yf> Tm wm ,DVK .DS^EB 
•pi8^P *i tw pnyT8 n PK lyo^o iy338c 
^»^8 Tjrrn jy3"t »>1 \vv ,DV»H ; oTyp^t: 
" i \vm
 ( | 8 O P Tin p« \r\tf\W3 D3BT3yj 
Ty»r jyT3yii38 pit D»3*IB »T inryiDi8E 
Tnyo iy33"T31V3"T8 Dt8 yUTPW WW 
.jyn-n vw I'K nnn« Tnyo ,yo8c">8n 
Tyoys iy3yp iya?i "i jy^yn isov T y i ^TIT 
.iVDynyoa'K m y i unpen: 
* * * 
T8C V* WZHn «ayj'D3'D pK D^8P8^ *1 
jysBiic K iron PK iy3iBp3 D^V Tyovy? Tm 
5"ii ,D3yDtny ,PK pauroK n ,T38DP« 
jyiiy3 iV3'*r nDDnj'K T»T pK yTsyociv n 
n 5»m ,D3ye)*nnt *|W y58DT83 p'P DO 
"11V PK D*"noy33»K T» IP38IT TyD»3T8 
"y3 DO D8H D»P30"K p»p pK DyVPBTC 
jy38n DV*K oy» Ty?p3'c Tjrma .ocnyr 
•BM31V .DjyDtny : jy383B»iK »nv w TWC 
- l ypvyn twyoi t j ; c * r ^ "iyi 
* PK n«n3»E IPDIO o n JKOCHWUT 
1» p n 8 W e-inpj>p*ip P**noo 5mP3Pt>n 
oD'm i n pit w a m **i -49 *WP*5 
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•» oyw * » w vuiH e«#i ,oy t w o ny» .,„,,,, ,-
 ;PD,n3¥ I w n r - ,n i W , ^ 
IRIBWIV no o » ™ -an w irenw v w , P W p e I W P-3^ w „, ,y** ; 0*1 
-?? n p« T»DDPT«-wn^j« $iro « n ^ p„ ^ r o w p*p pn er*3 »l (9WP 
isi'Dcppya >ni WVD * a»wi /iyayt? y-
 W1J1, 
n * n H y>« . , , » cm '» IFP (BCIBD «
 ;pD38 w g p n ^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ ' 
. C T PK IVM'H on, W TO* i m r
 ca,K > , ^ c $ n Dpi J 
" * * f «""* K ' ^ J ? J J " 49 to* nn * . i r u ^ p n WW 
:tc y:"K I»K yo'!2«p DJPV.'I) nyn pa D"3 
inr i w n o u t ivtjw PH m m n D3S,1"1; "1VT:1K ^ ,VJ*nc yD""y ' ' 
3T»w 5*o »>J»Si iyr^ o^rw W N ^ »ww»3 1S " » °«n » * p 
•» b»»j o»n
 TO D : V " H J H p« jyn ^ W ^ n i ( * "*«• »»*» » ^ « , v 
— , ~»: pit iBayp *n I'K D^rnu ?"no i»3"?a 
•,?3"t wftni ,!»3»^p n PD DDjyoo>'DD B'na n i« j r « n »a5jni ,jy:*nw Krtite 
JD-CIJP D)jmm nm {is i r w i n iyt>i3y:i«c "»«tp »>y" pnn iymp 5y»vysD jr;rie 
: 1916 imp CJ" TW1 P2 iWDcycva »aJ)»r. nytyp '-. pB M"5l 
i g ?i»^p cmfopys yryn pit .DiyDoriB 4 r»2 2 
U ?,c:r , , r IyB""* nw"it#s p*p iprocpcya ot"j yovo n l» 
28 I :
 B T y V ^ » , ' ^ *?»»«w ^ > W K tw DwrriB i ^ 
16 . ys*#w>if»-avi nfi*n"* w : "iya?nyjyc D^ K myocriB n pu ar3»n 
II . . . "^pt> on Iran* iro'cip t'R D i^s py?o p» tyii .*iycDjr,B-iyn -«n< 
J2 . .; . . . . J:nn'ee-iK ma*** ,3nyoDjnB y*»« i*B ft»J ir D^3 0"318 P'P 
™ V Oy:nc;.K iyrv= , ^ ^ w j r i - DJJB^yD «'3i» 1 PK 
O 'O-P- |7D.ii-
5 . . D<3iB OT ys^ »yiy> p* mw* 'W ^J" l 'T o^y^P^y .DiycDjnB yf>»t 
— ' *• -»^nnB-'o5* TyooriB"TjrB»TTysi»' iyo3«3 . 
'8B . . * = n I B W3T iyT nVD'W T-M ny IB ,D3"n Dtfn .o ra 
oy3*>p H ps basalt ti"3*18 T 88 T ,?3 T t ^ " n D 1V rt 
• 62 ! ! ! ! '. 1 ! ! . ~^ '^^ c""- TB y^VtB p« IScoriB "Un mmi ip^TDB; 
— 'UK PK ycvE nyn .ps wocnywin yf> 
585 . . , . . \: n "\ 0 O^y py^ D .TyV3BJ i n Tin m .D'lK OWP 
. 
I 
I I . 
81 1916 
-lyoj'K H po 03BB ny-i* iu>'ii oyi iv JPS 
*WIBP wmpyipy n cs» .taw ^ViBtry; 
,P«PD n.ijm m ,jnyt vt PB ,iBno «nBi 
iKf .nyc ivpnirau nm ;ID yocBin n i»5»tM 
/ovoinyeyn K Tin iy«m Dfrunvw iB3"i> 
-»D ijtfw ,j3te'Di«K i* jjny» op'Wtt njm 
o'j PB OSBOI* H po onyacyo n tyo'ec yp 
-*M pB 1VD"31« »n .yV3«5 D&K M l f W *T 
IVpnpeB Tin p& VDDBVa n IB .lypajn *»3^ 
jnyownsa PK IPOIP nnjnm nip'^ H*-vWfi 
.*33i:imya nyo'vnB nyi D*D wnnnya 
O»OD tBiinu -on no pup BBtfJri' 
: oinytap *iB3"? n* ."WD 
DBH nniinycjn pK IVDB>*'3'B i n . 
po nyD»mB H n»D ]«noy;DnB £y*D inyr 
5yo nnyt D"DD oyi pK ijnno TD .iijayiB 
otawny p»$* VK pa BB .mw DJH T » " 
IBWPiWBP tviyi w osjy^jn D*B IITIBIIW 
DBT .oiyaoyo y^ B pc drujnyian « TW 
lyjBi jyp T*B pc w o w 11 inyo fcpc p* 
TPK n \vmtn o\n83 3an T * -in \vm\ 
UHBupj o^ njnvw |p3"t' «t .yooBya ya'o 
jyj»r «i .D3BCWUBP yjy«BnyD n na 
Ti |V3B*i P* jyaipa y?yo iy;nopy;o«iK 
•iv |B3«! TO .n:yo«B WB3 lypnyjomB 
.o^aiBiyu pD'OBD t^in om o^ o inync 
jyn*n yoTp3B3*>B »i PK lyo^anu n iyas 
jyaBn ?»5ni "T .'OBVBwn y'niSB pyi«e 
ynyiaw p>i jy^i try ny« ,Djn pn nyi * 
h no *o5K3pyo twyTtyiB /lyomonyc 
™iy n*TD o)'».\ osn iyo"ai8 yiP'iepy^y 
[yaynya'K jyne oyn lipjv pn IB ,onny5p 
'.yio-'OMK DnayiyoyT «iv ysBno »DMW4 K 
tyc DBV, .IBOV "tnypTBii ^ypnopy^y. H 
•jn ojn D B <T ,typ3'n BU W K lffjyii 5«» 
."ci-uynyc 
,1B»JV DTyp»nr«U'x ,<*DJ-IB3 osay^yi 
: oiw&piy 
opj\a PK yo'cBP "lyi PD oisajn i n , 
"i>B'r> n -oyonBiny 2Bn T K BBII DBT 
IB ,os3B^Tyo»! ; vSb" i PK.IB^P >'* tB*x 
«» DBII OTyaoyo n »*a iyjjnD:« 5BI ?y= 
OIB* p*p IB 0'3 0»3 M ,\BWX\ pB iyp3"T 
-MIS >TOar«5M PK Dooomrj 't .nyjy^B 
n j yv PB inww jyp DBII B"pjpTyw ov 
i — 
pnw iy"*n$i yj»j"H pib »»K osiua (* 
njn DBfl IBSyjyUJBP 80385DB t]H i«:B 
-yyB ^ »a ojynDyMB J 'W»«P ivoipyips 
PD D»pDBinoBi n iyay« DiB i^* yjyDtfr 
-lyo jBP^yoB iyi po yooBya n |y>nymj 
ytacBya n pK ,Dn3piycjn T > " "iBa"5 v.« 
DBII .lyjB'VBPiBanB yjyDB^cpaB 52 pc 
890,240 pfi tan ID K nB*> V Q'o I^KJT 
•njm ,I»ta am jy:ya jy^ya |ya»i DIKOK 
508,116 pD tan ID B B'D D3B'3V 32 ^3^ 
.TCBT timy: |W-
nin ay*^ iy PK lyasniB yiyn ay i^v„ 
ivivii jyn^oyo taBii ya^DV^K nwiJ ap: 
D»»pj»nyD TU"I >»« ,o5nyiW3 yesBu: *• 
,D3ypiy3B D y^« ODB Dyn nBD o»pi'cna jw 
D3B*3i' y3yDB y^MB H |io VDayT n jut 
H DT^yoBpyi—oaBioya V^ lyouya t w 
isnim o*3 |y^Bt WB^^Biin n IB wap 
."lyoDw^ 
JB t^ntjc K imBiwa DDBDW PB cy jini 
.yo'DBP "in po onBBin oyn ivonyjn^ 
»B3^ 'B -m ]ID pnoBsvta'D osay^n w 
: oyn3y3^ 8D DJBiy: "i»a^ i«f .iye »"« 
»uy3 o*3 o»n yo^ cBP n »B ,D3"» TO, . \ 
.iB'v^Bim nyn pc pjnw Din iy3BDF"jE 
-3*oynD n IB ,D33B y^o JB'X^BI^ "»»» 
?BI i«a^5 »B .n»D jyp^yoB "Vjn PD D'-s 
'»aiB H .cnjjnyojn T I " i r ^ i OT.TET 
TOD yoMWs iy» IB ,iy5n»p 'BJ»5»B i'.c IT: 
-oyo n iBC )v-\wm 03y^ y:nBD 'yD^ Bii ui 
O>B" oy .tyE^nys y^*& "i » O5B" ,DT 
jp'viow inyc ocBcy3 PK oiny5py;cMK -
500 • ."iB3»* «B ."inyD typ^ycB ir< n 
o«bo lie ,jy»nD pK "iy3yo .Diyaoyc •um-s 
my^i T>n .OJBIWCMIB V»-IWB>I WW 
iiB .">PB t)*'0D ^3*5'K nyi PK lyDinsrn 
.IBi yyiDPBiB K jyiwa O*B" by i» .mp"1 
iy3y^inBD OIKCW oo D5BD3jny' D^B*' H; 
IOB» " t iy$BT PB D"ty2oyo n iBS.yiB'it": 
,iyMB^y» T O .tyaystn ijntj T»n ml 
-liniTDDTT 1PT3VW 3B5BHBE Dm 5l*I IW1 
•i IB ,iB»xi5B«n nyo«wv Tin iv yjiaa. 
ly^BI 1B3"5 «* -"WE ^ B "»n nc we*n 
-yp T C — Dnsyiycjn ifni ]jnyu c^yin, 
n PD yoosya H »fl jy^yoinBE T' P; 
.yptriD nyiyn PB IV^.TD OJWBWSTITOJ*! 
o»3 "iyaB inyi w^x pc " W O ^ B n m 
-itt D3U3'n i n pB Tt iPDin I'D >» iffl 
248 UB<« ,=rr;7D« 
lyjtf'SBpaBa-.B y;yci0i?P33* PTPUB .pawn 
cpi iPcnp3WB D8(no«-i -i«D iPD^Bnp; &>3 
1 -
-TP ipnyn yootfys IKH ,D3«'3r H pB 
.onampom pB IVDB*XV3'B T > " ttfnpii 
nppn w D»njp;p*pj n Diyaopo n IPDBH 
*x .Rfiu i " i o i jn T > " nw»T mttW ipc 
;yn "ttUB .ynjitDxa !P3*n IPDB*TH;RP rt 
;*c yoowa n jpfripinp i imm 5*1 IPS 
•n'X'ini Tii" *up«5 11* .iyc lyp-'iyon H 
1»P cnpaopo n JPJPP .DnjyipDjn JIK IVB 
o'o Tt lwypww iyasn D*3 D"nay3P?p; 
JPOBVUBP H pu 'pyJmffi "un* JI^PO ' i 
NT8 CBII opn nn h)cpJP ijnaB JR lie. 
-nJn IPDID mimnMJw \soow B*BH >5w 
*'CPD*P3P*I;IK ID R IPBIPTBC T W ipotofv. 
!K iyvj'D*a B5BW jpo 4W3iSn3»n ya 
ta5«u DP pK iyD*nH3BP fciipt p-uinnP33iR 
D'o.-fcnm B u n w i n v i is T*JPBJW pu 
a1: t« ,"MtfP PK DP .Djronw'BD w a a n R 
IPajm ftp? y^ iapa iPO'HBBnpc jpapp YB 
P'P ir«tfi 8*3 IP3"I DP }1K IPD»in3BP' *1 
IB i n ™ ' iv ya5im DM* iyiippa PBI; 




jy-iyBjn T1*1 I P ? 1 1 Btajnnp |B»«nyTyD i p pc yccwyz 
.ycy^Br p2p»K y r 
pic drup-iyBTn y.t ?;*-* j^n V3"« irt»« 
-jrtyi ijn ,p»iByiM*B iiwvn lie ro&ywSHt 
-»? *,iB !Br»irij« e s s »(^*!JIII njn p.* r*: 
tMpi'ppna iw i js iyw •• '» dB»flP 
Uftc|t ifa»Sj VJJ ivsxnpnpc iBpn-ts* 
T P V ^ K -cnspipwn W ir*?" 
j ]»i*S »1 i« ^"1 :1 n 'tmlw\ P « 11 
l»»"i7T-e jr?'i-o«j -.r- " t pcevp: ' i 17^ *>. 
oiT^nyrjn « "pn iin?« o^npiny -!$::»• n 
si??r;t(te 7?T /c^ysayc fit ne ;;io*= 
,iy»iiF ]iie ,B=rUft«»tT« =«n pe'aBp n 
;M(j*ri art W) •snrc7a:n 
H O'O 33B P^3"K pB 1*K PD^ DBP 
-jn IB .iBcnpipc -.jn ps iP3JVWip>pip 
ojnpmp jy^Bi yooBya DDBBDS? pB 33I-IP'J 
iw VDB'vi'B pc a*Y3'ii oyT D»I? inpi^ 
cy TB .0*: lya* D2*i?a »i .nruyipnpi 
"iBC i«x3yti a n ipia'iiBivJB DBinoB^ tm 
VD3BC .5 11* -B .B ^P^ PD PD2BP3 *1 
5»CB IP3B.1 P35P11 ,03^31* P3p-«^CP3« 
ivoB'if^B feci PDDBP3 jnp»i D^npinp 
*P3E'1B DPDD'C D»T JP2i*n ,DH3P*lPBPl pB 
yDDBP2 snyr DVB jp^npinp tut (Pap; 
IPamnBDnp pciips .IBBOPIUBP \'¥i 'vnvn 
1B01V"! PB .IP;;IBIIYJ» i n n >*» |p 
.-_»-* 




S8 1916 , f i y o 
SyaBWiyoa'B pomp: B p* tB .oyoB'in 
•W *1 pB W K N p BpnJfciB pB WaP 
,DTP2eyo P3M"B D>D aanao-iPD pK ,JTDC« 
IK btrtPCTPD pK pnrW ^D « U^BTTPD 
i*m unsnya iPo*Bnp32B r»K CBII IBI?PP$P 
paty* n PK .tn-uy-iycy-i PB unaB'XM'B 
-py5y |K inBiipa ipo5Bnya2S v* jybsaip 6 ' 
n3n "3 onajnyBpi IIM IPDS'VM'B Yin IBC 
l«t IBMP "mjTDBP DMB"U £p3BB*ya*ipeon<„ 
TyevpaBaiB- IK lmBiipa Din'oya PK DP 
yj'03*VtJiJ . p* D"p3^3pnPS pB p'BOBP 
wr bM i»"?3 p»p o«n otf« iwaibannya 
TJJTaiB pH lF"EnBB PE"0*5BB h pK *pi 
-jn o n ]payii D:BI oansa bB3P*p-!„ 
."iya*0 w t'K Dy„ m .yo'btfp ijn po DISS 
"'Ml 01* PK DP ,IP3B£ QW bM PB DP ,pM 
;»5ij»n ipcoyo P3JBQ 'ii onpt IPD IPU ,jp; 
•jjni n»D VYBOMB P3nt?"ioi^ nyn pB 
a a n n w i * n . . . onanpcm pB IVOBM: 
n IPIW3 ip3"» ysfcm Awva Wiwa JIB 
ix yp*i»K njn po WP'rtBTyB yopyo"n 
-IPC iPpnycB Tjn pc oiyo'EB H (y5npn 
,Dn3JhPBTl pB 1VDBMP31R Tin l ip"? 11B 
IS D3"3y3 VI bJlTB |yD IB .BtB WDM PB 
, "VUt PD QPOD^D PV3B3 DB"1 2MB .jyjJHD 
-ipoant pTpuiK p H orunvBin p« IPEWV 
I*3 lyony?^ B DM ooipys 03BMP Syaappa 
ivasn oaBMl' ^paBcpaiyDant P23BQ .JPO 
ninni IPSBH P* onjyiycyi oyi jyaysyjBMB 
TSBHPD n "2 pbosya |y?nyii lyaMnyaaa 
H b>o tPDino in iyp IPD IBH .BEM p u g 
5« DMB ,V3VD H D'D EOyD B Ml IPDBT13BP 
.DOB 
•«MP3'B OPT 1P3BH JP^ Ml OKU P3MP' '1„ 
-*p3B3-i» riywiK PK onajnyBin pR w o 
"BO pD "ID pM |«H( ^ 3 D11P |y"0 ,JPJB^ 
n |P3M5iy lyiws I»D .D"pi"S3iK PB"5BI 
iyaj«"n jnp"t lypmivDMB ""ID oiyaoyo 
SWIU'K IM IPT3^3 D«11 DyP'^ P t8 ,bo JIB 
•3i>cBnyn~DODyrp3 n IPV>B"IB3»P !3r?Br 
pooBpa po 5-TBii n pB yo'Swa n p« IPJ 
"»11 .WVISP3B31B n IJTWD IPE18T yD^pll 
|W2Bn p'^B iy3^VBt»3B31B *1 Pa oiyooM 
pB m i a r w u n jw IVOB^O^B proujfaiB 
,1X lyilP B^JPB ,3310^ BM1PB WW"*. my"f 
ixnn^D ix v$3Jt)3iB PB Djr ;mV»lw» 
T P D " 2 I B "vyi tic jyoDyfy3 »i 
bM5 .twvJ'TB yE"DBnPBen OMS sjiaynya 
^ pc oiyaoyo n lie PSIBII pn iy*Mi oyn 
-jn n MI DP1383 imnB1 y3U"B .D3#»3v 
•"o^Bi'D *j "2 Di»bD'ipy bB.n orwjru/D 
.binjyoBpjn yo^bBP •HB5« n w p ,Diyp 
Djn 1PDBC1V3B .iinjyotroiB poMiya ay^iv 
imnppDiB PH onjjnyBjn IIK ii'bB^vM'B 
"2 y»DBP3 H lySnpii PD anjo ojn v* i n 
pD Ty:"B |yny3 p3 I»B .D3Mwyii3BP n 
i m iPDiBiisin !PD?Bny3 ivai^n y35pn ,*i 
.D3BB"n3PCBPP1 D'PD^BP 
IP33l5l3B.TiyD n iP3yil 3»T3P1"1 np3B„ 
-n bw — iB3"5 IIB .npD iPpnyoB nyi pe 
"iyc |y:*n "TO .IPSBII 2 n^B3 p i r T O IPX 
iyO"31B jyira TO ,0"31B 0^0 ttfOlBll 
~<*2 lyaaivn H ivo^BnaB PK Diyo*OBP T in 
ID B I'D tyTB* lPD3nam P5y>D pK .03B3 
pB '^D31BP HHilPPtPP DPI 1B& Tjra'K Jp3Bt 
" t iy>n3BmyD iv oyo'DBP P5P»VPBD I»D 
T« .Pb"llV B ]1B ]Bt?3P113B? p'B.ly^Miv 
-3po P B 5p'6Mi *IMB ,]yoMi jy?yn b5i(ii 
" ISD IP3"! wpi IP3BM:I5BIPI 161 n tB ,T^ 
PK iBE'apWBp lyiyn ISD. imwupa b3B*i3p3 
iroipytpy n DBH jyasiD b*iin3in yasap n 
IPSBT .oiBByT inn* PB banBonyn Jnaawp 
PK DTpaDyo n pD imvn lVJBUB'TyD a'P2'i 
3n3Da:anyE iPiyii bowpaaB JIB bvoipD'T 
•DMB 5y»CMl ?1HB' D'pD "IMjiPD PB 
oaaov n pD Dipsoyo n jyapp b^'poatpiyo 
-an* n y n m n n y 2 DBH jyasiD n typayt? 
TB ,bipni(P DBII i^vi^Biin n ? tyopipu 
-yi T»n yrtfii bt>'DB»p32B IP^B» !P3B"I& n 
-IjnBiiya D3Bibp2 a*03n 0^3 vx onayiPD 
n ly^nyn IIB yssno nyn IV anayoip^ 
1B3"* 1HJ -""yB IPPnPDB i y i pD PbbBP2 
•asp «b3B?bB Tjn i»a — ,DnjynyDyT l i n 
"B*VBJ »*t "2 b3pnDP33B TB aBH .WtfiPIl 
*T "2 iDJBOP y^B3B^»aiyb>M* pB 0B3 
D3Bc>ninvB n " 2 PB BDBI"K P B Darav 
nyobay nyi pB pjnap? papnysnyD ' 1 pD 
3B^mBD «t« iBi ipayp " t m ,|pnpa t^ B 
,b2B1bp23B PK IPD.*iy3 0*5 bia*b J"B I'lB 
^'218 IB b-5PM 1W3B3 Ip l «JM» BOM PB DP 
•ya pnnn«'iPi.TD 5«t DBH pjcnynyD wo 
Tin ybsBP2 innn* jyJnyiny pB ipoDyf 
-P2 oiyivoy .Dn3ynyDyn IIK nnaB'yMM* 
. 
IBBBBMBflHHPi 
i — DTPSOPO n '*a o*3 ,DJ«W *"* l« 
.MMpTpB UBCW3 1 *B ,TBB1 |KWt 
•p ^in imyii e*ronny i»^i MU"> IM» 
71 WW BW* oyn I T * ]yu .cruinyc 
6 KFDwaim IB , |W v * Dim ^ w 
13 BCBBW iw»n yocspa oycpii ,03**31* 
; r-jjr^Din ojn lyawn .ormnycjn cm J,p3 
r r ' t 1P2U" w i « w V t r*t v i "a 
:-: rn ;»5en»D Tin IB biijjw yocBpa 
Hf p;tD3*T&'J H rB">D TP3» .r'DpBIB 
DI»D iya«n ,yDc«»a ^n** K pu ais 
| i m lyJnw o«ii W ^ W v a n oo'OP 
•w pc >yony*B H .oiysopo T3»P» 500 
Irrewc n ns ,03*iP3 otjn vcnpaopo nyi 
IVBB^3»B n n imyw o&njmy JP?*? 
Kruno sttteitjc DPI eiyo TPB« 
ix p*K v i oiyn : PB noir p»o T M * 
jpjy: PB PO*DBP n ! tap no y e w 
isrsgn- DSMI I T B 3*W IPs* ; 3B>Bnip 
FTDt? 1TK 0110 ,UlD^«inyC JfC'DBIPBO 
|ffwwn Bin iwvi p« tvwvtfit'n n n»t 
."I/O'DVP i n po 
Mnh. : bayiD KTUHOjtfR'n twifrn 
I-JJC irum CBH lyocy^yi P$B H IB »in»* 
iwrw — iipwnuttp- Tpjy*i PK ttfyu«n 
[w— rsiv: |ID jyiKnc n« iB^pnonp pB 
•cn:viVDjn M I* iinyw iP3p3Wipa*R ]Vi 
|J5» n DB jyoaBioys i* 3'oan I J B O W K 
IIK »B »anh TR* : w*wa DBsy^ yn 
|« D"n3pay$y3 K tvayj D-iPaoyo 1 *HB"I 
irc'teya "i 3»IK .»W"D *IJ?*M |p-iny*iny 
h i»n D-ITB OB ,|p3y5 PH imrpciva-in 
|tyt-w jha'K i»3"5 IM* ivv^ninyfi W 9 ' R 
"l-trm lyiyn <VIK iyo 
ji'H w a»n v*„ : Diynoija e:jn»jjn» 
'0-183'D iy*i pD IIJB-jyMatfp « J'S; -1877. 
I1* .iwicitiJiftjri D3»iay3iijD w:v e">yn 
[ofcnny \y$m IK%JI» ijn pc VDQKV3 1 
w r s t t v n n .oromyBin T>n jsnjni 
eniTOori oin n* iPiijnyj iyei;y3J« iya"i 
p**) VH .B3»n iu i« IUJ &tsn rvm 
n*»» n iys?MW lyjyaynKt VD IPP ?y» JB 
Rt vi o [ ^
 Dy o»*ii m jnyi ip^yn D»H 
lypvyn wyoiBi D*-P 
p'-mt D"Y H o'D i* ^yviy^yny y»*D»p 
o5y>KrynyD3'»c n "a oajnuyuir jyo twp 
•*!) pQoy y3»in H pn ' y m DVH n *»* lw 
yompyn vis D^njya^y; p'p jyay; DIJ iy> 
-»n «t'i« ,p»m* imr 22 D*O .ijm*BW3*m 
-ifiiys jyo^iTya v* ,»p«p»p i*n nvsyiutp 
ojn lyjyii tnyMpo n "3 xyim>sm* |jn 
•»» lyD^anB yornawTV n :« ^B^n»c 
n IB ^XJ 'TB oyn nBB iy*jny5p"y v i jy5 
ip5"noiyi> p« tyvirnipB pt i ta^c 
-'ii *T .Dino3ya"K p'oyj^B |«l ]vfyt nnino 
10 TBin Ds'oryj oyn w : i ' D".yp"D"iw 
Tf*vBi';8nB y;yw#^33ij y^« oroa .1 \x 
0*3 D3fl B^^ BHIfB BJH iyci3P33« lyaBH IJ?3 
•yii ^vo3"»t .oyomrvb Tyo'i-u BTK O*D 
,T IIB yo»DC ' i tnynys T C jyavn -Djyocs^ 
iwt pje'jyiisBP, "lyin pic ocBirany^3t3*c 
jysyp yaJyii n .^«o»c ipnya vx o^n 
•#^iyn o'3 5IJO3"P cy ip^yir .IPBTOPB 
-y3 tsainapsiijE iy3"t IB D^V iy3jn po# 
-***xi?i|tin ya^piB 22 *n nys'SPii D*3 !in»i\ 
ijnyno^H I»^T T O IB ,ip33B "^iyt DB» ,IP3 
o n lyipn 1P3B» iv jyavn oipaopo H OBH 
oiyii *«o pip* \vn ,3B e^nBB avsy* *UHB 
IB ,'ipan I"! D3yo im* .oo'oe^3-iyT3 oy 
'ii ijnpn oirrcyj omi [B^jyiuBP n IOI 5a 
psy e^nBB yafipiB IP^Pii .onn'DP) o-um M 
•yn cnpsoyo n.a*iB .'Jmrn oo'os?y3-ipT3 
-"T» 1'ic "I Btfyn 4Wi«^W0 i « oy jy^ 
iyj»Dy3 IP^PII JIB ]yD"P3npnc P^B 1P3'0 
IMBWIB SB^CHBD o n MI ny3y>B PK IP5O»D 
BIB BOV3 ~i*i t*B oy .ipay^ pB jyJ3^ 
•ys |yayp o*3 ^BI tyo DBH o»p»n 
-iy3'b»i 
'OPD n D1B5 jrUP"ID rT*B 3Bt TB„ 
•«n TO .IP3313"fa JHP"t IVPH-CMB Dnpa 
lyapaiya'B «? ix ipa»nD ya^ piw B3pi B pQ 
in** IB ,|yo"iBiny v oajn B lyagn "t pK 
.3Ji3**o ny"i iy«nB3* »»i **a o> 
oiy i'B yo'DBp nyn p& o^B•Jn "«n. 
•yn OPT |yiy^P3 3'Da-nBD *n>M c»n .iPas^ 
*T ? IBC3P1UBP nyooyB'Oiei -ijr. pB t3nBB 
OB* f>yooay»OB w » » n OB" tB 'm^in 
. tBttWlUBP 8D3B^ OB TJH "3 03B13P33»-lB 
"3 |P3PnBJB T» 5W' IPO 1* ,D33S*iyB 0B.1 
yOOBPa n "3 — 03r3V P3pO0fP3J* I 
'. 
! 
•6 1 9 1 6 
|»P tV3«n 00 J8T DPI' OD«TQ-DTBBD3BTD 
i n n nruvn w Tt »fl HT*T3 TPTSR 
IvanifTira HTMR $*• n m PT5O-OT8BD3BTD 
T31R PJ'DJ»W >T TPD31R -TPD"3TB O'D 
,1PVD3R3R eifri.oc8.TD TPT IPP nnwtx? 
•nil PP'D Mm PR vim |P3*n m m TP 18 
"Mi THPO, -p^r-pnp: BDIPPS "^ l>* TPQ»3 
"P3 DDBTO 'TPl DBT tM"?l ; W IV 5jW> 
.TPD'OHB OP3^PY3VR OPT o»o IPMVMY 
Tin OPM DPDD'DTTtfu DpT TPD31K TP3B 
n o « r aie* |"p pawn o o nnyo ODRTO 
TPT 0*0 1U TPD»3T8 DP3*PY3"R OPT D'O 
-OTBBD3«TO IPBTBT TP OPM jn?»i TPY3B' 
TPT w IPTSPM IPITO i n TP OPM TPD**3T8 
MV »3*»PIB nn'K f*T n PTSOTBTBBOJRTD 
w IPD'OBTY OJM PT*O *J IPM .IP^PQC 
IPJpn ,TPO»3TB 0*0 ocsno OPT IPSTB'P: 
T«B ofciRYpa tps*pp3 DO TPO"3TB H 
,D3"n Ml ,00810 |10 DPPTT D»3T8 TP»I 
lie o5m$xp3 !PDipp3 oyu PT>O n no 
D8/1 p.K 0"3TB TPDD>Di?P3 R TRB DD«TD 
•pn D5»nop33"B mi OPM o;n«yp3 PJMRT 
-pa IP3«n PSPPM TPO»3TB n IPPMIY JPT 
•DPTP3 1PDM1P3 M *IMR .*3BPtT. DPT 0380 
•1D1K IPO 
5 p w 3 IPC»DPBTS~R !Ponp3 TORS 
PR |npip*iR oyu IB5B TPJMRT TPT Mm MI 
TPT |pil .0"Y DOt? .D"P3**PTM1 TPT 
OR** , I*»D lie nRian n 38 ovos» TPOTBC 
i» nman n MI IPIPM " iw no OP3»R TP 
OPPVT &RT ODMpTJD IP TPTR ! JPBMpTPE 
-nwan P>B •VIR-DBMP ORM ODRTO DIX 
-RT \m DTPDTBB n«>p n ^3 IPOPITRTB 
inpMnp33iK m iposnx IBIR 8»8 v m o5pe 
TBD TPOPfiP DDMpTpB TP Dtf» FlR13n SflRY 
OPM? IP ,TpTR ,TU 5M1 TP !»TB 1P3!>PM 
DRT OD'lpTPD 118 pTRD |'OMK O p j n n CHT 
IP"! 1PP ^8D tP35im T « J W DIV OPPl^l 
ODMplPt TP IPM — 1P3M1P3 T.TPD TPOT8C 
n Dp*B» TP IPM 1PT8 DD«TO-nR13n DW 
!"5« »*K 118 jnKDTriBDC 1'DMK HK13n 
flM8 T* Ot"M T53P5DTPaM*K ' ?TniD TUT 
T P S » TPOSHP T]h !*R TP0T8D l'T8D 18 
.TTHan DPT 1Y 5"l! ,TPO"»r TPT Ml TP3 
OPITRTW DPT TPDT8D TPT 0DMPTPD0D8D 
TP TP3H 3M8 .t 'HB 1P0D3»5;3 DPT T8D 
" 3 T» OJPDK' .nyp D1X DPPT'T OD l^pTPC 
-
CgT .0D8B^P1P3 TPT T8D OPPT'T 1PD": 
M D3PT0P 58B 1PTP' | 'K .5P'X "ft»M 1-K 
•3PDe^8D PM 1P^8' TP0"3T8 n 18 ,1X11!-
.58TD38P Tn '« TPD31K 3'T 
T8"DT8fiD38TO H .5(^0? ,V0 JP3.TP3 
p ip 0 8 " 0"Y W D 3 " n TPT PK -TPD": 
1PP TP 1PT"D .norpM p?p OO OpHKie 
-8TB OPT 0D81? D811 TPT .JPTPM DDMpTPC 
PT80 8 1P3'BP3 OPT T8D OY'K »D Opll 
IB'VprmTB 0»1T3 TPT T8D .JPDMpTpD D1X 
pD 0»M Tnpi D3PDD»D PT«D TPT TP38 PH 
.JPD8W3 DTPM DP1T8TS TPT 1811 DT< DP~ 
MD ,1P3"T3TPT PT80 DPT >M1 IPO 1PH pK 
1Y |)8 lVJn«3JP!"R •n IV 1PD1P38 IPC 
\THt I1H lll833Pta*H TPT |iT8 -IP3PJrODp-1t 
•8TB DTP0T8B DPT 0 8 " |PJ8M"038TD OVn 
3*3PM DSBP'TaRD Pfi iTTinD *T J1H Opr 
"TPT PR P*TDDn3*RT3T8BD38TO *T .nOTPT. 
TP8PP 1PY383 DPT |1D MTP3T3BMmpT T*E 
.0»Y TpJ'03'Tt TPT pH |P3»5 JPK"C 
03*5 'TDDn3MrOT8BD38TD PY38: *T 
.C0D8T0 P3'3»R JIB 03PH n PR 03***1 TP3W 
1'TBD 1PTHB PDMTJ ^pjn» 1P3P3»T P35PV. 
1P38JCM8-D38TD H .1P0P1T8TB >T IPTH't 
DP -1PTP11 0PPTP3 fpr iP t)B T.BT IPI1C 
-"R.DTBB TPDMT3 TPT !R ,T> DUpOtriPC 
IP^PM 03«pn3BD TPDMT3 TPT ]1R TPO'DJp: 
DPT T8D lP5*185f83 0'3 CP:PB^P PTP"T J1C 
'BE IP3B3DMR-OTBB03BTO H .DT8BD38T3 
HMR Ml IPTPT38 P 'P «\M8 0 0 TBDTPT JpJ 
I'DM8 DDlp 0P1TRTB TPT |»3 .D31P DT 
DH'R DBH IPO 1P3BM (ID DT8 DPT "ID -P1«-
y?R j**b tPTP' D»D TP DTPM .pp'iyPSD'lTP 
-5P11 .MTD'tMH H .TpTp»,TO pR TPTP»nD 
T3'Q-D3P3P^ P3»OM3 »T PTRO |*R OBMp P3 
!"TB 1PDMT3 R IP>"18YP3 TBDTPT MO .\tf 
Tnm 1P33PT3 I'TBD OOBTOTDTRBD^D DW 
.BtfB ,DD**n D«T .IP0P1T8TB »«3M3 M 
03»1TP3 |P«1W P 8 0TP11 TP0»3T« TPT I* 
DPT MB. iR TPDTIP3TP031R DPT J1D M" -
.TjtfTJPn TPT8 ODffC 
-OTBBD38TO P*B t8 ,]PDny33t* VD8? .13 
PDMT3 p»R pR DTnOR3TR IP3»T TPD'OTd 
IPrnp^pTP 18T 180M 'T T» WP I1*'3" 
DPT D8n n TB ,DD"n CRT ,PT50 8 l^C 
•*'3T8 - 0TRBD3BTQ p?B »1MR 58B8">r 
TPT .men TJMR TPOJIR IW»I PDSPH ,TPD i 
• 
: • ; • ; 
IBC ;3i3'tfya iyi» atvnvi DJVD B 
*"K B»31By; 3»H TH [IK ,D"» y3yiB>iyc 
-m W I Q pc o t o w K IBC pnny* pj'3 
IKJIfl IK ,1B£ TO ^POtP VK - I " * 1 * " * * 
^BHPJ oMJiyi? K TO otaK* jyo jyn ,BX'K 
M">p n QK ]V2vatf OJKV. v* IPI*, 
;-K r ips v * wpi D"pj'B"5n PK D"P3<n 
nyo v w v i »**" ^U'OEVPPS "WUK IK 
'38 DD1B1P3 0'3 0*81*. pK 5p*C '118 B3PH 
p3 VK JfUTWP PK D"X JfVJBJ |**H JP3JJ; 
*lMK V* IKJiPC VH 1V2K ,]y3y»l W WEB 
im i5y; |«p Dy 3Kn v * ^"noiiK iy"K 
-»n I»R oy |PU 5yu V H ' * W BIBHIP VK 
jyp V* tK ,iP3n iy3B |*a VK .i^y: jys 
w w iy iv DK" w oy*B MK w p pR) ipsitf 
I'*T ou 5KI v * IV" t5»ou (oi'ospiva > R 
us .ipo lypnwe iyi pc tMjrmjn* iyi 
i n i'K W O B P I P I pc BIBBPI ipi 
-yi oyi :»K — .ssipiyoya DJS'VPBiyi) 
^p'i Pi«i» iptyn i?i'H yrprri n :<* ei^t 
unr» n* trtrwrun yontpj tys» .**»** 
pay ms m:»» yeppvi i"p c : jy:*n ysftyn 
.(Ipisiips tyi^y«»m ira»t 
iyi pc yosBya ' i iitfnyn pK jyocypyj n 
-Jyll HMR 1*2"5 VK iKC'ijnyo !PP*1WB 
.|p;»t»»K o n *tt Jtw ipiyi38 I'lroinK 
-JVIUKP n pK iwBayi yiMtM IITWD T C 
-yj iP3"i o5pn TPI pc IP3MR H .D3KP 
•WJ DB11 IrllPI 5>W ]P0 .OIK 1MB 0PD3'* 
" i c pK iyc» tyVrjKn I'D Ml pK iyp2"1 
pK B"31B D^ K tySKH TO .IWjtfB IBC 
.t>i ty a*3jnriv 
W ' M I K iKcnjnyciyp'TycK*- D^BII. 
v e pm ,r3W0Mpp m*R on: ipsn ipitpa 
•nymy PK cyora »iywin iw^mnyo ;y5»i 
-yn PK wDMiywN r " yooBya nyiam jy> 
^y;«tpynw:'K n pK IDI 53 .onsyiyc 
D«II ? iy.3Bt wsKCun n T»D iwip O:K';I 
DI^C3"K nyi DKnya D*»B" 33io»ny3 K IKC 
•)'K n pK i ip"5 IIK .iyc typnwK iyn lie 
o5«n '11 ? o : r iv ?»P«5 pK 5y3«cyj"iw 
pK vnwr&ti V» ojypy: irvvi^Kny h 
? 0"p3*5inp pK ii33 irrK jyv'py; 
U^ni IPWJID :B .eaijtys »n DIP IW„ 
-iy3y^ JW3B3 cr i Twey rur»i IW^BHJK 
-ivTyiyc nin 180 in«' 5 D"3iKyj awn VK 
-nB* w i3BDSTO'K lyiiya i'K M iin*n< JKP 
(*j:i^r.p: ITO":"* i r i ipa't lyri'" J^S'^fc "'i?0 "fl" 
'ptnyB ,n:yp .1 pc 
pK -UB> pc jysy^ |yB"DBJ8py |yv3BJ oy-; 
.iyDBD"iyD"318 H PC TWP8^3 Din t3*0 
MI IB .oriwenyo oi^ BMtBo nJ ' J Tin 
-j"p M oyu pn D»3 ^8t in to n PIBOt' 
D'D jyayaivaa VT pn ISBBPD'K B»J ^BD 
i m B'D ]m:i3iyD jw»n ys^yn iy:8"io P^K 
. "83 TPBI'PJMV* lysTinvo K pc w w a 
tM a^ lya'K vi 180 iBDiyi oi85 *iy .IB'V 
V5B PK ,iy:BTo y p » D B 3 8 p y n 
•H p*p Du;i»38n ysJyn ,iy38ic n n a B 
BIK5 -lyayJ iys"D83Bpy DIV no^t? vopjn 
oy« jn^a *T ;D»BD» oyi IBD Tya'K ly 
'ovuny -WMtpnKiB ywBa n lyriKtya 
^ b ' i B P yOMT3 »1 180 IW"31B *l OJW 
1 8 V BV1VV513P IPaB 3^B08"IB yc^BO'> 
- • 
y5>B jyciBi oi 
Iinyii D*"oy33»K Dy'Kp3ic ya>5oc8P5yiy; 
"80 pK ye>'D83Bpy : |p5"BTj»Mn "iw pK 
lyaBic yB"C838py »i O'D .yp-B'^a-^B^v 
-KD n D^D PK yi5o H jy3y338 1*1 1181 
-DOKBDP ipi .BKBDP in—yr»o^8»"*irv 
-i8i yi**3 u n pc lyo^Binyc i m pK IBC 
i y n PK ipwya D*S'D jnyi38 IBJ I"i IPs 
-OVD iy"I PK P1PDP81B3 yip*n J3VlMTiy 
K .P'l *i">»l IBCDOKBOS* 1P1 .0:PB811'B 
IP3"T pa^Pll IP3B1C P$B PK BD'^ M^VPl? 
iPBMia K tyagft no iy ;BK8OP ayi y3i3 
lyaMn K- HMR inyoc pK p»$a jyco'^K" 
ipD^Biiiyo ipi Tipwim ^i3ino TPJPIID^IP 
0*0 03BPP3 M3yj pM «tlKl Pl^3 IP! pC 
sn 1916 , p y o 
*IMB .P:B*IP "imB "onpa P B TP *S ,DO imtj 
.DP5H*SBD p"tfo TPT t»iom ,ICIB OPT 
"»B H »nPll DEBPP33B B^DD plC Dp" 
TP3»P D*" DP?3BTB EBT — D"p3'IB$DO"3 
-If" DPIVB^ O ,DtP?PJ DO w n IP T,»J DfcT 
5VD n ts DSBTD ipciBBm TP$B»SBD imp1 
BO DP" OB" TPD"3TB TP1 .DPI l»3p« 
•OMK "IB Dp3tB OP" ,ta»3"»B !"P 1P3BH 
iy |pn n> m*o im po 1PTP" troteTW 
tmanwTpD DP" V W -aa'DDSwa pn 5tjr 
"P3BTP IP3P3 DTP3mPB |U| IS 0»P3'D>U *T 
p i DP" DP 5 " " 1KDTT1 PP8D ]1B ,0"il 
cm iPttfBmyo'iB |P3«3BOR ywx pc pa»B 
VW .D3"P3 PR np |P" *" DP31B W 2 1 K 
-a* DP$B>SBD vtfu Tm D3P3m ]DiR cm 
D»P3*D"3 '1 P« 0»PJU»?t»"31B IPDBCIS 
.33np3»nPD"DO"nP3BiP pK -oapap* pc 
"P" P35P" ,|P38* r>B "IP28- IPJ"T DRY 
"PB-D33B3iy3»B DPI pR JpTP" IBHOPa |P* 
*" ,DP*B»SBD m*o pD fcn* TPY .T«n 
-pDp3TPC Wfc| DO 1P3B t»B ,D3KTPJ pit? 
IPl'tKiK D'3'B iP0"3nB *"1 pB P3B* H JPT 
.-wvn* |PS3«33»R D3inoi? TP — D3PDBQ 
pn .DBsrSpipa ycoD^Bb'BBp H IPB 
P*"DD'5»0*BBP *1 IPEWCHV3B lP3jnD(? 
•onR inp» B VIB TIB onpppa OER2»5pty3 
PB ,D3B»pa pw MI .m*o n : JBIR jy5p3 
DD*TO i m o$" PaJptoyi -IPD»3TB *i T*B 
TPT *" DP31B- .lPt3D>^ BD»B«P *1 TBB PB 
TH IP! 1MB 5BBB3BO om D«n DDMTD 
*BO Djn IP3B" r t fo n man n»8 ,P'-IBDH 
P*I5O Tpi IPB«"S .D»3TB *im *i"B SBBB; 
T5r*OTpiaw /IBBTPT ,Djm DOBID om PB 
IP3P't -*1BDBP IPTPB'3 B IPDlPIBfi- jpno 
n v ^ ^ w OP" *IBDBP ipanir tspn pB 
i s IPsijnB VI op» »t D*u orayn j?i5*a 
-IPT pB .BOtpB Dpn 1KB 1PD»31B tP^ DIPIS 
PTP»t IP3BH TPD»3n* H 1P5P" 0"S TP35PI 
•BD'BBP *i pK D3pDB5nw pB nynyeenifE 
opn D»D IPX13P3 ipapp ma i n IP^PI\ IPBD'5 
DGBIO ^P^ .iPDinpbs^B p-ip»n IBB BBBtst-
nm IPIK »»D jram bBBo»pp3 iBBnm op" 
-«B om nnxi^o p« ou^apj iproBJBPP 
p i ipD»n jj^nw pn DPII np .j»tr;o'? 
DPD3*3nPC IP DPll 1B1B BtB V1K pB DB30B 
n iPcnp3iP3»B pn op" m5»a *i ,imp» 
T3bnb3,,B PDm3 1P3P3 f W t*B DI^ B'SBC 
-»1D DiyDE' D»T ^ "11 .OaV'Jl1 *T PK TP15PJ 
DPT itf IPDP^CIV3B T*» iPO"3iB ^P 3^PI 
p>« bD'Dl? IP .DBn«OP>Bl» lPbVI»3B311J 
Pb3PTp5M31B n IB ,DP5BPn3'D Dm D'C 
*p?P3 *T m TpJpjr vr ijnnpbiPB npb^a^B 
-nca bip» n o o ^ ' i t Pi imBo'n jrasjn 
D i^m DP TB ,D3BB3"BTPD pB ttf'TOW M1B 
B ivsvn is a»o'i3 DO nnpo pB lnpo Y$K 
"B»P B pn JJ3PP IS '"O 331inBBnP P33B> 
PP5»BC P3BB3"B «1 .nyt>"31B TPbT»S*D^ 
inpvaB m TPiomi DO ^ n w»n DHPJ 
*3B PB jnj"JBD DTP" O Tm»'B JPDPSH1B 
"ip" .DTPTP33B pic t'M !PnbDn3'B pirn 
nbonan< nm"3B* Tm pB IB D»3 DP D»H 
p'p 5BD3»P IP3"» pasjm IPWPD IPD"3IB 
5»m .TBB1PT T'B Dip ? IP1W3 DO TlhU 
Dnn«BP33"B PB yiDDnaiK nyinip ">PT PB 
,33^»nD1S-Db"31B Pa^ TliUPTIfD B |P1B"P3 
P33B5 B jnysissin 3'D"3 DO n*a hit DP pB 
.3BC-im"3lC B pB JPD"31B IS 1^3 Pinp$ 
,33i3"Knp ipn D*D D3"n p w ^n IPDPID T D 
•^ D IPDO*DB-P3 B 3B |PO *^31B iPb'»3TB 'B 
S3»njp W^O Tm IP" PB 1BD TP"t "3 1BI 
.T.SB tPb""S B \^H npa'K "»imps VI 
»T pB ,D3*»n D3BOV n IPPO 1BBTP1 DIJ 
IPBB- pn .DD31P1S iPD3Pft»3 im P» Dm5o 
•1PD^P3B "t IB V l*^* P3?P" IPDP^ B TBB 
TP" TB ,lBDim DP3PT Dl^ B^SBD P"tfO Tm 
pb'n3 panip *i ivayn \v$vn I P D " 3 I B *I 
,m5U im IB |PD»^ BnS3Bi VT ]PD"Pa*^ 3VD 
np3»« ipom3 ip^n vn inpaa^nw »l JP>P" 
l 'n pn? Dp" t»n PB optJ^ TB'BO imspap" 
nnB "5BBB3BTW om lmp?p^P is D3^5 inpi 
"3»B P^ B pB 1PD»31B H IP" .D»3TB im 
> a om VIK DinoB>"»B tMt I^ff" iP^Don' 
5BBI#3BD DPT IP3BH |p^B" PB DPOpnrm 
D3"5 PW PT^3 n DP" ,b"3TB TP»n Vt 
— BPDDnrptf (PS383 Din IPB«B»3B IP3PP 
-BntBD m^a om D"5 vn DB" DPDD'D DBT 
-pa Tj»a'D3«n im pe p^33iBT3Bnn i m DP? 
"IB DO 1B1. DP" npD^ans i m .DBBB^PI 
•-BP om TBc imB ooBio om IBB IPH"2 
DD*m K P — m5o i m TBD I O .DD^BD^B 
!P3TBtTPE on'B opn JPI5O n .p^B i n IBB 
,B* b»31» TP >S IP5D*OT)3P30 P5B D>D 
l.winnittfflM ' • 
I V P ' B " WJH31«J D*P^ i j n 
DBT oimcyai'w ua tw oy w i i ipnoon 
i jn i ^ n w OOIP jn5»a pw .oyoo'o-n^a 
Ml*, DTjnVDOITlD K 5»D JW |W , T » " I U 
i v ipxasaaw onw pc ivo B5B.I , " i nyncw 
IP'DB- K lysiBOt* no iy iw O » 3 I B * i pn 
.OMO 
1'K IB ,omp$piy ct ' fcwvo in>»j m 
vw 113 oaB»3v * i iw»n o*w " w w n i n 
— nt^BQ'BBp ojn |paya ' i vpaycn . i n 
TP3» .<piu* I M M w te w iy3n»noiye "T 
«»DBi»T30"n3)» w |ym>D3B *n» n$*a * i 
w w i * lya'oDyo m jpaya nvoapcB-) 
TJDBIO iyB"OD^8D'BBP DJH |W |*W 
.DPDD'C 
*i5 I B ,onyo«nyD B I ^ B W B O j r t i ' j i n 
Tft ps^pii ,orfi*3 PPIBDP yj»u» IPEB*? w 
-oo"3i8 tmr3H3 o n m*$rB»*P |pa$p IP5 
-3B |» ! W 3 1 B DyonBWO *1 !» !» ,P1BS 
OpOmfWD H |yil .OPT"3 ' 1 i * |PDB>e*ya 
n |B JPDB'&*y33B P'T D»3 IP*BI 1P0"31S 
D^ 3 DP?«W*D n5*a iy*aw m i w ortf '3 
.Dyomp* i"p .otfn IPOOIB K W mpo 
irviptop 0*3 IUP , i " r o»3 * * i n p-woc M I 
•»rw n .o»3iB i p i *pw *$ttBK3tt»M p'p 
nrt3>>n n 5 u m TPDMK | M « I D*U i yo 
i in 3»w .psipsya 5y3t? 5BBB3*O oyi I B I 
lympya w o"p3^wo n |P3*ri opn DDBID 
•Jyn iWWw T»n , n ^ a I P I i n * iyo»3iB 
•PIBDC m pn D B I tarn . o s w o i y i n B ys 
n IPP i B c m sr&i iyn I B D BB*P IPOD 
"IB P$B TB ,|EW3 V ' T ^ M P |«» 113 jriS*: 
T3 i n w w iitfyn noon3w i n pD ipo"3 
.men m w lyoaw pn iw U?:;B^ 
,B»B .ot fwiBB DP$BW*O n**a u n 
TB h imi .03ip3WTno v\ \\t rtf* an 
;tfp« noonsw tw oy n y s ^ j no i yo "3 
Tip n Dim rtf»a yDin»3B3iB*Dia « iy:»r: 
^ m w w nnyo»3 ^yo K i w y n »*l I B C 
^n PK yT5*a »i . lyoimi yiyi3» ]w . t ra r 
' i j i B 33i5p»w33y i j n pK o n e lyoDsya 
I?! tW D3*T3»n |»WH PK .D3»UV"1"*W 
r'r:'5BPH3»0 3n3yDB^BD DI^BWtfD yi$'3 
rtU H Sttll ,D3*»31H«B *? 3* DDBB- i y 
jniDDTWK yX3B> >11WMMDV1K IPITO »y" 
mWB^ OWW IBW iyD*5TO«3 K «PW 0W» '1 
n
'aiB n one, oorw DBI I , IBUI» TP I tic 
W»3 i n . ' l oon j ' n iyvJB: B PD i y o 
ny3* i w DIJI .nun iy«»a i y i :s onw 
D*'p3»5prn ny i pn .ynijyo i n iw 113 
yo»ru «i« ty^nifTtyn lycnuo u n »n»i 
l impr»r« e « ! | jn ' f fw»c3no |"we yon 
ny3»3 cr,w o:*^ oy m ,|»nB tsii$ov pn 
DDrto^wan DIK lycipiyD w 
,P»I 0*3 ^»T Dy ! " • » K 1BE 
r 'ew iyop"»ni n BTOPB w 
>^3Tjnn«3wi"n n n"i .iy3* 
-ya i n OD»pDinB33yi"K i i n ins j n ^ 3 K 
ngc t ' ne o n nyaw yi^'a 
-a'otslD oy i w (yopnioB n wnrnmiDw 
T33K iw \m oonyj rrt»a n ,DI IJ iyo 
"fiBi* lyoiBD iy3"5p i n J y c i i osmo 
^>w »cp,y3 n .tyopi-wiD y3"i I B C poipys 
^BE^y^ IBP nsip i n fcni»»n 03«ioy33B j w 
-3B iw n oonys i ^ x y pn .jy^nipric 
OBII 0 "3 i« i n jic noiyn o n ose-toy: 
•init p* — 1PQW3 ijiBT iyo**31V Tjnjr 
-*K 1'IBB i'n» en n Do*otry3 JBW WB 
OB.1 tsciras i n .ivepnma n m n ' o i K 
iy5?Wty3 W »11 0'3 3P11D'W i n 3 B p*p \w 
.yoiD y033B^iyc n yi^*a u n 
v* cv iini i r w i w i oiyiya t»w D B I 
i n pn w i n on^^a ;«p inyo BO' ; 
CI^B'VBD y*;^a i p i .>100n3WD1»»03BlD 
•p 'OTH^ DBn inn*DW3»w lyaB oanoe* 
5KT OP imi -lynoonsw y 5 s pn eye 
,1PO"21B-D1BE pD n ^ > K m'DDnpP ^ W 
yi^roiBBD3Bio i n I B D p i r oun i JBI 
-*>anpD"3iB"tn»D n .yaB^ n 3*OD3»3 u p 
-B IB p3»n lyoiBC D"3 lycipaiysw tBP n 
-01BB03B1D n n W |P3y3iP3W »r pt< l » p n 
»i*w i n IBP n^^-oiBBDSBio n .n5»: 
|OW Djn «1»W i n * P3OT DP3P;*W MW 
•pnma n ;pin*cip3w n ^ r o m c i n pc 
i npn " i w i i ,PIBO iyoo*ot?y3 o n PK IPO 
n 5 u u n w i n * ,o»3ip n w oc ip iyc 
n W n « i i n W IPSPOC wf i i i yo«3 i« pc 
.D'31P 
Doosno 'MW *iw Mi IPO onpt o n pB 
K 5Btt pw o'o ipoipys ly^pyc runs K tw 
i n i w DBipo-nKwn i y i — BB5P-OMD 
.iy3BOnP3BB' ID K PK ODB1DT31BBD3B10 
nyo isc i n ovs I B B ODIP D B I I D B I pn 
-aw-DiBBCJBio i n o»o pn ynoonsw 
-aw y^B PK iyoipiBc I M K no - jmoon 
• 
\ 
^k^BBiiH M d l 
88 1916 , p y o 
. 
.-pntsoy J*K Tya«yiB 
ojn |ic lyevipyD Tin jjwy* hw> 
TtompUD i*'Jv i " " » |»J«:*»XB3iyorK 
-BD31P1V *un lvayn D:-i»ty3 P-IBBI? PH OB*I 
: oiinfi "iv 
T» 1P>P" TPEBiVse n ipii P.**. WTO BBH 
T ' io »T ?nonte ipi IU* B , ,n* ipnnppeiB 
n ps 73"* T» *** 172*n lpVpn DSftSP 
1P*P" ipsR'rtBo »1 ^»n* ,ipopteBi» peep-; 
•3'K 1"* IPP'1'W '7 pH 1HJ1B 1K^  B TBI TM 
ajn B"21B i w rsp"»p3Rp '1 liH ip>"fflcn 
>iB=r nnpi jpipi: 
ipau ipjsnpupi n IKH ipisj6 n pB 
]i» u « m ,ynj^co'»ynf n it 11*0* pci)?> 
/UB^SS? !*« i»nV'iw pR ,ix&tn ,pnBa;p-> 
J I B E * M»R ijrtn»t c : D«tnp op- ipo Bpu 
ponn: | m ipse tqni ipiijrt psns'R n pR 
.nil* 
IP" '» ,lPin«e «B»31* 1»1» >1 IP7B1 
-*BD ia iirtei , i w a wnyn ipc#*yjt'HUM cp 
-o»; IPpoiR n lit jpnpi; ipoBtesp IPBBI 
IP'TECVH'B n MI o»n >"B I 'm IM ,ti>i«jrt 
pB .&"Dtf v * I«B tpsntna TM lp^pii 
•lrejVTc i n afeyin IREJR ip=«n I ' I I K J 
p * .iPBERa-pipitpJ! pw's^Ript P;»BIBI »i pa 
-=cp lit ip ip ' t e ' e »i p t ip3«R ,com ViBp 
"WMMR IB ESp^pilBt J^PCB^TW 1?»'2"1 
,lpipss»B i n IPBC<:'0 Dpi IBS cpsri*n ip=*^  
rctjp-esBBtHr B ipipn Bpisiugrs ^BI cp i« 
?=*pM ,CB*p W t f * O'pB lPC(TrtB» '1 IBB 
e'J IIB rton^c ipi l i t ip-nppoiB TM ip j^rn 
»W W » " »i ,E»SIB. i"p T-- MIB ipj'cp; 
n?nBSp-oiB tr-Br. DSgVJV pspewVirpssB >1 IB 
UPDID pTSp^Bt »1 TpTp'to'O pip"? \1 ffT'ES* 
— 191S PR ; w«PP IH'Vo 14—1912 I»B 
-;np .IBI^IO 30W—1014 1»« iw W'^o 22 
n p i ipipii s^ra»p: jjApn ipiinpnB* p;«^ 
•wpnp pana»B H pR TPB»S*HJ PBIM'-'BAIB 
n i« ,DMK DDIP ,niy'T mm3« o»iJ 
-5»n8 t'K Dl(» "mD"3n8 J»^*P3B3"llf ^H«V 
" im ,pniv lBtOBiip w ^ o y O'o pa ^^IDDW 
•"318 *i o r * lypm *M ? DnjnicopyDi: 
&*n t rwsjw pn -Tynnu ' « -wjc iyo 
yDin»J83^8 *1 pc iJ82iyD 58i03ys i y i 
•^D D5jn38n DyT w oiy^yaK iyD"3i8 
-jfO'n ya^py-iB* »T jyo58niY3"8 B I ' T K » » 3 
jys^n " i .iwMBpnaw »»r3w» n pD »*3 
-»n " t pB up;-nffpsjiB ipianpj tm ifijpj 
...-.IBPfftB in« W . M l IPS'VSPJ 1-; 
IjnBts pj';"B i»iff vn *ce')pniBt„ ipi 
-ps a*n "oBipmBe,, ^p^ - .ipiBiipa B^po»p;:? 
•jpcB^p Bjn ipjnsaipi i» B»: IPO'S»;»B cue 
-?BpB18= B p i tjMlt'tiS.N !'B BB .IflCBp 
,p*'on B ?>B M"» pio :i9vpbtfi jnr»w:n 
B«n ip:iriipjDMB rente n EBA tpjia i s : p» 
IPO .I»in 1"D pB PC'2B IB B=BDpi piV \?s 
pBBU'11 p3«»D Bin'SpippllB JlK JpOISipB EBT 
•»n *i Biywt* pB jpBapoipri \\n ipip'»« 
•BMB Dpi B'O ,lp=p^ EBll'Tt 1»B ]1B B»p;«^ 
\\K .lO'IB" B B:'»^it ?1B M1B ]"D IB ,1»T 
^BBC="T pB Tp'to:»D B p3 TB CB11 Bpi»B1= 
B c:nB0^7,: BIS n>iB pep** ipat^iya n EB-I 
n IB ,OV3 EDpSnBB . . . Dpi ]p.*jm BTBV, 
DlESpi-'B IpSBOIpC lPE«1pBOr'"^M,*0P PW'-
17=«n '*' .F">(P IB^'D 20 naipn MM EBI: 
"pB pipetfpriB , I ^ B T I ,ips»»Bo*pm p:p;"w 
.J'EtMIBt IP»3pO B3BD DlB3pS»»B ,l)R»» J^Tpi 
-SBp I31B E:B0P3 DlBipii'M 1pl31« BB71 M*4*l 
-B'XBC p r c n H ijrt»« B3t))ia .iuBBiny: 
. lpi 'p 'vi r^f ='J lJ»c<-
lysyany MK pniv IVD838D ya*3"H D»O 
DJW'sr m o ye-D'H H iv3yn P^DD^OBOD K 
MI . imycv y3^3"K |yonw ins io*jm nc 
-"318 ytM»P3B318 5'1WT *"* I1** ,OD1811p: 
jyny3 ran^s njn IBD njs^tPta'H PK iyo 
I8^'C 2K — { V ^ t 3 ' 3 T»'K D8HDV 
DtiM"K cyi iyt33!K y3ns*K H (IK "»»nD, 
jpDfiy oyi pH 4DVP iy(£*^MD8P "UH |1D 
-yj D-yjyf'Pinc 5n»x H r^ K 3ynp po nrnj* 
Mt8 .1,180,489 1»3 2,610,685 p t tm8V 
,*h> iyo31 oyi iyD»Tf i y i jy38Dcp3 t'»t 
. 0"V iyn i M ' n VI IM*i »» can ,1936 
,t3D"n Dip .ciysoys 243,837 I V D ^ W ^ K 
!8^*D 15ft 1V3>*( |y?BDy3DM18 IV3"t DP 
T3 jy:Mvv33"nB tp3"i v^jm ,iyiy^3D'-
-1'. y?8 DB"J .DD»H TyO'PMfl pM 1"1»)1! 
-y2 n : i 3 " m ; iDO»5yi i«»?j iy3*n w y ; 
,t53pxKnE 76 imw^iyD jys^n iyb»3n8 w 
.&3WK1B 23 w a i s P8380 H Tjyiny" 
»»5»» 8 tfmptjUDMK iy3»n w « u p n Jin 
yv»DB» pK D^cysya iytB5DO"3i8,pH IK$K" 
lpa*n ctfu o" .»o ro -n PD Dy*$*ottfi'n *v 
-yyoiB ^n p«.p^t t 
i 
i ^ S S ^ ^ f ? 
i T i n , 
B»» IP^P'B*)* P'^ PO W»1 1?") 
.P'onp R ur i"!* i» T O ip»*n ,u>i^y; 
- e m * i?ojr3p; isnpn *y»P* POT cripwi RIPE 
ijn»* b « i j " o jn»»»i u w ippin«»-m v * 
i* p3«iE <•> .pay tpc3*e?">jre3'R corpn iptpn 
H»j» »pi"Tt piprpn ip^jniHipe Bpn jrrtM '1 
immi ov w^jni 6»o iw«» y?K p« tyo 
sv . popHin t *i otpMeysoM* pn iwnwp; 
;ID art im — 
. 
T O ipaRtt a:*1? ip-ina* '* /»t «rma*jn 
nytajn n CRII ,pip»p3 y;j»'is» TTESIR espr 
njw yipniR ljnyivnw l s , , ,= «Rcp; nan 
» ; ijrtjrt VIJM pR ijrp:?T tpwiK ,ijra:i? 
T t Miripa ^ e * ijr=Bn v o «n c=Risp: 17= 
-80 jwjj'^jnu'M urtpn i r i /MM uny-iBM:;* 
"CBipniflB,, lyi DRingfi .injeynyB tT&B'ftps 
p u w Mm c i ; *rt»3 ^ n »•« i n ; e*»iw 
-ipt tya»»T P=3BD .sp-jpaB-iRD TT up ipo Ml 
Bjjhjnw lWjn T O .P f^ o»3 *iy3tj • .e^peis 
lyvnn iy?p^ « >ui Mr jjnndBi? ;it 
m p Dun w w |yn>yr oyi « 
:D]njpa>itfs opnj»K3 p p w a r a 
ipt"p npi ? njna sspppa T O ip3«n D«H 
is ^K=c;"T o'p* OMSMVIJ i»p BM cr; 
nte M«rV>yi i? -*****-* i y w n p t **< 
ip epn cp ipv. .tpin'B i* ;p'ip opr •6?; 
OiSr |p;RO •»? cpn ,o^» ipsao i» o»» n 
B.MR ^noz1*") i 's '0 ijme«ip3 « Tr \rjg 
MR-IB PM» op" ip "1 ijjisuanps .ff3?ptw. 
• tpTCM 
DS&nva t3fn DDVjpav^ ^i«p pK 
IDIJV, 
. i r twrHp c : Tt. IPSFP npmp'iyo* n 
m v« .*•* e:»o F T ' 1 ? B ' ^ O »T vtyW 
->'Aa« Ml TO IPJ'*T ,yt31D» 1»R 1"< J«= 
MI imt)"r* M'H ff."pc iyisj» .»n«"?* lptMir 
.lyttyp w»'B^(pt ori PR y ^ r iinjitpa K 
-MM jMm o'O oirsiMpJae ipi«iipi MR ^p^p, 
PR ipiRiip: ippjnDijn npr« .ippwnpi p « ; 
Tpl CBll 1R B13ID V/l JIB .^130-CJP'lp Dpi 
inpo ipo tun .ipiisrtRT lpsMnpasR B«n IRMP* 
IPTP' -lPp3*TtP3 H IP*ipetlVlp3'R BJpppJ BM 
„.tr>VlV »*R tt&vant PR wpo TjnaPMT: 
DM c«n ipj»»p „.ip3yi3iBpi ipi 'M'i ; 
c o lP=Rn ipee'^pJBO H .piR> n lP3«i=ar 
JIB E3vc n .pc»-« ip«-t isnfVipR ti>p P'R 
•KTB $PJMK IV DnfcJI'. D»H T 1P3M ^1o 
11H nVB'»DD^8,XVD "PI 1'K "HHn'E V0JP3»D 
t'K DP . I ; « 5 E ' D ' H px 3;i;piip2 npo^yw 
-ipn P 0 W 3 1 P L D'O n r p n »r m .-utfp 
DPC3HV3 IP11PJ | « « t IP33U»ta n -TPt 
-DWips IPDBP^ " P ^ O M K . pK Jyp»trw JK |m 
•V2" ,w npDonnpa nyi .VDOMP ^ « P 
I V S ^ C B W V D M I Din jit -jp'ojnifpo I1** 
v w cjnjpi^tjE aiPEOipp; Dip at^**yifc 
VI lW*n IPDD'>B»VI(D H *V ,PJ«1B I P ! 
I RBh50 n iP?PDC"(T(3B; D33""10CP3J# 
IpSRfl .IPCRnpROm-^ R'SRC JWBn^  -T ,i»o 
BjW Op i^f='ii ip , - < T * ;«J7 -R* inpip3S»i 
.iRir^ic pii T O ;p^pii ncttm « tysycon.. 
tH ^3"!3y; j?;»n irao^R-SRC vvmivaric --: 
IpsRn >»i jwnte n ipoVRrciB ipajp jp^jn " t 
-Dipip'M! JIR p"-;tc ^»ip:y»t- I',B myifz 
tpyjn .IPBC'TR'JRC swo'n .TO .ipiiiipiipi 
1P3RH JWt3R PR ."T pB lyCjn COlRllp: 
•pn ^»'w•,•,», \'-f V>W« iPTtssryBrw T C 
-pi iPB*»Rnp^ e t?=Vi T O ; •coi7«'m»„ 
iyo ipn oij»o **jn PR ipso .Dp'S»iec3 
•pa T O ip:"i .i3Rcyirojp'ip o-vipVP osn 
.l»ra s r ' n f i T O t?;pp BJ*R .tRfeap »n«ii 
1P3B0 TO .OTT^ TKSIC t'R "oBTpinw. TJt 
1P3"I TO JCIRBCI!^ p 'p pR JDpit J"? 
oamsr DRii nerrto R tp;p; nc»3 p« rnjn s»c 
•pp TO IpR .p'1RB»170 STBplB lpeH?;i»3"R 
J'CppJR i n !P3?3 ir-ECpCR-iB CM fim .1?: 
.;p-rtp= pB 
-•o "ii* .ipaymR. \tv$ ip"wvft ur;"i T O 
.PPO"W ">P P« IP!"*' 'PBO'TR'SRC plTS"T 1«'^ 
1pTp> -^0«0 P*lpl3Ut PB BB^ pr. M l(t ,=i"0 CfT 
pR OC'^ R'SRO P'p .!31R P* pplW IfSMt 
pB CB^ pn Pi'!Rl n CRll BM O'M! TSBWB'M 





1 9 1 6 ,f*iyD 
K — "Ti'no " w a i K . Din lyiyoyinyB 
,\*\Q D3"en» D^I :PD'»V Tyo»ai8 ye-'TK 
90 TV IK , 1 1 0 3 N 8 J o ' a Ban 
'TO pK I»^»BC E"JiyDD3*B pK oa»? 
p * •UBoenv i j r PM =$"7 OB — r w S y n 
p'« p& .^no-iyo'tr jyEMKyBB/TK ojn 
yp'ODOBD^D H PK rente n |y.TV D»I 
PK mvptun nyDDTyDDj'c npi iv jyocinp 
"ntWHO H IJIfVV »"t nmruir nsn PB 
-y5 Ijnyoya pK oy^a K IV nyoca y;yo 
IVDDjnp *i iye»pv ^BE*P K PK DP .jya 
lyoEinp *i PK iinyociv pK jyoau-iyB DBP 
yovyVn can pK .jypa p* urpvnmi OBIV 
*n PIBDB* PTK B*a ou 'o nin <PIK iw«i 
IV B'3 >«"»« p'P T»3K PK .yOtny V|. 
.OBaipiv n oiaB?ya cy jyoyp 
4P3J K — DtyaajJ " p i y n o 
[K tpo ?yp*DiH ]ytyn iyoy*?ir •PD** 
,D*y»y T""yvifi OKU nK*33 B po 3IVDMK 
pK DpiKO JTKP pD n:»io TVDWK nyn 
-wytpvttD TJH pK pnyj«*B H P B -iya»K 
PK ,1887 pK jyiynsyya osn .aauypya W 
1U K pB yauaepK y^j K IBD myviBE K 
yco 'n H IK a w v w iw* lyosa I'O'C 
-vp* in* SWOMK i m ."jyoijnoKB O T H » 
-DP5KE. "iyp*Hp va n n pK iyay>tny cayo 
OK .ovynya*K "TO KT OTyn PK "3aio»v 
: jyajpicyj \tn o*n Dtoy DBP 
BO ntanto ir»« 1"? =y« IPD""* i«» 
rente * — nentenftyiV *< i n MI p«t ^p^ye 
-pyi» MI* pit o»napacM* u*B PM epii egr. 
•pa oreiya o»a IMJ Tpne «3 t'K oy to ,v* 
ipVpn lysrftve l*»*o 10 v i e 8 . i rn r 
nut ^"isnri ft* ipiyia*. opi "lya"* i r i i p 
jy^y» *y*ip iyanny.»*30 ojn i« jyastccniyt 
pK ini>» 4 ijnu 3 ViVs i»« lytynpnp T? 
-app ipx t^a oyr ip3«« uron^ BonyB i»t ty^y« jiieio IIK ipaain imwcia ijrtpn on .s»a«e 
lypoT* n v i ^ y u jjnii^ y=i^pjn» :p>^» 
- T P ,yrt'» n lywysow iy=c«o-oyVBe pn jyijn ttiM»^n»07i is7?ii ey .e»»yQ ym»: 
p» nfiyrp ipn pn Hccna»n »i .Vjrtain "iyr 
.o»ipa»= Dy:"oyrt» o«o lya'Tay I'ti oyn cy 
»n o*ii iyiBnscii*iuc T^ayoai* i»>i oyn py 
,iyay*t ijn p*i ayn cp *»yr. p* pP cpii jnay 
• iyeipT8r cpn cy — nysu n* n*i i»»it 
irspis:"* *pii op ]» aai3Bil«* p3«»3ja^ * 
.r»?«iBO >M ^ yiya*c •« |jn«3 lycopt * «I»IK 
ipi 1* ipD8^ wyaa* in*> lpiyn J«K yx c«n •' 
li* ,"0]*':i» i*iflB ii* i8B»nyiyn V»iyjymw 
-E*:ua * lyayaDiiin ipaasepi:* IJ i^ jn jrwy « 
,"ya'Bo oipp»o >yoapo t \ :^#sii»i ip:t^ 
py"» ipapn onypno ^pwps n jpTnsVpixiM* 
•M-u * ipoupa Ti* B«n •? .iycr>yw* l*e 
-ipe iyo«ui8 PB JM"»»TJ iyi p« ^"naa8 lya 
p^3p"* ncrto n ien i:c«i ips"3i8 P* ,iaB3 
-irt'* 
a*n H)«ai« oippps y»»T* ip;*!:*^ n 
.oam'tso pa»tp'i p*p owipa o»: in*' opi 
M s<jn l?:* "Hffiipi ,in(ji p^ 8 cy oino »i MI 
T^sy,w,in ,iy;unpopaTy» ycniya lyaimiya 
.Dyrn-Mi n i|«itt asnysyn * 
ip;i*iirj c«n wav -lyzipa tyey-isa'D »T 
li* ,cpi«n»n p* aciiy=yn * »ay»*ni inysnt 
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[yoinflrp o^yDpy;;8 jyaRn iiaeri c/5wp 
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nyi jyaya TIR pyn:8i .'JWBDVP iyn jy; 
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u»n D*n38ia D*ll DDJHD — *^a p*t iya38^ 
I 'IBB ;5'3 p-p ip'J PR oy„ — ? DnyEt33yy; 
PR CRT .1^3 T8D DO V* D'O"* DT8DB' 
."lys'io otfcya TyoJR JR 
TyoJy |»i )K .D^nynjn Dijhi nyo"ii 
nyi PR ^*riD38 18 \vmm o«n nyoRE 
lyDRD P't J830 |1D 138DCDMR \JJVy^B 
•^onya i n D*D DVPDBBO'O mBOB' osn j 
,^n RpnyoB PR .1848 po 33iayny3 -wr i ; 
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-y: ir\ \\t ~mm vtnw. mm Jynp ^y; I 
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Ipjp* O'»yo 72'iBT '1 :» ^i7'B^ '1 IN Tt 
l B ' J i ^ y H»"n iy>y" '»• « a-'-oyoy; ;»i 
, .iB'si^fiTyi iriB 
yp^PBnfi PB ttfyoBn O'nams PK 
1907 pR -y*TBPD p» Dp3»n Ty »n opsia 
B D"DO man*.'pR *m*MM iyci3y33B TR 
iyo"3iR JP^ ID IBB TOPJ •^P3,i3it3Bnnyx 
"BP n 1P3» .DHIJB^ PR D^Oppt PR 
,T»R y^3«•DC• ip«t m ,1P3B-T 'POO'JBO'B 
-•V10*DWBP' 0^3 D?B rPI»3 CPT DBiSPPy3 
cp3^3np D»n IPOPBI? in»* "nx .^P3B 
0*0 unsKran p« w^* pn D^DBB 
-38^3 oyn *w5 oiyoiwBP ^BSBtyps. npi 
"P3 "1BCBP 2P1 Din»BP3 0"Y P33B^ B D ^ 
iyD3P!:i3--B on-TDyjiBC OB-I IP ."I jy; 
,rPTP3 t>fi — 1PDP31B1JBDB' P3P1P'C^PE p t 




47 1 9 1 6 , )>- ipo 
v o IffDiKi iptyS jnyt3iK [ID "p 8 1*6 
D13 PK i y -I^VOSn>#D DO *H p W B ? W3B» 
TT*SJ n , pp itfePKim -im D5B DDIKUV2 
pK DD»MI -?m pp tony IJ;D^DJVD»II ,-D»n 
&>ni 1 PK ."oe3ipivB ir\ po -iyD»3iK-D»c 
-iDC pcnmvD^ Cpway |yw5w lyssn 
-D'o B " i pp ipasjn p« IPP'DHP p* IPDV 
iv |»DBnn iva*T iitfjm .DKnyi mun W D 
.*unp& |«i IID >»'3 j yo jpm I»TP> 
DO i»x38i pK OIVK b»o IVP IPD mn 
.T3 CV'riB ^a»flJW»«Dl"l pK |yD'Dt?3"K 
•Bn'^i PK ,W»OB w a i * nm « jm»v 
-ID1»" IV IVtl^ JU HDTffll &W3 
Tnyoj^ K D-uruiitfa PK PTJJII o'p'orw 
Din pK D33"ia iy >"H ,iyD"2n« n«D D38e 
n» ye»n<K 1V3J»» jyy-PK ey'ris ens 
,D"ii "WD5B i in pK lyay* - l y : ,ipD"a 
w a i K w r * nm iv 3W»pa pn PK 
•»"uya nn»K D*n »3jnw ey'riB »n .MUWIM 
-»D »i pK n e . *n 185D^BBP ya y^tB .jyp 
"3 maK5o->5ya *•% ,*33U$my3 yp'DO'^ tpy 
•ya "I'rie "2 *nc DD a^ns »% PK "i'na 
VD .opynvpa nya'my ->yi o«u v*fc fypni 
-y") jnyoiK y^» W y^a»a em ryvoyDijpyi 
em D'D iy33vi3nyp -non \v$v\\ wi .ipi 
-iyfe Jyswo pK isruiDc ya^oy lya^ir 
inyotnyp "\vcv3 vsim ip^yii pR fyaos 
"lyoKp em
 f - w w jyE"VK jyoems eyi 
. i io j rwJ iyt?n»K ipnmsjD im pc 
y'noK IK D"II«P on»io nm w aJU'irrur |«t 
.I8»YK3 -on IKP naie 
,D»pa»53ynyB pu pp DPBTP i m O»D, 
ny oyn ,poa iyn3ymsp . w o w |«f D»D 
"IMM Dl5B3"K lyDrna K |p3«n J»D"HY inv 
-n D'D tvaifi 8t5B iy:yo n>o .onan y3»r 
-yocya DJ»V 33i3y3ny pu JPM IK ,0"rnya 
~iyp im iv ty33*na DV oyn ,imyn 03*o 
".DII«P onaiD nm pe 33t3*>e»3yo 
(•|"BWJf K3?» l i t |yayn»jp *na R) 
3»o jysKn y3?y» ,"iyD»3nB ynytjiK 
y\ lyp'iw yaJyii ."ne«TyD>$ yjnyi? H 
p« iy^DD3'p ynyn3K IIK iypn PK ns D>O 
jynmp "*a't T ' iv^yi^  ,IKIBIP IPB«VK l y i 
338^  DO K"1 T'K DS11 $y3*a DP'O 8 D»D 
iv itvio .HKM " i Dyii ey .pnTpo OMIB 
mDKTyo^ 8 tyiipya T> o*n DP 18 .pnyn 
•ya i n D«n OKH ,y*V8D«yT 8 D*O nyp'onp 
yme yoniya K jyD3»5y3 w n»o n jyow 
PK ysJyii rnim ys^aiyDcsiK cy'n.B pc 
D38oy3 ,3oyu 183 ipi8 -DO »^3 TyriB pa 
r T • .^  .•* vx >y3»3 w j I B P I .im««y3 
pp . " l y a s n i y ^  8 » v 8 o » 5 K 
.p'DCBy Kjac I3"*IP iyww 
..cc u y u 424 ,%jn»iB .-* cp(«s ;8^irt (+ 
wlthdr*w»l cards. 137 were transferred to 
other locals and 129 were removed from 
the roll of mombernhlp for violatlou of 
union laws; total 3S2. in addition to 
these, 604 were transferred to Local No. 3, 
Piece Tailor* and Sample Makers' Union, 
and $S to Local No. 30, Alteration Tailors* 
Union. 
(In the next and final part of tho report 
1
 facts and figures In regard to finances and 
other Interesting trade matters will be 
dealt with.—Ed.) 
DO YOU WEAR A. PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT—WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your employer and your 
Shopmaio ihut you are a loyal member of your organization. 
' • • " " . W " " . . . - l 
-*• . 
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•INnyB pnjn;8 PN by tvaftm PB # u u 
TH * oanpnyi -vnp cpyr yoYy* n PN o«n 
,noOH3'N tyiri pN imyno D»D ycm 
•Vi *y>B nt» iy3»n nynnc DSJ^D yztfyn 
Djyiy^iE nyoon'Tya lyi .DP"IDD pt*fiw\ 
iyo'(3iN oy p a t a ; TKMIN ,^p»D*pe 
D3yoD"s BONDS? .lycjyo n;yi'u> 100 B3»n 
.OH'N PC 
|»1 /tfrtyj po IVIN "vyD^sycnpJiN pu„ . 
y^ynoona'N I'll DBVOTMyp yanawwJNfi 
PN w po oc»n lyo'vu pn ,iyoy$3ipB 
tt iyo8ioy3iy PN ny ya^yn D»S .'BBBO'D 
PN' "|NB",KH,0" \)t D"aiN tihym? iypi 
inn pn*wa .tyb^riaratfyHij iyo"3i8 
cjn -HJD o*»m)yDNa pn JDW tyooya Din 
.D3yr«y am* ON" jyo jyaJyn i»& .DON 
c*n tyoKny nyi y?pvn I^ N B^nama. 
a n n o i m n«D imBviyj Dsnae'ya'. PN 
iy )« ,tV3ift [yp iyo tyaftm |y«m ,D^I«P 
i*N c-'-uNia ?v)i pN .P5«D D*T Dmoiyc 
ivcisyp nwDiyi jwnif *£ IX i^iny jyiiy; 
.DH'N jyaya ys"T H OVN 
jyjya t|BD8P ->yn
 2^K ,5yE"iiv VK„ 
•JN">3 ,O»»M *>nyi ty-iyn o^n'cyj oyn on*N 
D^TBID ^y^ pN lyynsJ 'nN nyan oyu B»H 
•QID y3*5s?3ya pD nnio> yDBnif n DT.WP 
H PD pir i n pj»D^3 n ya^yti \vn yom 
.D"Xiy33«^ 
-8PH81. iyD383y3*T p»J 3y»JlV l i p j . 
c n 1*0 yr o*o o" i«na o>yw "DP> 
PN :3ny5pBMN yaiy-tNo PC r o iyoD3"c 
t^ N "iBDiyrpN .ranniDnv ywomsipB 
lyocayn pc DCN or: pc pra»i 
•t TI " m w D'Ttic, ivm* V* lyo 
D3"iyj jyoosyn am pN iyay) n pD ny: 
. l y ' cnwc 
n5nns> I'N tsmpj'n c^  
-an |jmya 
18 TIN83 iy ; pN IN'3V nyn pn nyDnDiys 
? .*TO=rU"N piN^p TTl pN I«r"1D*3-18 
Mn PD imjt^ nm iy PN i n n r yr3-N 
l»»3i* iy3«BpiN?p iyi PN 5y3»r"nyD5'N 
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-iy» iy'D'H;8-V3 IX -INSP'nD^IN 18 -188= 
DMip^n at$n ,um ">y3^ yr nm "3 , T ^ y 
;ttf$n,Dya mjy3>8E n Dpniy3D".K 
•no 100 *n pc iyaynyo3'N n owwi J : U 
,|y5yy y^yswa PN yann D^= iy38»iyfi i:yi 
-3'N yatfwnyi jn* I>N Dsnocs^yi Die ;n» 
j»D3yn yt ' i jyvyc 0 8 VD PN .jyomyu 
t»N cy wm « i m » Dsmsyu^nK 08n w k 
M"fcy»MN D8n' nn^ N .eves prnya lynnc 
n y n c B as8n3y3 pN iyD"P3nync yiytrw 
PN W 2 i 8 n |yr»w MunjytscnyB P3»5 
•yaniyo T*N II^^I v= . D ^ 3 »Jys m y r 
yay^ "ttfew ,D"Pi83p:»i TVWN iy3mi jr> 
D3yot33*8S8 ty^N .Dyt3'?«*8^ iy*3iN 
'ny IN i n* I U
 r f N INB ni33 8 TU D'3 
ojn PN T ' N iyp38i i^c .j8nt8J iy*i ISE yi 
•31N ni» DNP. nn'N Dy35ni ,?^»c pc ;jr:»: 
•y»3*N ys^:ynyi i"8 oiV'V: v^iyz-v 
-yao'iN ompJ*n 08™ yomo iyi i8E 
:Iy'D"^38^34y3yn | yuu"s ynsya^ NE Bp'i-; 
Dyi t«i lyoinoiyE lyoeny i m PN ny. 
jyajyi; ,"iyoinyD3'N„ n pc o»; PN 
PN oi8 l« mvm PN cy imi D»n jyc 
H ann ."i3«5 JIB ^Nauno tyooayn nin* 
•yorya vvn 0»n3ina -i D*N^ PD 33uyny 
pD 338D3i| iyi p-: DBT oyn .imyr. D3*D 
.D1UP a'^ BlB Tin JIB 3313^B'3y3iyE i m 
o*« ,VK. pa i n r Dpyt yoxy^ H P N . 
y^nNJ n PN iyo"3iN n PD -tyomoiyc 
•») n pn jyoipys 58c y^^ D .irioorD»N 
.B"Tjra ."! D'W^ 0*0 umnrva yorcay" 
\w*\v£ iyD"P3-D»*ior o*c 3jn:*3iyD PN 
.B*na *^a n y n PN *n 
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